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Austria  >  Vienna  >  Hotels

esterhazy.at

Be our guest at Esterhazy and enjoy one of our princely packages.

We offer exhibition tours, day trips, concerts, wine tastings and culinary delights.

Esterházy Palace, Eisenstadt

Haydnsaal, Esterházy Palace

Forchtenstein Castle

Selektion Vinothek Burgenland
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Editorial

Dear partners and friends of the 
Mondial family, 

2016 is the year of jubilee for Mondial. Thanks to our emplo-
yees’ commitment and excellent long-lasting service-provider 
partnerships we are celebrating our 50th anniversary this year. 

Mondial has always moved with the times therefore, we would like to take 
this special birthday as an opportunity to give our Central Europe Selection a 
new look and design. So you will, for example, find a broad selection of itinera-
ry suggestions in each destination. And, when flipping through the pages you 
will repeatedly stumble over the beautiful faces of our multi-cultural team, 
who provides you with their very special insider-tips for the selected destina-
tions. Your clients want to add a personal touch to their journey? Rely on our 
Destination Specialists – they create bespoke experiences. 

Benefit from our specialist know-how as well as from a tourism company’s 
complete range of services – be assured your valued clients will be in best 
hands with us at Mondial. 

Gregor Kadanka

Gregor Kadanka

President

Mondial Office in Baden near Vienna, 1968
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Mondial DMC

Mondial DMC – what sets us apart
Mondial makes your world go round
Last year we booked the perfect room mo-
re than 300.000 times and served satisfied 
customers in Austria, Germany, Hungary, 
the Czech Republic and Slovakia.

Conveying destination know-how is not 
our core business, but we see ourselves 
as your partner within the destination, 
adjusting to your needs and meeting your 
demands.

We are consultants and managers, decisi-
on makers and trouble-shooters, we speak 
your language and provide full service 
with a constantly expanding network in 
Central Europe.

Full service Destination  
Management Company
Of course you can book a hotel with us, 
but then you just use a small part of our 
offer. We know how your customers tick, 
therefore we selected our services and ne-
gotiated them for you with a keen sense.

Take advantage of a one-stop shop. Get all 
services from one source for individuals as 
well as for groups, whether it be a hut in 
the Alps, a large conference hotel in Vien-
na, a traditional restaurant in Budapest, a 
beer expedition in Prague, curry sausage 
tasting in Berlin, a Sound of Music tour in 
Salzburg, tourist “must-see” attractions 
in Central Europe, exclusive group trips to 
the world heritage region Wachau or just a 
simple sightseeing tour.

Consulting for your sales success
Our service is not limited to the sale of 
services, we rather consider ourselves as 
your advisor. We are your partner, using 
business opportunities in a fast-growing 
tourist destination to your advantage.

We consciously use our resources to 
meet the rapidly changing challenges in 
tourism. We deliver customized all-in-one 
solutions from the online booking tool to 
joint marketing activities.

Continuous network in Central 
Europe
Five decades of continuous development 
have left its mark and created a network 
in Central Europe with offices in Vienna, 
Baden, Salzburg, Budapest, Berlin and 
Prague. We are very close to the product, 
we know our suppliers personally, we take 
care of your guests on site and are able to 
react very quickly to changes.

Our employees speak your  
language
Specialists from all around the world 
form a multicultural team at Mondial. As 
a Destination Management company we 
speak your language and know how your 
customers tick. From Andrea, Irina, Thi, 
Ragna, Sören to Wolfgang and Xiao Rong 
to name only a few – all of them are more 
than happy to fulfil your needs. 

It is easy to make an 
offer, but to select the 

right one for your  
customer is an art.

Team Vienna
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Mondial DMC

Mondial makes your world go round
Quality that comes with time
At Mondial, four business divisions are 
united under one roof, interlocking and 
complementing one another like the 
wheels of a clock. Thus, our clients are able 
to benefit from specialist know-how as 
well as from a tourism company’s comple-
te range of services. Since its founding in 
1966, Mondial has – due to its employees’ 
commitment – grown continuously into 
the largest privately owned travel com-
pany in Austria, with numerous branch 
offices all across Europe. Then and now, 
the family owning Mondial contributes 
personally to guarantee continuity, reliabi-
lity and quality.

That quality has found public recognition 
on several occasions, e.g. through the ISO 
9001 Quality Management Certificate or 
the National Coat of Arms Award, besto-
wed by the Republic of Austria in recogni-
tion of Mondial’s exceptional contribution 
to Austria’s economy.

Clockwork perfection and reliability serve 
as our guiding principles, these demands 
we strive to meet every single day.

Mondial Corporate Events &  
Incentive
Here, you can expect personal attention 
as well as comprehensive services for 
your event: from travel arrangements and 
accommodation to social events as well 
as expert event production and on-site 
support, we are by your side all the way, 
as a reliable partner. Corporate Events and 
Incentives revert to experiences gained in 
2000 corporate events – so that your event 
is a unique experience.

Mondial Travel Management
More than 20 employees, located in 4 
offices, are currently committed to the 
smooth running of all Business and Leisure 
trips 24/7. From rental car bookings to 
flights, trains, hotels and Visa services, our 
team of experts is ready and willing to 
assist in making your journey as comforta-
ble as possible.

Mondial Congress Management
The stunning facts and figures of 
Mondial‘s Congress Management depart-
ment speak for themselves. With over 
2000 congresses organised to date, many 
loyal clients and friends have been made 
along the way both nationwide and from 
all around the globe. The Congress Ma-
nagement team covers all corners and will 
leave no stone uncovered when it comes 
to the strategic planning and implementa-
tion of made-to-measure concepts to fit all 
your participant’s needs. From budgeting 
and financial planning to on-site ma-
nagement, Mondial has been setting new 
standards of excellence since 1966 in the 
field of Congress Management.

Mondial Location Finder
From aircraft hangars to stylish roof-top 
bars or small countryside seminar hotels. 
Let Mondial’s Location Finder pinpoint the 
perfect setting for you. With an ever-grow-
ing database of hotels, meeting rooms 
and restaurants, you are certain to find a 
location fitting your needs.

Team Budapest & Prague
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  BY MONDIAL 

Welcome to Central Europe
Austria, Germany, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia 

Brimming with important cultural monuments and spectacular architecture, 
the enchanting Central Europe has endless opportunities to explore on offer.  
Be immersed by Austria's superb musical heritage, experience Hungarian tra-
ditions, step back in time in the fascinating castles of the Czech Republic, try 
culinary delicacies in Germany, explore historic lanes and buildings in Slovakia 
and enjoy some vitamin “sea” in Slovenia.

Contents
© WienTourismus, Peter Rigaud

© SalzburgerLand

© Tirol Werbung, Lisa Hörterer

© Österreich Werbung, Wolfgang Zajc

Impressum:
Mondial GmbH & Co. KG 

Operngasse 20b, 1040 Vienna, Austria

Print: Friedrich VDV, Vereinigte Druckereien- und Verlags-GmbH & Co. KG, Linz

Graphic Design: RAUM3 | print.web.mobile

Cover: WienTourismus, Photographer: Peter Rigaud

Photos and texts are kindly supported by Austrian National Tourist Board, Vienna 

 Tourist Board, German National Tourist Board, Czech Tourism, Hungarian National 

Tourist Office, Budapest Tourism and all other federal, regional and city tourist offices. 

The categorization of the hotels (***-*****) corresponds to the country standards.
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Europe  
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EUROPE at a Glance
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A Selection of City and Round Trips

Countryside

Sports & Activities 

Art, Culture & Lifestyle 

Culinary Art & Wine

 41 Apricots and Vineyards 
Exploring the picturesque Wachau Valley

 46 Arts & Culture 
in Harmony with Nature 

 47 About Castles, Palaces and  
  Vineyards

A tour through Austria’s Sunshine Province

 81 Pure Nature in Carinthia 
Experiencing nature step by step

 61 Magical Lake District
Crystal clear lakes and breath-taking 
mountain panoramas

 72 Tyrol 
Heart of the Alps

 24 Vienna by E-Bike 
Exploring Vienna the exceptional way

 81 Hiking in Carinthia
Lush green meadows, crystal clear lakes and 
hiking trails to be discovered

 85 Klagenfurt and the  
  Carinthian Lake Paradise 

Discovering the all-year-round lake experience    

 8 Imperial Capitals Tour 
Imperial Vienna, vibrant Budapest and the 
melancholic Prague

 10 In the Heart of Europe
From Berlin to Vienna

 19 Austria’s Highlights 
Discovering the Jewels of Austria

 91 Right across Germany
From Berlin via Dresden and Nuremberg  
to Munich

 106 Hungary’s Pearls 
Budapest, Puszta und CO

 103 Prague Highlights 
The must-sees of the Golden City

 17 The Taste of Austria 
From Tafelspitz, Linzer cake and excellent 
wines

 49 South Styrian Dainties 
The Styrian Volcano region and the South 
Styrian wine road 

 25 Taste Vienna 
Experiencing Vienna from its pleasurable side

 

 94 Hops and Malt: the Art of  
  Brewing in Munich

The Bavarian Capital and its long tradition of 
brewing

 108 Budapest’s Culinary  
  Delicacies 

…more than “only” Paprika, Salami and CO 

 103 Prague: Culture and  
  Culinary Art 

Discovering the culinary delicacies of Prague

© Österreich Werbung, Popp Hackner

© Österreich Werbung, Himsl

© Österreich Werbung, Mallaun

© Steiermark Tourismus, ikarus

Berlin © York, fotolia.com
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Special Interest

Wellness &  
Medical Treatment

MICE Services 

 22 Vienna: Imperial and 
  Co(ntemporary) 

From the ostentatious imperial capital to a 
modern metropolis

 42 About Emperors and Monks 
Spirituality, history and culture in the Vienna 
Woods

 67 Salzburg on the Traces of 
  Mozart

Discovering the city of the boy wonder

 97 Berlin on the Traces of  
  the GDR 

A trip to the former “divided” city

 101 Prague UNESCO Tour
Bohemian World Cultural Heritage  

 108 Budapest on the Traces of  
  Jewry 

Jewish life – then and now

 25 Vienna and its Medical  
  History 

About the history of Viennese medicine

 119 Best Treatment by Mondial 

 114 MICE Services 

 115 Meeting and Conference  
  Locations 

 116 Incentive and Teambuilding 
  Suggestions 

 118 Event Locations

tours.mondial-travel.com 

Our Online Tourguide 

Mondial Tours – a handy online search 
engine for (group) city trips and round trips 
in Austria, Germany, Hungary and the 
Czech Republic. 

Find more tour  
inspirations online 
tours.mondial-travel.com

© Grand Hotel Bernardin Portorož

© sonne Fleckl, fotolia.com

© TAUERN SPA WORLD  
Betriebs GmbH & Co KG

© Hotel Estrel Berlin

Astronomical Clock Prague © Prague City Tourism
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Europe  >  Tours

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 1

Wiener Prater and the Giant Ferries Wheel 
No other place in Vienna pours on the charm like 
Wiener Prater does – it is truly a melting pot of ad-
venture, nostalgia and Viennese charm. The amu-
sement park hosts one of Vienna‘s most famous 
landmarks – the Giant Ferries Wheel. While the 
Wiener Prater is in season from May until October, 
the Giant Ferries Wheel and a handful of other 
attractions are open all year round. 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2

Schoenbrunn Palace 
The former summer residence of the Habsburg 
family ranks among the most impressive Baroque 
constructions worldwide. Since 1966 Schönbrunn 
Palace and gardens have been certified as a UN-
ESCO World Heritage Site. The outstanding archi-
tecture, the magnificent staterooms and the palace 
gardens are worth a visit.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3

Prague Old Town 
In 1992 Prague‘s Old Town was certified as a UN-
ESCO World heritage site. The centre of Prague is 
characterized by small winding lanes and buildings 
of all architectural styles – convince yourself of it!

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 4

Prague Castle (Hradschin) 
Situated on mount Hradschin, Prague Castle for 
over 1000 years, has been forming the political and 
cultural center not only of the city but also of the 
whole country. With its three castle-courtyards Pra-
gue Castle is said to be the largest enclosed castle 
area. Prague castle complex counts several sights 
such as the famous St. Vitus Cathedral, the Nati-
onal gallery or the golden lane. Definitely, Prague 
castle is a must for every Prague-visitor. 

Duration:  8 days

Cities visited:  Vienna, Prague, Bratislava, Budapest, Székesfehérvár (HU)

Bask in the splendour and romance of the imperial 
 metropolises and marvel at magnificent imperial buildings 
surrounded by picturesque streets and a historic cityscape.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna. The remainder of the day is yours to 
spend at leisure.

 Evening  A panoramic city tour provides you with an overview of Vienna. Admire 
magnificent imperial buildings and attractions such as the State Opera, 
the Art- and National History Museum, the Imperial Palace, the Parlia-
ment, the Old Town Hall, etc.

   Following your city tour you go to the Vienna Prater where you enjoy a 
ride on the Giant Ferries Wheel. The view over Vienna by night is simply 
breath-taking!

   Then welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to Schönbrunn Palace. Enjoy a tour through the 
palace‘s premises and gardens. Afterwards transfer back to the old town 
of Vienna with a following old town walking tour.

   Lunch on your own at one of the numerous restaurants in the old town 
of Vienna.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  After dinner at a local restaurant or at your hotel, enjoy a Strauss and 
Mozart concert-performance at the Kursalon Vienna.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna-Prague 

 Morning  After breakfast, transfer to Prague. Upon arrival in Prague, check-in at 
your hotel. Lunch at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

 Afternoon  Extended walking tour through the old town of Prague with the Old 
Town Square, the Old Town Hall with its astronomic clock, Charles 
Bridge, the Powder tower, etc. Afterwards discover the famous Jewish 
quarter Josefov.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Prague.    

 DAY 4 Prague 

 Morning  After breakfast visit to the Prague Castle District with the St. Vitus 
Cathedral, Prague Castle and the famous Golden Lane.

   Lunch on your own at one of the numerous cafes and restaurants.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Prague. 

AUSTRIA

CZECH  
REPUBLIC

HUNGARY

SLOVAKIA

Budapest

Bratislava
Vienna

Prague

Imperial Capitals Tour 

Imperial Vienna, vibrant Budapest and the melancholic Prague 

View of the Volksgarten © WienTourismus, Christian Stemper

© Wiener Riesenrad

© WienTourismus, Peter Rigaud

© Prague City Tourism

© Prague City Tourism
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Europe  >  Tours

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 6

Fishermen‘s Bastion 
Fishermen‘s Bastion, which originated as a weir 
system, is located on the Buda-side and arises 
in place of the medieval fish market of Buda. 
Fishermen‘s Bastion was constructed in neo-
romantic style; its sharp towers made of stone, 
symbolise the seven tribal leaders of Hungary.

Matthias Church 
The probably the most famous church in Budapest 
is located right next to the Fishermen’s Bastion in 
the heart of Budapest‘s castle district. A wide range 
of Hungarian kings have been coronated in Matthi-
as church, which today is home to ecclesiastical 
treasures and essential burial places.

 DAY 5 Prague-(Bratislava)-Budapest

 Morning  After breakfast, transfer to Budapest via Bratislava. In Bratislava you 
enjoy a walking tour through the old town and have the opportunity to 
have lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  Onward journey to Budapest.

   Upon arrival in Budapest, check-in at your hotel.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 6 Budapest

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a panoramic city tour with following visit to the 
Matthias Church and Fishermen’s Bastion at the Budapest Castle 
District.

   Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Enjoy a Hungarian Folklore evening with dinner.

   Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 7 Budapest-(Balaton)-Vienna

 Morning  After breakfast, transfer to Székesfehérvar at Lake Balaton, Europe’s 
largest steppe lake and one of the most famous holiday resorts of 
Hungary.

   You visit the peninsula of Tihany and have the option to enjoy lunch on 
your own at the peninsula.

 Afternoon  Continue your journey to Vienna via Sarvar and Sopron.

   Upon arrival in Vienna, check-in at your hotel.

 Evening  Farewell dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. Overnight 
stay in Vienna.

 DAY 8 Departure from Vienna

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

View of Prague from the Vitkov monument © Prague City Tourism © Ungarisches Tourismusamt

© Ungarisches Tourismusamt

© Mondial

© Ivo Brezina, fotolia.com
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Europe  >  Tours

AUSTRIA

GERMANY

Prague

Brno

Dresden

Vienna

Potsdam

Berlin

From Berlin to Vienna

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2

Berlin Wall Museum at Checkpoint Charlie 
The Berlin Wall has been existing for more than 
28 years. Situated right next to the wall, the Berlin 
Wall Museum was opened in 1963. Until today the 
museum mainly exhibits photographs and frag-
ments related to the separation of Germany.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3 

Pergamon Museum  
The Pergamon Museum was built according to 
designs of Alfred Messel by Ludwig Hoffmann 
between 1910 and 1930 as the last of the five 
museums. Designed as a three-wing-construction 
and now houses three museums: the Collection of 
Classical Antiquities with the architectural halls, 
the sculpture wing, the “Vorderasiatisches” Muse-
um and the Museum of Islamic Art.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 4

Sanssouci Palace
Sanssouci Palace, the former residence of Prussian 
monarchs will impress you with its magnificent 
interiors, as well as its beautiful park. Very worth 
seeing is the originally preserved interior decorati-
on from the 18th century. 

In the heart of Europe
Duration:  11 days

Cities visited:  Berlin, Potsdam, Dresden, Prague, Brno, Vienna  

Explore the most beautiful cities in the heart of Central 
Europe. Starting in Germany you visit the versatile metropolis 
Berlin as well as the historic Potsdam and the “Florence on 
the river Elbe”, Dresden. Your journey continues the “golden 
city of Prague” and Brno in the picturesque Czech Republic. 
Last but not least you will be enchanted by the Austrian 
charm and explore the imperial city Vienna.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Berlin 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Berlin.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 2 Berlin 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a panoramic city tour including some of the most 
interesting sights. 

   Following the tour, you visit the Mauermuseum at the former Check-
point Charlie. 

   Lunch on your own at one of the various restaurants and bars in Berlin.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you visit Charlottenburg Palace and gardens.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 3 Berlin  

 Morning  After breakfast you visit the famous Pergamonmuseum at the Museum 
Island.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Before dinner you visit the TV tower on the Alexandersquare from which 
you enjoy stunning views over Berlin by night. 

   Following enjoy dinner at a local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 4 Berlin-(Potsdam)-Dresden

 Morning  After breakfast, check out and transfer to Potsdam to visit the Sanssouci 
Palace, the former residence of Prussian monarchs. Afterwards, you will 
have the opportunity to explore Potsdam city – the capital of Branden-
burg; here you will be able to admire the Dutch Quarter, the Russian 
Colony (Alexandrowka) as well as the City Palace.

   Lunch on your own in Potsdam.

 Afternoon  Onward journey to Dresden. The remainder of the day is yours to spend 
at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Dresden.

CZECH  
REPUBLIC

Dresden, evening at the Elbe © Deutsche Zentrale für Tourismus e.V., Photographer Werner, Karol

© visitBerlin, Günter Steffen

© visitBerlin, Günter Steffen

© Foto Gundi Abramski
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Europe  >  Tours

 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 6

Old Town Walking Tour 
You will admire attractions such as the Old Town Hall 
with its Astronomical Clock and charming, colourful 
houses before continuing towards Charles Bridge 
which you will walk across. Enjoy strolling through 
the charming old town and get lost by its hidden 
gems and corners!

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 7

Prague Castle (Hradschin)
Situated on mount Hradschin, Prague Castle for 
over 1000 years, has been forming the political and 
cultural center not only of the city but also of the 
whole country. With its three castle-courtyards Pra-
gue Castle is said to be the largest enclosed castle 
area. Prague castle complex counts several sights 
such as the famous St. Vitus Cathedral, the Nati-
onal gallery or the golden lane. Definitely, Prague 
castle is a must for every Prague-visitor.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 9 

Fiacre Carriage Ride
Since the 17th century, the horse-drawn carriages 
characterize the cityscape of Vienna and still are 
of great importance. Get to know Vienna from a 
different perspective and enjoy a traditional horse-
drawn carriage ride through the old town of Vien-
na. By the way, both the coachman as well as the 
coach itself are called Fiacre.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 10 

Art History Museum 
With numerous remarkable masterpieces and the 
biggest Bruegel-collection worldwide, Vienna‘s 
Art History Museum counts to the world‘s most 
important art collections. With its sister building, 
the Natural History Museum, it is one of the most 
significant large buildings of the ring boulevard 
time.

 DAY 5 Dresden

 Morning  After breakfast walking tour of the beautiful historical city centre of 
Dresden. This tour will take you past some of the most important attrac-
tions of Dresden such as the Semper opera, Zwinger, Dresden Church of 
Our Lady, the Procession of princes, the Brühlsche Terrace, and many 
more. 

   Lunch on your own in Dresden.

 Afternoon  The remainder of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Dresden.

 DAY 6 Dresden-Prague 

 Morning  After breakfast check-out and transfer to Prague. 

   Upon arrival in Prague lunch at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon enjoy an extensive walking tour through the old town 
of Prague.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 7 Prague 

 Morning  After breakfast you enjoy a visit to the Prague Castle district. 

   Lunch on your own in the old town of Prague.

 Afternoon  The remainder of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 8 Prague-(Brno)-Vienna

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to Vienna with stopp in Brno. Upon arrival in 
Brno enjoy a walking tour through the historic old town. Lunch at local 
restaurant in Brno.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon onward journey to Vienna.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Brno.

 DAY 9 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a panoramic city tour with following visit to the 
impressive Schönbrunn Palace.

   Lunch on your own in the city centre.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Before dinner enjoy a Fiacre Carriage ride through the picturesque alleys 
of the old town of Vienna.

   Then dinner at a traditional Viennese Restaurant.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 10 Vienna

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a visit to the Art History Museum.

   Lunch on your own at one of the numerous cafes and restaurants in the 
old town of Vienna.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you discover Vienna‘s city centre on the traces of the 
Viennese Coffeehouse Culture.

 Evening  Farewell dinner at a traditional restaurant.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 11 Departure from Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

© Prague City Tourism

© Prague City Tourism

© WienTourismus, Peter Rigaud

© WienTourismus, Peter Rigaud

© Deutsche Zentrale für Tourismus e.V.; Hans Peter Merten
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Vienna
• Imperial Vienna
• Vienna, the stage is yours
• Imperial & CO(ntemporary) 
• Vienna: Architecture and Design 
• Vienna by E-Bike
• Taste Vienna
• Vienna and its Medical History

SalzburgerLand 
• Magical Lake District
• Salzburg on the traces of Mozart
• Baroque Salzburg

Lower Austria 
• Vienna and the Weinviertel Region 
• Apricots and vineyards
• About emperors and monks 
• Biedermeier Baden 

Burgenland
• About castles, palaces and vineyards
• Arts and culture in harmony with 

nature

Styria 
• South Styrian dainties
• Graz: tradition and design 
• Your date with Graz 

Upper Austria
• Mountains, lakes and serenity 
• Linz: media art and contemporary 

history

Tyrol
• Tyrol, the heart of the Alps
• Your date with Innsbruck

Carinthia 
• Hiking in Carinthia
• Pure Nature
• Klagenfurt and the Carinthian Lake 

Paradise

Vorarlberg
• Your date with Bregenz
• Cheese at its best

City Trips & Round Trips
Hotspots in Austria

AUSTRIA at a Glance

Austria  

Countryside

Sports & Activities

Art, Culture & Lifestyle

Culinary & Wine

Special Interest

Wellness & Medical Treatment

Incentive & Teambuilding

Innsbruck

Bregenz 387 km

500 km

Tyrol
Vorarlberg
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Upper Austria

Lower Austria

Carinthia

BurgenlandSalzburgerLand

Our Team in Austria 
Specialists from all around the world form a multicultural team at 
Mondial. As a Destination Management company we speak our 
 customers’ language and know how they tick. From Andrea, Irina, Thi, 
Ragna, Sören to Wolfgang and Xiao Rong to name only a few – all of 
them are more than happy to fulfil our valued customers’ needs.

Contact Us: 
Vienna Headquarter 
Operngasse 20b
A-1040 Wien 

t: +43 1 588 04 – 0  General 
t: +43 1 588 04 – 133  FIT@mondial-travel.com  FIT Department
t: +43 1 588 04 – 167  group@mondial-travel.com Group Departement
t: +43 1 588 04 – 174  asia@mondial-travel.com Asia Department 
t: +43 1 588 04 – 207 easterneurope@mondial-travel.com CIS Department 
 

Austria  

Vienna

Graz

Klagenfurt

Linz

Eisenstadt

Salzburg

Styria

14
5 

km

42 km

235 k
m

252 km

155 km
St. Pölten

Wolfgang Lackner

Sören Aschenbach

Vorarlberg © Österreich Werbung-Mallaun | Tyrol © Tirol Werbung, Josef Mallaun | Salz-
burgerLand © Österreich Werbung, J.Nottebrock, C.Sattler | Carinthia © Kärnten Werbung, 
Edward Gröger | Upper Austria © oberoesterreich-tourismus-gmbh-Hochhauser | Styria © 

Steiermark Tourismus, ikarus | Lower Austria © Österreich Werbung, Volker Preusser | Vienna 
© Österreich Werbung, Wiesenhofer | Burgenland © Österreich Werbung, Ralf Kreuels
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Austria

Country of music, picturesque landscapes 
and historic cities
As the country of snow-capped mountains, captivating cities, Habsburg palaces and  
delicious pastries Austria has it all.

It offers a great variety of breathtaking 
places to see, exciting activities to do and 
great restaurants, cafés and wine taverns 
to taste the delicious Austrian cuisine. 

Away from Austria's capital Vienna, quite a 
lot of lovely cities promise equal measures 
of cultural sightseeing with cathedrals, 
castles, and charming old towns in bet-
ween breaks for coffee and cake or a glass 
of wine. Where one encounters a great 
network of hiking and biking trails in 
summer, finds snow-covered slopes for all 
kinds of winter sports activities and cosy 
alpine huts in winter. 

Even though Austria is a rather small 
country, Austria holidays guarantee dis-
tinctiveness in a unique ambience. 

The diversity of this country is also 
 reflected in the offer of city and round 
trips.

 

© TVB Stubai Tirol, Photographer Andre SchönherrAustria

alpine skiing deep snow © Österreich Werbung, Photographer Mallaun
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY 1 

Wiener Prater and the Giant Ferries Wheel 
No other place in Vienna pours on the charm like 
Wiener Prater does – it is truly a melting pot of ad-
venture, nostalgia and Viennese charm. The amu-
sement park hosts one of Vienna‘s most famous 
landmarks – the Giant Ferries Wheel. While the 
Wiener Prater is in season from May until October, 
the Giant Ferries Wheel and a handful of other 
attractions are open all year round. 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2 

St. Stephan‘s Cathedral 
St. Stephan‘s Cathedral, Vienna‘s landmark and 
Austria‘s most significant Gothic building, accom-
modates a number of valuable art treasures. The 
view from the “Steffls” tower overlooking the roofs 
of Vienna is just incredible.

City Tour including visit to Schoenbrunn Palace 
This tour will show you the major historical sights 
along the Ringstrasse, including the State-opera 
House, the National Museums, the Imperial Palace, 
the Parliament, the City Hall, the Burgtheater and 
the University before taking you to the magnifi-
cent Schönbrunn Palace, summer residence of the 
Habsburg family. The highlight of the tour will be 
a guided tour through the majestic stately rooms 
before returning to the centre of the city.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3 

Esterhazy Palace
Esterhazy Palace is one of the most beautiful Baro-
que palaces in Austria and provides an impressive 
insight into the once glamorous life at the court of 
the Princes of Esterhazy.

Duration:  8 days

Cities visited:  Vienna, Eisenstadt, Grafenegg, Salzburg, Wattens, Innsbruck   

In the countless castles or former residences of aristocratic 
and royal families you will closely experience Austrian history. 
Marvel at magnificent rooms and spacious palace gardens.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna  

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Before your welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant, enjoy a ride on 
the Giant Ferries Wheel with breathtaking views over Vienna by night!

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a panoramic city tour that provides you 
with an overview of Vienna. 

   Following your panoramic city tour, you visit the imposing Schönbrunn 
Palace – the first of a multitude of palaces you will see in the course of 
your journey. 

   Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  The afternoon will be spent in the old town of Vienna. Enjoy an old town 
walking tour passing by magnificent imperial buildings and attractions 
such as the Imperial Palace, the Burggarten, traditional Viennese coffee-
houses, etc. In the course of your walking tour, you visit Vienna‘s most 
famous landmark – Stephan‘s Cathedral.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna: Excursion to Eisenstadt   

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to Eisenstadt and visit to Esterhazy Palace. 
Afterwards enjoy a coffeebreak including one piece of delicious Esterha-
zy cake at one of the numerous cafes in Eisenstadt.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon return transfer to Vienna. The rest of the afternoon is 
yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

AUSTRIA

Eisenstadt

Vienna

Grafenegg

Salzburg

WattensInnsbruck

Austria’s most beautiful palaces

Staying with your Majesties 

Esterhazy Palace © Roland Wimmer

© WienTourismus, Karl Thomas

© WienTourismus, MAXUM

© Österreich Werbung, Pigneter

© Österreich Werbung,  
Wiesenhofer
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY 4

Grafenegg Palace 
Grafenegg is the most significant castle complex 
of Romantic Historicism in Austria. A castle tour 
provides an insight into the grandiose rooms and 
provides visitors with more details about the 
origins and architectural features of the castle and 
its extensive gardens.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 5 

The DomQuartier Salzburg 
15,000 precious square metres, 2,000 astonishing 
exhibits and 1,300 moving years. The DomQuartier 
is located in the heart of Salzburg and forms the 
previous centre of archiepiscopal power. The history 
of political power, art history as well as architecture 
are displayed in a unique interplay.

Hellbrunn Palace and Trick Fountains 
Hellbrunn is a veritable jewel located South of 
the festival-city of Salzuburg. Hellbrunn Palace is 
embedded in an impressive complex of artificial 
parkland and natural biotopes. The water games 
and trick fountains are a unique experience!

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 6

Swarovski Crystal Worlds 
Since 1995, the Swarovski Crystal Worlds in Wat-
tens as one of the most visited tourist attractions 
in Austria enchant millions of visitors from around 
the world. Experience the giant with its unique 
curiosities and a large garden.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 7 

City Walk with Imperial Palace 
This city walk takes you through the picturesque 
alleys of the old town of Innsbruck. Passing by the 
golden roof you will continue to the Innsbruck 
Imperial Palace with the Imperial Court Church, the 
city tower and St. James‘s Cathedral. Let yourself 
be enchanted by the Baroque showrooms and the 
Imperial Apartments.

 DAY 4 Vienna-(Grafenegg)-Salzburg  

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to Grafenegg and visit to the impressive Palace 
area. 

   Then enjoy lunch in the Wachau Valley.

 Afternoon  Onward journey to Salzburg.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY 5 Salzburg  

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a walking tour through the old town of Salzburg. 
You stroll through the famous Getreidegasse and walk past attractions 
such as the DomQuarter, Salzburg Dome, the Fortress Hohensalzburg, 
Mozart‘s Residence, Mozart‘s Birthplace, Café Fürst, Mirabell Palace and 
many more.

   Afterwards visit to the DomQuarter. Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon enjoy a visit to Hellbrunn Palace. Then enjoy some time 
at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant.

   Afterwards enjoy a classical concert in the premises of Mirabel Palace.

   Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY 6 Salzburg-(Kufstein)-(Wattens)-Innsbruck  

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to Innsbruck with lunch stop in Kufstein. 

 Afternoon  After lunch onward journey to Innsbruck with stop in Wattens for a visit 
to the famous Swarovski Crystal Worlds.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Innsbruck.

 DAY 7 Innsbruck  

 Morning  After breakfast you discover Innsbruck in the course of a walking tour 
through the old town. You also enjoy a visit to the Imperial Palace. 

   Lunch on your own at one of the various cafes and restaurants in the old 
town.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon enjoy a visit to Ambras Palace.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in or around Innsbruck.

 DAY 8 Departure from Innsbruck 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

Salzburg © Tourismus Salzburg Grafenegg Palace © Schloss Grafenegg, Alexander Haiden

© Österreich Werbung,  
Volker Preusser

© DomQuartier Salzburg

© Schlossverwaltung  
Hellbrunn, Sulzer

© Swarovski Kirstallwelten

© 2010 TVB Innsbruck,  
Christof Lackner
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2

Schoenbrunn Palace 
The former summer residence of the Habsburg 
family ranks among the most impressive Baroque 
constructions worldwide. Since 1966 Schönbrunn 
Palace and gardens have been certified as a UN-
ESCO World Heritage Site. The outstanding archi-
tecture, the magnificent staterooms and the palace 
gardens are worth a visit.

 HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3

Imperial Silver Collection 
The former court silver services and dining silver-
ware are displayed in the Imperial Chancellery 
Wing of the Imperial Palace. One can admire pre-
cious porcelain, finest china-, gold- and silverwork 
and the Vienna Court Silver, which still shines as 
bright as in the old days.

Duration:  9 days

Cities visited:  Vienna, Graz, Riegersburg

Austria is known for its hospitality and culinary diversity. 
Between vineyards and lush green pastures grow delicious 
specialties, which are processed into high-quality products 
and dishes. From connoisseurs for connoisseurs. Immerse 
into Austrian hospitality and cuisine and try the numerous 
traditional delicacies – from Wiener Schnitzel with potato 
salad and pumpkin seed oil, to Griesnockerl soup and a piece 
of fluffy Apple Strudel.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Just after your arrival your first culinary temptation awaits you: 

   Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast start with a culinary discovery tour through the city 
centre of Vienna. 

   Lunch on your own in the city centre.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon enjoy a visit to Schönbrunn Palace.

   Following you attend a Viennese Apple Strudel Show at Café Residenz 
Schönbrunn.

 Evening  Dinner at a selected restaurant. 

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you visit the Imperial Silver and Tableware Collection at 
the Imperial Palace where you will admire the prescious Viennese Court 
Silver along with other china-, gold-, and silver-tableware. 

   Lunch on your own in the city centre.

   For those who seek a typical Viennese lunch break – visit one of the 
various “Wurst-Stands” and enjoy a hearty Bratwurst or Cheese Kransky 
with mustard and a freshly baked roll.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Before dinner enjoy an exclusive tour of the wine celler including 
tastings at one of Vienna‘s most beautiful Palais.

   Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

AUSTRIA

Graz

Vienna

Riegersburg

From Tafelspitz, Linzer cake and excellent wines 

The taste of Austria 

South Styria © Steiermark Tourismus, ikarus.cc

Wiener Schnitzel © Café Central, Wien

© Bitzinger

© WienTourismus, Osmark
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY 4

City Walk – The Viennese Coffeehouse Culture – Intangible 
During this city walk you will learn everything 
about coffee: How did coffee get to Vienna? How 
did people drink coffee in earlier times, how do they 
drink coffee today? What do most Viennese people 
like to eat along with a cup of coffee? Which perso-
nalities were guests in which traditional Viennese 
coffee house? Your guide will have an answer to all 
these questions. Your tour will be concluded with a 
classic Viennese coffee break in one of the traditio-
nal Viennese coffee houses.

 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 6

Walk of Indulgence 
Your walk of indulgence leads you through the old 
town of Graz, passing by some culinary stations to 
taste the traditional delicacies. In the meantime, 
your guide will entertain you with some historical 
facts and background information and tell you 
some anecdotes on the topic of culinary.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 7

Zotter Chocolate 
Proverbially immerse into the world of chocolate 
and see all steps of production, completed by sever-
al stations to taste all variations of chocolate. A 
true chocolate paradise!

Gölles Schnapps Distillery and Vinegar Production 
In the Gölles Schnapps Distillery & Vinegar Produc-
tion the focus is on the senses. On a five stage tour, 
visitors can experience an orchard cinema, visit the 
largest cellar of vinegar barrels in Austria, visit the 
tunnel of senses, visit the distillery and have a look 
into the schnapps cellar and taste some Schnapps 
and fine liqueur in the Schnapps Bar. 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 8

Vulcano Ham Factory 
The Vulcano meat factory in Auersbach is a unique 
factory of indulgence located in the rolling hills 
of the Styrian Vulcano region. Enjoy a guided tour 
through the world of ham with following tasting of 
selected Vulcano products.

 DAY 4 Vienna  

 Morning  After breakfast you discover Vienna on the traces of the Viennese Coffee-
house culture. 

   Lunch on your own in the city centre.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant. Afterwards enjoy a classical concert. 

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 5 Vienna-(Baden)-Graz 

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to Graz with stop in the Imperialcity of Baden. 

   Upon arrival in Baden you enjoy a walking tour through the picturesque 
town before continuing your journey to Graz. 

   Lunch at local restaurant in Graz.

 Afternoon  Start your afternoon with a walking tour through the inner city of Graz. 
During your walking tour you discover the most significant attractions 
such as the Herrengasse, Graz Opera House, the beautiful main square 
with the Town Hall, the Island on the Mur, the Kunsthaus, etc.

   The remainder of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a selected restaurant in Graz.

   Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 6 Graz 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a walk of indulgence through the old town of Graz.

   Enjoy lunch on your own at one of the various cafes, bars and restau-
rants in the city centre of Graz.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant.

   Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 7 Graz: Excursion to the Styrian Volcano Region 

 Morning  After breakfast you can proverbially immerse into the world of choco-
late.

   Transfer to Riegersburg and visit to the Zotter chocolate factory. 

   Lunch at local traditional restaurant.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you visit the family-run factory Gölles, specialised in the 
production of vinegars and decent liquors. 

   Then transfer back to Graz.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 8 Graz: Excursion to the South Styrian Wine Region 

 Morning  After breakfast you go towards Riegersburg and visit the Vulcano ham 
factory.

   Then, onward journey to Gamlitz which is located even more South. 

   Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you visit one or the other winegrower and try some 
glasses of wine.

 Evening  Farewell dinner at a selected restaurant. 

   Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 9  Departure from Graz

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

© Hotel Sacher

© Graz Tourismus,  
Gerald Plattner

© Zotter Chocolate

© Steiermark Tourismus,  
Harald Eisenberger

© Vulkano Schinkenmanufaktur
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AUSTRIA

Linz Vienna

St. Wolfgang

Salzburg

Kufstein
Innsbruck

Duration:  10 days

Cities visited:  Vienna, Linz, St. Wolfgang, Salzburg, Kufstein, Innsbruck

Explore picturesque towns and unique landscapes and learn 
about culture, history and tradition of Austria.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna  

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Before your welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant, enjoy a ride on 
the Giant Ferries Wheel with breath-taking views over Vienna by night!

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a panoramic city tour that provides you 
with an overview of Vienna. 

   Following your panoramic city tour, you visit the imposing Schönbrunn 
Palace – the first of a multitude of palaces you will see in the course of 
your journey. 

   Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  The afternoon will be spent in the old town of Vienna. Enjoy an old town 
walking tour passing by magnificent imperial buildings and attractions 
such as the Imperial Palace, the Burggarten, traditional Viennese coffee-
houses, etc. In the course of your walking tour, you visit Vienna‘s most 
famous landmark – Stephan‘s Cathedral.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast let yourself be enchanted by the prescious Lipizzan 
stallions at the Spanish Riding School. 

   Admire the horses during their morning exercise before visiting the 
Albertina. 

   Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 4 Vienna-(Wachau Valley)-Linz 

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to the picturesque Wachau Valley with photo-
stop in Dürnstein and visit to the magnificent Benedicitne Abbey Melk. 

   Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon onward journey to Linz.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Linz.

Discovering the Jewels of Austria 

Austria’s Highlights 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 1

Wiener Prater and the Giant Ferries Wheel 
No other place in Vienna pours on the charm like 
Wiener Prater does – it is truly a melting pot of ad-
venture, nostalgia and Viennese charm. The amu-
sement park hosts one of Vienna‘s most famous 
landmarks – the Giant Ferries Wheel. While the 
Wiener Prater is in season from May until October, 
the Giant Ferries Wheel and a handful of other 
attractions are open all year round. 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2

St. Stephan‘s Cathedral 
St. Stephan‘s Cathedral, Vienna‘s landmark and 
Austria‘s most significant Gothic building, accom-
modates a number of valuable art treasures. The 
view from the “Steffls” tower overlooking the roofs 
of Vienna is just incredible.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3

Spanish Riding School 
 For more than 450 years the Spanish Riding 
School has been practicing and cultivating classical 
equitation. Its glamorous Lipizzan stallions can be 
admired in a not less glamorous ambiance at the 
Imperial Palace. One can expect riding skills at the 
highest level. 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 4

Melk Abbey 
The Benedictine Abbey Melk was founded in 1089 
by Margrave Leopold II and therfore forms a very 
important intellectual and spiritual centre. Excitin-
gly designed Museum rooms, magnificent marble 
halls, an impressive library and much more will 
await you during your visit to Melk Abbey. Convin-
ce yourself of the unique beauty of this baroque 
building.

© WienTourismus; Karl Thomas

© WienTourismus; Peter Rigaud

© Österreich Werbung, 
Lammerhuber

© Österreich Werbung,  
Homberger

View of the Ringstraße in Vienna © WienTourismus, Christian Stemper
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY 6

Hellbrunn Palace and Trick Fountains 
Hellbrunn is a veritable jewel located South of 
the festival-city of Salzuburg. Hellbrunn Palace is 
embedded in an impressive complex of artificial 
parkland and natural biotopes. The water games 
and trick fountains are a unique experience!

The DomQuartier Salzburg 
15,000 precious square metres, 2,000 astonishing 
exhibits and 1,300 moving years. The DomQuartier 
is located in the heart of Salzburg and forms the 
previous centre of archiepiscopal power. The history 
of political power, art history as well as architecture 
are displayed in a unique interplay.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 7

Walking Tour on the Traces of Mozart 
This tour is dedicated to Salzburg‘s most famous 
citizen – Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. In the course 
of an extensive city walk, the most important 
attractions related to the boy wonder will be visited 
– Mozart’s Memorial, Mozart’s Birthplace in the fa-
mous Getreidegasse as well as Mozart’s Residence.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 8

Swarovski Crystal Worlds 
Since 1995, the Swarovski Crystal Worlds in Wat-
tens as one of the most visited tourist attractions 
in Austria enchant millions of visitors from around 
the world. Experience the giant with its unique 
curiosities and a large garden.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 9 

City Walk with Imperial Palace
This city walk takes you through the picturesque 
alleys of the old town of Innsbruck. Passing by the 
golden roof you will continue to the Innsbruck 
Imperial Palace with the Imperial Court Church, the 
city tower and St. James‘s Cathedral. Let yourself 
be enchanted by the Baroque showrooms and the 
Imperial Apartments.

 DAY 5 Linz-(St. Wolfgang)-Salzburg  

 Morning  After breakfast, enjoy a walking tour through the different quaters of 
Linz and expect historical as well as contemporary experiences. Besides 
historical squares, picturesque alleys and a visit to the New Cathedral, 
you will discover modern buildings (from the outside) such as the Ars 
Electronica Centre, Lentos Museum of Art or the Brucknerhaus. 

   Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon transfer to Salzburg via the beautiful Lake District with 
stop in St. Wolfgang at Lake Wolfgang for a leisurly walk and a coffee 
break.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant. 

   Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY  6 Salzburg 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a walking tour through the old town of Salzburg. 
You stroll through the famous Getreidegasse and walk past attractions 
such as the DomQuarter, Salzburg Dome, the Fortress Hohensalzburg, 
Mozart‘s Residence, Mozart‘s Birthplace, Café Fürst, Mirabell Palace and 
many more.

   Afterwards visit to the DomQuartier. Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon visit to Hellbrunn Palace. Then enjoy some time at 
leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant.

   Afterwards enjoy a classical concert in the premises of Mirabel Palace.

   Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY 7 Salzburg  

 Morning  After breakfast you discover Salzburg on the traces of Mozart, Salzburg‘s 
most famous resident. 

   Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  The remainder of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant. 

   Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY 8 Salzburg-(Kufstein)-(Wattens)-Innsbruck 

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to Innsbruck with stopps in Kufstein and Wat-
tens.

   In Kufstein, enjoy a visit to the Fortress Kufstein before having lunch at a 
local restaurant.

 Afternoon  After lunch onward journey to Innsbruck with stop in Wattens for a visit 
to the famous Swarovski Crystal Worlds.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant. 

   Overnight stay in Innsbruck.

 DAY 9 Innsbruck 

 Morning  After breakfast you discover Innsbruck in the course of a walking tour 
through the old town. You also enjoy a visit to the Imperial Palace. 

   Lunch on your own at one of the various cafes and restaurants in the old 
town.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon, enjoy a cable railway ride to mount Hafelkar on the 
so-called “Nordkette” (in summer only). Be assured, the view from the 
Hafelkar will take your breath away.

   Then return back to the valley.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in or around Innsbruck.

 DAY 10 Departure from Innsbruck 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

Ars Electronica Center © Stadt Linz

© Schlossverwaltung Hellbrunn, 
 Sulzer

© DomQuartier Salzburg

© Tourismus Salzburg GmbH

© Swarovski Kirstallwelten

© Innsbruck Tourismus,  
Christof Lackner
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Imperial and contemporary 
Places to see
Schoenbrunn Palace, Spanish Riding 
School, Albertina Museum, Museum-
sQuarter, Imperial Palace, Art History 
Museum, St. Stephan’s Cathedral, Imperial 
Treasury, Swarovski Crystal Worlds Store 
Vienna, Belvedere Palace, Ring Boulevard, 
Mozart House, Imperial Burial Vault, 
Vienna State Opera, Karlskirche, Vienna 
Naschmarket, Vienna Prater with the Giant 
Ferries Wheel 

Famous for
culture, culinary art and wine, music  

About Vienna
With its successful blend of imperial 
tradition and contemporary elements, 
the Austrian capital is nowadays a vibrant 
cultural metropolis in the heart of Europe.  
Vienna’s showpiece, the Ring Boulevard is 
lined with grand buildings and beautiful 
parks. Austria’s capital enjoys a paramount 
reputation around the world as the city 
of music. Totally justifiably, no other city 
has been home to so many composers of 
international renown. Austria’s capital also 
boasts world-renowned museums and art 
collections.  
Those into culinary art can satisfy their 
hunger with a traditional Wiener Schnitzel, 
Tafelspitz or Kaiserschmarren – to name 
a few world-famous staples of Viennese 
cuisine. Traditional coffee houses stand 
for delicious pastry, Viennese cosiness and 
reading national and international news-
papers in solid atmosphere. The Viennese 

coffeehouse culture offers variety for every 
generation and invites to linger between 
sightseeing tours and shopping trips.  
Venerable, old, exciting, young – the 
unique and diverse mixture of K&K tra-
dition and present creativity turn Vienna 
into one of the most popular destinations 
worldwide.  

Our tipps

Walking Tour: The Viennese Coffeehouse 
Culture 
Cafés are an integral part of everyday life 
in Vienna. Learn about the development 
of the Viennese coffeehouse culture and 
get answers to questions such as how did 
people drink coffee in earlier times, how 
do they drink coffee today? What do most 
Viennese people like to eat along with a 
cup of coffee? Which personalities were 
guests in which traditional Viennese coffee 
house? Conclude the tour with a classic 
Viennese coffee break in one of the traditi-
onal Viennese coffee houses.

Walking Tour: Imperial and 
Co(ntemporary) 
Vienna has experienced an enormous 
change within the past years – from the 
grandiose imperial city to a modern centre 
of contemporary art. Thus, the first part 
of the tour leads to no lesser place than 
the Imperial Palace – the former core of 
the gigantic Habsburg Empire. From the 
pompous rooms of the Imperial Palace the 
tour leads via the Heroes’ square to the 
Museum of Modern Art (MUMOK), where 

contemporary works by Andy Warhol, 
Claes Oldenburg, Pablo Picasso or Yoko 
Ono can be admired. No comparison can 
better illustrate Vienna‘s change than 
these two attractions.

By appointment only! Vienna on the 
traces of Art Nouveau 
Passing by the impressive Wienzeile-
buildings, the “Kirche am Steinhof”, Otto 
Wagner‘s Art Nouveau jewel, is the first 
stop of the Art Nouveau Tour.  
A specialist guide will open the doors to 
the church for an exclusive tour through 
this magnificent building.  
Having enjoyed a private tour of the Kirche 
am Steinhof, the next Art Nouveau jewel is 
to be discovered – the Imperial Royal Post 
Office Savings Bank. A visit to this truly 
impressive building rounds off the Vienna-
Art Nouveau tour.

Swarovski Crystal Worlds Store Vienna
At one of Vienna’s most vibrant shopping 
streets, the Kärnter Straße a magical world 
of crystal, the fusion of an outstanding 
product range and artistic installations, 
awaits to be discovered.  
On three levels sparkling jewellery, acces-
sories, décor objects as well as figurines 
are displayed. Magical installations from 
world renowned artists such as Jean Paul 
Gaultier, Tokujin Yoshioka, Susanne Bi-
sovsky and Yves Béhar invite to experience 
“moments of wonder”. 
Longing for a shopping break? Enjoy a pri-
ckling glass of champagne at the exclusive 
Moët & Chandon Bar or take a seat at the 
cosy sidewalk café. 

PROVINCIAL CAPITAL
Vienna

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Vienna International 

Airport

Vienna In a traditional horse-drawn carriage on Michaelerplatz © WienTourismus, Peter Rigaud
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2

Albertina 
The Albertina museum combines imperial flair 
with unique masterpieces of art. Be it Dürer‘s 
“Hare”, Klimt‘s studies of women or contemporary 
art by Monet or Picasso – all those, and many more 
artworks stand showcased in the Albertina.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3

Art History Museum 
With numerous remarkable masterpieces and the 
biggest Bruegel-collection worldwide, Vienna‘s 
Art History Museum counts to the world‘s most 
important art collections. With its sister building, 
the Natural History Museum, it is one of the most 
significant large buildings of the ring boulevard 
time.

from the ostentatious imperial capital to a modern metropolis

Vienna: Imperial & Co(ntemporary) 
Duration:  4 days

Vienna has undergone profound changes over the past 
century, transforming itself from an ostentatious imperial 
capital to a modern centre for contemporary art. Experience 
art and culture at the highest level – Vienna, which is home 
to over 100 museums, offers everything to satisfy hungry 
art- and culture lovers. Discover the contrast between old and 
new, historic and contemporary.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast, enjoy a panoramic city tour with following visit to the 
Upper Belvedere Palace – a Baroque masterpiece accommodating one of 
the most significant collections of Austrian art.     

   Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you enjoy a walking tour through the old town of 
Vienna with visit to St. Stephan‘s Cathedral. Afterwards admire the 
impressive art collection at the Albertina.

   Enjoy lunch on your own in the old town.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you visit the Art History Museum. Afterwards enjoy the 
rest of your day at leisure.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  The evening will be dedicated to a romantic Fiacre Carriage ride with 
following farewell dinner at a restaurant in the old town. 

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 4 Departure from Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

Kunsthistorisches Museum

© WienTourismus, Peter Rigaud

© Österreich Werbung,  
Peter Burgstaller

© Kunsthistorisches Museum 
Wien
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Duration:  5 days 

The Habsburgs have ruled Austria for more than 600 years. 
Still today, grand palaces and generous gardens remind of 
the lived glory of the past. Immerse yourself in the good old 
imperial era and let yourself be inspired by the life at the 
former Vienna court.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna. 
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  On a guided tour you will experience the imperial summer residence 
Schönbrunn Palace in the evening shine and enjoy regal entertainment 
at a concert in the Orangerie. 
Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a walking tour on the traces of the  
Habsburg family with following visit to the Imperial Apartments, the 
Sissi Museum and the Imperial Silver Collection. Then discover the 
Imperial Burial Vault before having lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you admire the enchanting Lipizzan Stallions at  
the Spanish Riding School. Enjoy a tour throgh the premises of this 
renowned institution.  
Afterwards enjoy a delicious coffeebreak at one of the traditional  
Viennese coffeehouses.  
Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  Transfer to the Imperial Festival Schloss Hof, located in the surroundings 
of Vienna.  
Visit to Schloss Hof and gardens. 
Then return transfer to Vienna.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 4 Vienna

 Morning  After breakfast you visit the Imperial Furniture Collection.  
Lunch on your own at one of the numerous cafes and restaurants.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening   Before your farewell dinner at a traditional restaurant, you enjoy a Fiacre 
Carriage ride through the old town of Vienna. 
Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 5 Vienna

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 

   Have a safe trip! 

Duration:  4 days 

Vienna, the world‘s capital of music. The Vienna Philharmonic 
and the Vienna Boys‘ Choir set the international tone, the 
State Opera offers performances on almost 300 nights a year 
and a different billing virtually every day. The Musikverein is 
amongst the world‘s leading venues. But Vienna has far more 
to offer than Walz, opera and classical music. Also rock-, pop-, 
and jazz-stars from all over the world perform on Vienna‘s 
stages. Expect a diverse cultural and music program!

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a walking tour through the old town. In 
the course of your walking tour you visit St. Stephan‘s Cathedral and the 
House of Music. 

   Lunch on your own in one of the cosy cafes and restaurants in the inner 
city of Vienna.

 Afternoon  You spend your afternoon with a backstage tour through the Vienna 
State Opera. 

   Following the tour you have some leisure time.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Afterwards enjoy a performance (tbc) at one of Vienna‘s opera- or thea-
tre-houses.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast visit to the Wiener Konzerthaus, where you enjoy a 
backstage tour. 

   Then enjoy lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is dedicated to a visit to the Vienna Theatre Museum. 
Then enjoy a coffeebreak at a traditional Viennese coffee house.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 4 Departure from Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

About music, art and culture Staying with the court 

Vienna, the stage is yours! Imperial Vienna

© WienTourismus, 
 Peter Rigaud © Schloss Hof
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Exploring Vienna the exceptional way 

Vienna by E-Bike

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2

Classical E-Bike Tour 
Explore Vienna on the E-bike and cycle along safe 
bicycle pathways or light traffic streets to the most 
beautiful sights of the city. Your personal guide pro-
vides you with the most important historical facts 
and anecdotes about Vienna. This tour is suitable 
for everybody – sporty or not so sporty. Photo stops 
included!

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3

Wine Tasting E-Bike Tour
With your comfortable E-bikes enjoy cycling 
through the lovely vineyards in the Viennese 
Woods, off the beaten track of classical Vienna to 
places barely reachable for guests. This unique 
combination of a guided E-bike tour and a guided 
tour though the wine cellar of Klosterneuburg 
Abbey is a unique and memorable experience. 
Beautiful landscapes, picturesque vineyards and 
idyllic forest tracks are waiting for you during the 
“active part”. The “indulgence part” awaits you 
during the wine cellar tour when you also have the 
opportunity to try a glass of local wine. 

Duration:  4 days

Cities visited:  Vienna

Sporty sightseeing is really simple to enjoy in Vienna. Imagine 
yourself comfortably cycling along safe bicycle pathways or 
light traffic streets to the most beautiful sights of Vienna 
and its charming surroundings, the Vienna Woods. Enjoy 
discovering some classic sights as well as attractions off-the-
beaten track.  

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a classical E-bike tour through Vienna. Get 
a first overview of the city and explore highlights such as the Vienna 
State Opera, St. Stephan’s Cathedral, the Ring Boulevard, the Imperial 
Palace and many more. 

   Lunch on your own in the city centre.

 Afternoon  The remainder of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a city walk through the old town of Vienna passing 
by magnificent Imperial buildings and traditional Viennese coffee-
houses. 

   Also, enjoy a visit to Vienna‘s most significant landmark – St. Stephan‘s 
Cathedral.

   Back at your hotel, time for some refreshments and changing your 
clothes. Then transfer to the meeting point for your Wine Tasting E-Bike 
tour through the lovely vineyards in the Vienna Woods. 

 Afternoon  Enjoy a guided E-bike tour including a tour through the wine cellar at 
the famous Klosterneuburg Abbey.

   The wine cellar tour also includes a glass of local wine. 

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional wine tavern.

   Overnight stay in Vienna. 

 DAY 4 Departure Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey! 

   Have a safe trip! 

 © Pedal Power

© MuseumsQuartier Wien

© Pedal Power

© Pedal Power
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Duration:  4 days

In the mid-19th century, medicine in Vienna gained in 
worldwide recognition – students and doctors from all over 
the world came to Vienna to learn from the experts and 
specialists of the Viennese School of Medicine. Still today, 
Vienna is an important centre of scientific research and 
medical discoveries. Discover Vienna in the footsteps of its 
medical history.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to the former General Hospital. Tour of the 
property of the former General Hospital with following visit to the 
Josephinum – the medical-surgical academy as well as a tour of the 
Collection of the Medical University of Vienna in the so-called Fool‘s 
tower.

   Lunch on your own.

   Afternoon

   In the afternoon enjoy a visit to the Sigmund-Freud Museum.  
Afterwards enjoy some time on your own.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast, transfer to the Central Cemetery and walking tour of the 
cemetery, passing by the graves of immortal musicians such as Schubert 
and Beethoven, famous personalities, doctors and Nobel Prize winners.  

   Afterwards you visit the Viktor Frankl Museum. 

   Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 4 Departure from Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

Duration: 4 days 

Vienna is known for its hearty cuisine, its coffee house culture 
and the traditional wine taverns. Taste Vienna and its culinary 
delights such as Kaiserschmarren, Tafelspitz and CO.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome-dinner at a traditional Viennese restaurant. 

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a walking tour on the traces of the  
Habsburg family with following visit to the Imperial Apartments, the 
Sissi Museum and the Imperial Silver Collection. Then discover the 
Imperial Burial Vault before having lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you admire the enchanting Lipizzan Stallions at  
the Spanish Riding School. Enjoy a tour throgh the premises of this 
renowned institution. 

   Afterwards enjoy a delicious coffeebreak at one of the traditional  
Viennese coffeehouses. 

   Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  Transfer to the Imperial Festival Palace Hof, located in the surroundings 
of Vienna.  

   Visit to Hof Palace and gardens.

   Then return transfer to Vienna.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 4 Vienna

 Morning  After breakfast you visit the Imperial Furniture Collection. 

   Lunch on your own at one of the numerous cafes and restaurants.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening   Before your farewell dinner at a traditional restaurant, you enjoy a Fiacre 
Carriage ride through the old town of Vienna.

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 5 Vienna

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 

   Have a safe trip! 

Experiencing Vienna from its pleasurable side About the history of Viennese medicine

Taste Vienna Vienna and its medical history 
 © WienTourismus, Peter Rigaud

 © Sigmund Freud 
Privatstiftung, Foto 
Florian Lierzer
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Schönbrunn Palace 
Schönbrunn Palace, formerly summer residence of the 
Habsburg family ranks amongst the most impressive 
Baroque constructions worldwide and is one of the most 
significant cultural monuments in Austria. In December 1996 
Schönbrunn Palace was put on the list of UNESCO World 
Cultural Heritage Sites. The inclusion in this list confirms the 
importance of the palace as a Baroque work of art. 

Schloss Hof
With more than 50 hectares, Schloss Hof, the former country 
residence of Prince Eugen of Savoy and Maria Theresia, is the 
largest country castle complex. Schloss Hof lures with pre-
cious interior and magnificent Baroque gardens with splendid 
fountains and sculptures. The imperial palace is located on an 
idyllic estate comprising a number of adventure walks, a wide 
range of themed gardens and lots of rare breed pets, as well 
as an adventure playground and a leisure park suitable for 
 families and children. 

Schloss Niederweiden
Located just two kilometres from Schloss Hof, the former hunting 
lodge Schloss Niederweiden is a Baroque jewel built in 1693 and 
bought by Prince Eugen of Savoy in 1726, who used the palace as 
a venue for lavish private hunting parties. The combination of ele-
ments of a French pleasure palace and a Northern Italian grand villa, 
generates a perfect harmony between the need for prestige cha-
racteristics of Baroque times and the rustic comfort of a countryside 
residence.  

Schönbrunn Christmas Market  
© Österreich Werbung, Photographer Popp Hackner

Schloss Hof, Kutschenfahrt © Schloss Hof

Schloss Niederweiden © Schloss Hof

Schloss Niederweiden © Gerfried Tamerler

Schönbrunn Palace, Garden side  
© Schloß Schönbrunn Kultur- und Betriebsges.m.b.H.Lammerhuber 

Schloss Hof Terrace © Schloss Hof, Reinhard Mandl

Austria 
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Hotel Imperial, A Luxury Collection 
Hotel ***** Sup. 
• world-famous luxury hotel

• imperial service which leaves no wishes unfulfilled

• unique butler service in the Suites

Location: The Luxury Collection Hotel 
Imperial is located right at the Ringstraße, 
next to the Vienna Musikverein, one of 
the best concert halls in the world. St. 
Stephen's Cathedral, the Vienna State 
Opera and the most exclusive shops are 
within walking distance. The underground 
station U1/U2/U4 Karlsplatz can be easily 
reached on foot.

Rooms: The 76 rooms and 62 suites are 
tastefully equipped with valuable, authen-
tic antiques. Silk tapestry and handmade 
stucco lead back to the timeless elegance 
of Vienna in the 19th century. Classic 
elements blend perfectly with modern 
facilities and amenities. 
All rooms and suites are equipped with 
spacious marble bathrooms with bath/
WC and elegant accessories, hair dryer, 
bathrobe, air conditioning Sound system 
with CD player, extra large TV, two external 
phone lines with high speed internet, mini 
bar and safe. The suites additionally offer 
an exclusive butler service.

Facilities: The splendid Palais is a world-
wide symbol for outstanding architecture, 
exclusive service and private luxury. The 
magnificent lobby makes your guests feel 
like in a dream already upon arrival. 
The social heart of the hotel is the historic 

hall which was converted to the Salon 
& Bar “1873 HalleNsalon”. Named after 
the hotel opening year 1873 it is the new 
meeting place for local and international 
guests alike. The cozy imperial living room 
with library character is the perfect place 
to sink into comfy wingback chairs. While 
watching the weightless sparkling crystal 
chandelier and restored angels on the 
ceiling one can relax here easily. 
The Restaurant OPUS is the new gourment 
address in Vienna, now holding one Mi-
chelin star and two Gault Millau toques. 
It combines artistic creativity and culinary 
delights in imperial harmony. It offers 
exquisitely light Austrian cuisine inspired 
by global trends, served playfully and with 
modern interpretation. With emphasis on 
regional quality products and thanks to ex-
traordinary creativity and aesthetics, every 
dish becomes an experience. Furthermore 
the Café Imperial Wien surprises guests 
with a new, stylish decorated cafe area 
where the history of the Hotel Imperial 
continues to be written every day. 
The hotel also offers function rooms for 
celebrations and business meetings. 
A gym with the latest fitness equipment 
and a sauna on the 5th floor are the ideal 
place to relax.

Deluxe Room

Exclusively by Mondial | Musikverein Vienna | ticket@mondial-travel.com

May–October
every Friday

per person/ticket
from € 39,– 
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Wiener Sängerknaben Vienna Boys‘ Choir
Concerts with the Camerata Schulz Orchestra
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The Ritz-Carlton, Vienna ***** Superior 
• Atmosphere Rooftop Bar with spectacular views

• award-winning Spa on 2,000sqm with 18m indoor pool

Location: The hotel is located in four 
historic palaces which date back to the 
19th century and are culturally protected. 
Located in the heart of the city on famous 
Ring Boulevard, the hotel is only minutes 
away from major sights. Subway: U4/
Stadtpark 300m.

Facilities: The hotel is an exquisite oasis 
with a string of indulgences, including a 
private Boutique Spa with 6 treatment 
suites. Guests will enjoy Fitness Center, 
an 18-meter indoor pool with underwa-
ter music and a health club with steam 
bath, sauna cabins and heated relaxation 
beds. Featuring 202 luxurious rooms and 
suites with every comfort possible, the 
hotel boasts a beautiful combination of 

historic, culturally protected buildings and 
modern, stylish design. Guest rooms offer 
a host of sumptuous amenities, marble 
baths and a view over the city or into a 
serene courtyard. The hotel’s farm-to-table 
Dstrikt Steakhouse became the leading 
steakhouse in town and offers the best 
selection of Austrian meats cooked on a 
“Josper” charcoal grill. Ringboulevard flair, 
creative drinks and numerous ciagrs are 
offered in the D-Bar. Guests can also ex-
perience Vienna’s most creative afternoon 
tea at the Melounge Lobby Lounge for a 
memorable time. The Atmosphere Rooftop 
Bar on the 8th floor is the hot-spot with its 
spectacular views over the city whether as 
a lounge in summer or as the most exclu-
sive Christmas Market in winter. 

Palais Coburg Residenz *****Superior
• 34 luxurious suites

• Culinary enjoyment at the highest level

Location: Located close to the famous Ring 
Boulevard, the city center with St. Stephens 
Cathedral is just a few minutes away by 
foot. Subway: U3/Stubentor 250 m.

Facilities: 34 luxury suites with the high-
est possible degree of comfort, security 
and service, an exclusive spa area, a one of 
a-kind private garden hidden away from 
the rush of the city. This makes the Palais 
Coburg unique among Vienna’s luxury 
hotels – and yet, there is even more. This 
beautiful historical Palace is one of the 

most important culinary centres in the 
city. The two Michelin starred “Silvio Nickol 
Gourmet Restaurant” presents fine dining 
at its best and the young Restaurant “Cle-
mentine im Glashaus” with its beautiful 
garden seating area is a popular hotspot 
for breakfast, lunch and dinner. The Palais 
Coburg Wine Archive encompasses a total 
of six wine cellars holding some 60,000 
bottles in an impressive medieval archi-
tecture. The hotel’s exclusive banqueting 
facilities, in modern and imperial style, are 
among the most comprehensive in town.

Bristol – A Luxury Collection Hotel ***** 
• composed Viennese Flair since 1892

Location: Hotel Bristol is located right next 
door to the Vienna State Opera. The hotel 
has been an inspiring meeting point for 
the flourishing cultural life in the imperial 
city for around 120 years. Opened in 1892, 
Hotel Bristol still serves as a living example 
of Viennese charm and its famed persona-
lised service. The exclusive shopping street 
and pedestrian zone “Kärntnerstraße” is 
within walking distance. Subway: U1/U2/
U4 Karlsplatz 20m.

Facilities: This unique gem of Art Deco cre-
ates an unforgettable Vienna experience 
with its excellent, cordial, yet discreet 

service. Fireplaces throughout the hotel 
underline a homely feeling whilst precious 
antiques blend harmoniously with discreet 
modern comfort. The 150 refined rooms 
and suites provide stylish retreats for an 
unforgettable stay. The elegant Bristol 
Bar is a cozy hide-away for an after-lunch 
drink, a successful small meeting or an 
aperitif before dinner. Restaurant Bristol is 
a classic among Viennese gourmet restau-
rants, offering most exquisite breakfast 
variations, light business lunches and su-
perb dinners in the evening. 7 conference 
rooms are the perfect setting for events up 
to 350 people. 

Atmosphere Rooftop Bar Deluxe Room

Grand Deluxe Room Lounge – Historic Open Fireplace
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Steigenberger Hotel Herrenhof
• tradition meets design in the heart of the city

• awarded with the Austrian eco label

Location: This stylish downtown hotel 
is located in the heart of the historic old 
town. The exclusive shopping district 
“Golden Quarter” is reachable in about 5 
minutes by foot. All famous sights such as 
St. Stephen‘s Cathedral, the State Opera or 
the elegant shopping street Kärntnerstra-
ße are within easy reach on foot. Subway: 
U3/Herrengasse 10m.

Facilities: The elegant hotel offers first 
class service, 24-hour reception and conci-
erge service, free Wi-Fi, the Herrenhof Bar 
and the “Spa World Comfort” with sauna, 
steam bath, fitness and relaxation area.  
The stylish Restaurant “Herrlich” serves 
Viennese cuisine on the highest level. It 

offers a friendly, inspiring setting for an 
atmospheric breakfast, lunch or dinner.  
500sqm of conference and event space 
with meeting rooms for up to 220 people 
are available for Green Meetings by Stei-
genberger. In the meeting rooms waste is 
avoided as much as possible and the prin-
ting paper is made of chlorine-free pulp. 
The hotel focuses particularly on resource 
conservation, renewable energy and envi-
ronmental protection. On the roof there is 
a small beekeeping and in the courtyard a 
herb garden. 
The 196 bright and spacious air-condi-
tioned rooms and suites are with the 
perfect mix of tradition and modernity. 

Hotel Grand Ferdinand
• Viennese elegance celebrating its unprecedented comeback

Location: The new luxury hotel is situated 
directly on the historic Ring Boulevard. 
Thanks to the convenient location, one can 
explore Vienna‘s city center within walking 
distance. The city park with the famous 
Johann Strauss monument is just steps 
away. Subway: U4/Stadtpark 400m.

Facilities: The 188 rooms and 5 suites 
promise a living experience of a special 

kind. They combine modern design with 
vintage furniture. The restaurants, “Grand 
Ferdinand” and “Goulash & Champagne” 
serve typical Austrian cuisine at high 
level. A Rooftop Bar & Lounge, a gym with 
state-of-the-art equipment, an exceptional 
rooftop pool and free Wi-Fi complete the 
offer.

Meliá Vienna
• unique hotel experience over the roof tops of Vienna

Location: The hotel is located in the DC 
Tower 1, the tallest building in Austria, 
in the heart of the business district. The 
recreational area Donauinsel, the Danube 
Park and the Old Danube are within wal-
king distance. The Austria Center Vienna 
and the Vienna United Nations Office 
are reachable in less than 5 minutes on 
foot. Supermarket: 200m. Subway: U1 
Donauinsel/100m. 

Facilities: 220m innovative architecture, 
designed by French architect Dominique 
Perrault, defines the silhouette of the 
hotel. Touch the sky at the view in the 
highest restaurant in Austria. The hotel 
offers a Fitness & Spa (extra charge) with 

indoor pool, sauna with panoramic views, 
personal trainer or group exercise, yoga, 
pilates and medical fitness. 
The hotel has 1.079sqm of flexible event 
space. 2 ballrooms (495sqm), 8 additional 
smaller meeting rooms, 3 private dining 
rooms and a rooftop bar for exclusive 
events in 220m height are perfect for 
private events. Equipped with exclusive 
materials and exceptional details, each 
of the 253 spacious rooms and suites has 
an individual style. All units offers bath 
or shower/toilet, hairdryer, bathrobe, air 
conditioning, flat-screen satellite TV, safe, 
mini bar, Nespresso coffee machine, free 
Wi-Fi and large panoramic windows.

Deluxe Room Corner

Standard Plus

Presidential Suite Bedroom
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Park Hyatt Vienna *****
• luxury hotel with elegant design

• Arany Spa with indoor swimming pool 

Location: The hotel is situated in a 100 
year old building which is today under 
the protection of UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites. It is located in the “Golden Quarter” 
right in the most exclusive shopping 
district of Vienna. The major fashion 
houses of the world are just a few steps 
away. Subway: U3/Herrengasse 50m.

Facilities: The luxury hotel reflects the 
intimate and understated elegance of 
the Park Hyatt brand, making it the ideal 
place to stay for both business and leisure 
travelers. Featuring 143 generously sized 
guestrooms, including 35 suites, Park 
Hyatt Vienna’s guestrooms are amongst 
the largest in the city. Offering a variety 
of recreational outlets designed to appeal 
to both hotel guests and local residents, 

visitors of the hotel can enjoy brasserie 
classics and cosmopolitan cocktails at the 
historic The Bank Brasserie & Bar, a drink 
at the Whisky and Cigar Lounge Living 
Room, a typical Viennese coffee specialty 
at the Café Am Hof (with outdoor terrace 
during the summer months) or an after-
noon tea at the Lounge. 
For relaxation, guests can retreat into 
the tranquil sanctuary of “Arany” Spa and 
indulge in a selection of exclusive body 
treatments and facials. Moreover, the hotel 
hosts an extensive fitness center and a 
15m indoor swimming pool for exercise. 
For business or social events like private 
dinners or wedding parties, Park Hyatt 
Vienna offers 800sqm of premier meeting 
and function space. Free Wi-Fi throughout 
the hotel. 

Hotel Sans Souci
• intimate wellness area on 450sqm 

Location: Located between the traditional 
first and the trendy seventh district of Vi-
enna, the hotel is in tune with the cultural 
highlights of the city. The Museum Quarter 
is just a few steps away. Subway: U2/U3 
Volkstheater 25m. 

Facilities: The unique boutique hotel offers 
65 exclusive and individual rooms. The 

awarded Restaurant “La Véranda” serves 
creative cuisine with regional and seasonal 
ingredients. “Le Bar” specializes in champa-
gne and “Le Salon” is suitable as a meeting 
room. On 450sqm the hotel offers a well-
ness area with a 20m long Luxury pool, 2 
treatment rooms and a fitness area.

Hotel Das Triest 
• masterpiece of hotel design in Austria

Location: The hotel is located in the heart 
of Vienna, just a short walk from the State 
Opera and the famous shopping mile 
Kärntner Straße. Subway: U1/U2/U4-
Karlsplatz 400m.

Facilities: The hotel is the masterpiece of 
hotel design in Austria. Exclusivity, atten-
tion to detail and free Wi-Fi are offered in 

the 72 air-conditioned rooms and suites.  
Das Triest features the italophile awarded 
Restaurant Collio with an impressive 
selection of wines, the award-winning 
Silver Bar, a delightful terrace in the leafy 
courtyard and a fitness center with sauna. 
For various events and conferences the 
hotel offers 4 modern meeting rooms with 
natural light and private garden. 

Park Suite

DBL Superior
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Palais Hansen Kempinski Vienna *****S
• historic Palais on Ring Boulevard

Location: The exclusive luxury hotel is loca-
ted in a historic building, in the heart of 
the imperial city. Many well-known attrac-
tions such as St. Stephen's Cathedral and 
the Danube Canal with a great culinary 
offer are within walking distance. Subway: 
U2/U4 Schottenring 300m.

Facilities: The hotel offers 152 elegant and 

spacious rooms and suites, a Lobby Bar 
& Lounge, a Cigar Lounge, the restaurant 
with two adventure-cooking stations, the 
excellent fine-dining and star-awarded 
restaurant “Edvard”, 6 meeting rooms, a 
ballroom, the private event venue “Henri 
Lou”, “Kempinski-The Spa” with sauna area, 
Hydro Pool and fitness area as well as free 
Wi-Fi throughout the hotel. 

InterContinental Vienna
• Ideal location next to the City Park

• International atmosphere and Viennese tradition

Location: Located in Vienna’s city centre 
with breathtaking views across the Stadt-
park., the hotel is ideally placed to discover 
historic Vienna. 
Subway: U4 Stadtpark: 50m

Facilities: The hotel offers 459 classically 
elegant rooms and suites, skilfully blen-
ding traditional and contemporary design. 
All rooms are equipped to the highest 
international standards and feature state-

of-the-art technology. 
Restaurant Parlor serves Viennese cuisine 
and international specialties. Also, guests 
may enjoy traditional Viennese coffee and 
cakes at Café Vienna or end the day at the 
hotel's legendary American bar with live 
music. 
The hotel offers 16 flexible meeting rooms 
for up to 800 delegates, 24 hours business 
centre, 24 hours gym, sauna and hair 
dresser. Non-smoking hotel.

Parkhotel 
Schönbrunn****
• Imperial & Viennese flair
Location: The hotel is located right next 
to the gardens of Schönbrunn Palace. 
 Subway: U4/Hietzing 100m.

Facilities: Guests instantly feel the imperi-
al charm when entering the elegant lobby. 
The Café offers typical Viennese pastries 
and coffees – also served on the sunny 
terrace. The restaurant serves culinary 
delights and the Bar offers a wide range 
of drinks in a relaxed atmosphere with 
a unique view of the Schönbrunn Palace 
Avenue. 8 meeting rooms and a historic 
ballroom complete the imperial offer.

Le Méridien *****
• LE MOËT Champagne Bar 
Location: Located in the heart of the city, 
directly on the Ring Boulevard, only steps 
away from many cultural and historic sites, 
as well as the main shopping area. 

Facilities: The hotel has been conveying 
a modern European lifestyle but still as a 
typical Viennese luxury hotel.  
It offers a health club with indoor pool, dry 
sauna, steam bath and jacuzzi, a Restau-
rant and bar and the champagne bar LE 
MOËT, the first of his kind worldwide. 10 
high tech meeting rooms, 6 of them with 
natural day light and view to the park, are 
equipped with state-of-the-art techno-
logy and offer the perfect setting for any 
occasion.

Park Royal Palace 
Vienna **** Sup.
• the golden hotel highlight
Location: Located close to Schönbrunn 
Palace the hotel sets new standards. 
The historic old town is reachable in 15 
minutes by underground. Subway: U4/
Schönbrunn 500m.

Facilities: The hotel, coated with a 
sunscreen of gold-colored metal panels, 
belongs to the Premium Edition of the 
Austria Trend Hotel Group. The hotel offers 
a minimalist designed bar, a stylish à la 
carte restaurant with a terrace, a leafy 
courtyard, 8 modern conference rooms, a 
600sqm ballroom, Wi-Fi and a fitness and 
wellness area.

ONYX BAR 

Located on the sixth floor of the 
Haas House on the Stephansplatz, 
directly opposite St. Stephan’s Cathe-
dral is one of Vienna’s most exclusive 
bars – the Onyx Bar. A generously 
sized glass façade offers an exceptio-
nal panorama panorama view. For a 
night out in cosmopolitan flair with 
delicious drinks and breath-taking 
views, Onyx Bar is the place to be.  

Svetlana Binder”
Bar Gloriette
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Hotel Astoria ****
• the perfect example of 

 Austrian hospitality since 1912
Location:The charming traditional hotel is 
located right in the pedestrianized avenue 
and shopping street Kärntnerstraße. The 
main attractions of the city center are 
within walking distance. Subway: U1/U3 
Stephansplatz and U2/U4 Karlsplatz 100m.

Facilities: The historic non-smoking hotel 
offers a traditional ambience and Austrian 
hospitality. Amenities include a stylish 
lobby with 24-hour reception, concierge 
service and business corner, a breakfast 
room, the Astoria bar, Wi-Fi and 4 modern 
conference rooms. The 128 cosy rooms 
await you with the charm of elegance.

Austria Trend 
Hotel Bosei ****
• near Business Park Vienna
Location: The modern business hotel 
enjoys a tranquil location at the recreation 
area Wienerberg. It is surrounded by a 
golf course. The Badner Bahn train can be 
reached in a few minutes.

Facilities: Modern hotel with spacious 
lobby, Pinto bar, two restaurants with 
international and Viennese cuisine at high 
level, Wi-Fi and 9 conference rooms with 
modern technology. Hotel guests can use 
the gym and sauna area of the nearby golf 
clubs for free. For a fee you can play tennis 
or squash, or enjoy a Thai massage.

ARCOTEL 
Wimberger ****
• top event location
Location: Located in the vibrant 7th 
district, within walking distance from the 
pedestrian shopping zone Mariahilfer 
Straße. Subway: U6/Burggasse Stadthalle 
200m. Supermarket: 100m.

Facilities: Why not stay at one of the 
Comfort Deluxe rooms, enjoy typical local 
dishes at the restaurant or be delighted by 
the impressive range of whiskies offered 
at Joe’s bar that convinces even the most 
discerning connoisseur? The 4*-hotel is 
one of Vienna’s top event locations featu-
ring a ball room with a total floor space of 
760sqm for up to 970 people.

Austria Trend 
Hotel Beim 
Theresianum ***
• beautiful park nearby the hotel 
Location: The hotel is located near one of 
the best known historical sights in Vien-
na, Belvedere Palace. Supermarket: 20m. 
Subway: U1/Südtiroler Platz 100m. 

Facilities: The comfortable city hotel with 
115 modern and comfortable rooms offers 
a cozy lobby with 24h reception, a bar, a 
breakfast room with a sunny terrace and 
garden, a fitness room and free Wi-Fi. 

Austria Trend 
Hotel Ananas ****
Location: The hotel is situated in an easily 
accessible location at the subway station 
U4 Pilgramgasse. Within a few minutes 
one can reach the city center to explore 
numerous sights such as the State Opera, 
the famous Secession or the traditional 
Naschmarkt (Farmer's market).

Facilities: In the popular hotel with lobby 
shop, 522 newly renovated modern and 
comfortably equipped guestrooms, free 
Business Center, Café-Bar, 4 meeting rooms, 
free Wi-Fi, air-condition and hotel garage 
(for cars and busses) one will definitely 
relax. The à la carte restaurant “Johann 
Strauss” enchants with culinary offers.

HOT ROD CITY TOUR 

When looking at the Hot Rods one 
might think of the self-made soap-
boxes from childhood. The major 
difference between the Hot Rods and 
a soapbox: 14 hp and a road-
authorization. Enjoy an unforgett-
able tour without missing the major 
landmarks and sights – great fun and 
a totally new driving pleasure are 
waiting! 

Anita Fodor”

Classic DBL

Executive Room

Business Twin

Schönbrunn Palace © Österreich Werbung, Peter Burgstaller
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Austria Trend 
Hotel Lassalle ****
• near Messe Wien and Prater
Location: The Vienna Prater with its fa-
mous Giant Ferris Wheel and the Messe 
are within walking distance. The city 
center is only a short ride with the under-
ground away. Subway: U1/Vorgartenstra-
ße 450m. Supermarket: 100m. Bus parking 
nearby.

Facilities: The hotel is equipped with a 
comfortable lobby, the Calafatti-bar, a 
garden with terrace and pavilion, two 
functional conference rooms, a business 
corner, Wi-Fi and a sauna (against fee). The 
140 rooms and junior suites are modern 
and comfortably furnished. 

Austria Trend Hotel 
Europa Wien ****
• 100 years of hotel tradition
Location: The hotel is located on the ex-
clusive pedestrian and shopping street, 
Kärntnerstraße. Attractions such as the St. 
Stephen's Cathedral or the Hofburg are wi-
thin walking distance. Supermarket: 200m. 
Subway: U1/U3 Stephansplatz and U2/U4 
Karlsplatz 250m.

Facilities: This upscale business hotel with 
a business corner and Wi-Fi offers first-
class service. It has a stylish lobby with 
24-hour reception and concierge services, 
a cozy bar and a bright breakfast room. The 
Europa Bar on the Neuer Markt is a popular 
hot spot. 

Austria Trend Hotel 
Rathauspark ****
• reside in a palace
Location: The hotel is located in the Austri-
an government district, next to City Hall and 
close to the Burgtheater. The historic Old 
Town is easily accessible on foot. Subway: 
U2/Rathaus 400m. Supermarket: 150m.

Facilities: Since March 2016 all rooms are 
fully air-conditioned thanks to eco-friendly 
district cooling and each of the 41 Executi-
ve rooms and suites have been completely 
refurbished. The nonsmoking hotel offers 
a lobby lounge with bar, a breakfast room 
and a seminar room. The luxurious city 
palace is a mixture of the visionary days of 
the Belle Epoque and the stylish comfort 
of the 21st century.

FERSTEL PASSAGE

The Ferstel or Freyung Passage is an 
elegant shopping acarde built in the 
19th century as part of the Palais 
Ferstel. The history-charged, marble-
clad passage with pilasters and 
vaulted ceilings is lined with small 
luxurious shops. Cosy cafes, 
confectionaries and restaurants 
invite to linger and enjoy a cup of 
coffee off the touristy places. 

Daniela Kurz”

Hotel Ambassador 
• traditional hotel with a prime location

Location: The Ambassador Hotel is the ide-
al starting point for business and leisure 
guests. The traditional hotel is situated in 
the historic city centre of Vienna, directly 
on the shopping street Kärntner Straße, 
surrounded by the city’s main attractions. 

Facilities: Tradition and present, arts and 
delights – experience the special flair of a 
top hotel in the heart of Vienna. For more 
than 100 years the Ambassador Hotel 
offers elegance and luxury such as cannot 
be found in any other hotel in Vienna.  
The spacious and individually designed 
rooms offer timeless elegance, utmost 
comfort and modern amenities. They 

are equipped with selected antiques and 
offer modern amenities like individually 
adjustable air-condition, safe, minibar, 
international Sat- & Pay-TV and phone 
with voicemail. On the first floor of the 
hotel the restaurant with its integrated 
open view kitchen and the winter garden 
provides for your culinary wellbeing.  
The impressive Atriumbar is the perfect 
place to enjoy a glass of champagne, a 
Viennese coffee or a snack. In the sum-
mertime indulge in life's pleasures in our 
open-air café on Kärntner Straße. The 3 
banquet rooms offer an exclusive setting 
for conferences, meetings and events for 
up to 50 persons. 

Classic DBL

Superior Executive room

MQ Panorama © Hertha Hurnaus
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Mercure Grand Hotel Biedermeier **** 
• Biedermeier-style designed hotel 

• in-house RelaxClub with sauna

Location: This 4*-hotel is situated in an 
authentically styled Old Vienna arcade, 
with all the charm and comfort of modern 
Biedermeier. Subway: U3/Rochusgasse 
250m. Supermarket: 100m. Bus parking 
space directly at the hotel. 

Facilities: The hotel offers 198 air-condi-
tioned non-smoking rooms, two restau-

rants, a café, a bar, free Wi-Fi, a RelaxClub 
with sauna and 4 conference rooms. Enjoy 
the world famous Viennese Cuisine in the 
romantic à la carte restaurant with an idyl-
lic garden terrace. An exquisite selection of 
Austrian delights, seasonal delicacies and 
international specialities are on offer for 
lunch and dinner. 

Mercure Wien City 
****
• in the heart of Vienna
Location: The hotel is located in the center 
of Vienna. Numerous sights such as St. 
Stephen's Cathedral, Vienna State Opera, 
Hofburg Palace, Hundertwasser House 
and the exclusive shopping street Kar-
ntnerstrase are within walking distance. 
Supermarket: 250m. Subway: U1/U4 
Schwedenplatz 300m.

Facilities: The modern and very personal 
comfort hotel offers an inviting lobby, 
Wi- Fi, internet corner, continuously open 
bar, a garden terrace and modern, air-
conditioned meeting rooms.

Mercure Wien 
Westbahnhof **** 
• centrally located 
Location: The hotel is situated at the heart 
of the city next to the train station City 
West. The main sights and Vienna‘s histo-
rical old town are easy to visit by metro 
and tram. Subway: U6/U3 Westbahnhof 
200m. Supermarket: 150m.

Facilities: 252 comfortable rooms with 
free internet access, a spacious lobby and 
a PC corner. The restaurant “Mfifteen” 
serves the very best steaks at the highest 
quality. 6 meeting and banquet rooms and 
free use of the sauna, make the hotel the 
perfect holiday destination.

Ibis Wien Mariahilf 
***
• hotel with international flair
Location: This 3*-hotel is centrally located, 
just 200m from the railway station West-
bahnhof, the Raimund Theater and the 
shopping street Mariahilfer Strasse. Both 
the historic old town as well as the Schön-
brunn Palace can be reached by metro in 
7–10 minutes.

Facilities: Lobby area with 24h reception 
desk, bar, non-smoking restaurant “La 
Table” serving international dishes, 6 
flexible meeting rooms, free Wi-Fi in public 
areas. Public car park (charges apply). 341 
modern and cozy rooms with A/C, a com-
fortable bed and functional bathroom.

Mercure Wien 
Zentrum ****
• in the historical centre
Location: The hotel is situated right in the 
historical heart of Vienna – a phenomenal 
central location, pulsating with the city's 
business and cultural life. St. Stephen's Ca-
thedral, State Opera, Hofburg, Museums- 
Quarter and exclusive shopping streets are 
all within walking distance. Subway: U1/U4-
Schwedenplatz 300m. Supermarket: 200m.

Facilities: Individual service and Viennese 
charm awaits guests with 105 modern 
rooms, a cozy lobby with 24-hour re-
ception, bar and free Wi-Fi. Enjoy world-
famous Viennese Cuisine at restaurant 
 “Kornhauslturm”. 

Sofitel Vienna Stephansdom ***** 
• Le LOFT restaurant with amazing view over the rooftops of Vienna 

Location: Just a few steps from most of 
the cities more traditional charms, the 
hotel is set in a neighborhood where 
Vienna´s fashion and creative scene thrive. 
Subway: U1/U4 Schwedenplatz 50m. 

Facilities: Sofitel Vienna Stephansdom is 
far more than your average luxury hotel. 
Each of the generously sized 182 rooms & 
suites are exquisitely designed in either 
immaculate white, calming grey or velvety 
black. Built by French architect Jean Nou-
vel, it is rather a work of art that blends its 
sculpture into the multi-faceted city. Join 
the local crowd at Das LOFT, the Sofitel 

Vienna´s superbly stylish rooftop dining & 
bar retreat; a fête extraordinaire with cu-
linary arts from the imagination of Fabian 
Günzel, Chef de Cuisine. Taking inspiration 
from around the world, all the dishes on 
the menu are designed for sharing, yet 
can also be enjoyed separately. From the 
restaurant one can enjoy a hitherto un-
precedented view of Vienna. 
The So SPA invites to Post-Sightseeing 
Bliss with an impressive array of facilities 
dedicated to your wellbeing. Artistically 
back-lit ceilings and colorful LED panels 
offer a vibrant setting for working out in a 
fully-equipped gym. 

Superior Room

 © Vincent Thibert  © Vincent Thibert
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Das Opernring ****
• nightclub “PLATZHIRSCH” in the hotel

Location: This small and charming city 
hotel is located in the heart of Vienna, op-
posite the world-famous State Opera. The 
historic old town is in reachable walking 
distance. Subway: U1/U2/U4 Karlsplatz 
100m. Supermarket: 150m.

Facilities: This non-smoking hotel has 47 
comfortable furnished rooms and junior 

suites, where most of them facing the Ring 
Boulevard, offering you an incredible view 
to the Opera house and even beyond. The 
hotel hosts the trendy steak and burger 
restaurant “...said the butcher to the cow” 
and the stylish nightclub PLATZHIRSCH. 
Therefore Das Opernring offers you fine 
dining, entertainment and accommodati-
on all under one roof. 

Fürst Metternich 
• traditional boutique hotel 
Location: The hotel is situated in the 
vibrant city center, yet in a quiet side street 
of the pedestrian zone Mariahilfer Straße. 
Subway: U3/Zieglergasse 100m. Super-
market: 30m.

Facilities: This hotel was built as a traditi-
onal Art Nouveau building in 1897 and is 
embedded in a row of houses with typical 
Viennese character. It offers 54 comfor-
table rooms with high ceilings and a cozy 
atmosphere. The 24-hour reception with 
internet corner, a lovely breakfast room, 
the best American Bar in Vienna “Barfly's” 
with a big range of cocktails, whiskies and 
cigars and free Wi-Fi throughout leave 
nothing to be desired. 

Falkensteiner Hotel 
Margareten **** S.
• rooftop Spa 
Location: The hotel is conveniently situated 
between the new Central Station and the 
Western Railway Station. The main sights 
can be easily reached by public transport. 
Supermarket: 150m. Subway: U4/Margare-
tengürtel 250m.

Facilities: The hotel offers 195 modern 
rooms, a bar, a restaurant with front coo-
king area, an idyllic courtyard, 4 multi-func-
tional conference rooms with daylight and 
the Acquapura City SPA on the 7th floor 
with a sun terrace, sauna, steam bath, gym 
and a magnificent view over the rooftops 
of the city. 

Hotel Das Tigra ****
• modern hotel with historic 

front where Mozart once lived
Location: An intimate charming hotel in 
the very heart of Vienna, located in a quiet 
lane. The famous sights and Viennas most 
exclusive shopping streets can be reached 
on foot. Subway: U3/Herrengasse 50m. 
Supermarket: 200m.

Facilities: The hotel is an extraordinary 
combination of a historical and a modern 
building. In 1773 W. A. Mozart lived here. A 
memorial plate reminds of Mozart’s time 
in Vienna. The family-run hotel offers 78 
harmonious and spacious rooms, a lobby 
with a small bar, a bright and comfortable 
breakfast room and free Wi-Fi.

EXCLUSIVE ARCHITECTURAL TOUR | SPANISH RIDING 
SCHOOL  

After climbing 170 stairs one finds themselves rewarded 
with this incredible technical and aesthetic achieve-
ment of wooden structural system, built from 2,000 pi-
eces. Experience the unique attic of this historic building 
and enjoy an amazing rooftop view over Vienna’s first 
district. Why not arranging an exclusive cocktail recepti-
on at the 2nd Gallery of the Winter Riding School before 
or after the tour? Surely a memorable experience.  

Elisa Butto”

DBL Comfort

Incentive and Event location Tipp: 
IMPERIAL RED CARPET EVENT, MAJESTIC IMPERATOR | VIENNA 

Enjoy unforgettable moments with guests, friends, colleagues 
or business partners in a unique surrounding. The Majestic 
Train de Luxe offers the perfect setting. Although the carriages 
stand still the atmosphere is extraordinary, the carriages are all 
individually decorated with historical details, creating 
incredibly charming impressions. Enjoy a welcome drink at the 
red carpet at Franz-Josephs-Train Station, before passing by a 
red curtain into the nostalgic luxury of the fin de siècle and 
enjoying a delicious imperial dinner. 
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OTTO WAGNER-VILLA/ERNST FUCHS MUSEUM 

The Otto Wagner Villa, which is now known as Ernst 
Fuchs Museum, is a grandiose architectural monument, 
which has long been threatened by decay and finally 
remained preserved thanks to Ernst Fuchs, a draftsman, 
painter, sculptor and architect. The Otto Wagner Villa is 
a unique work of Art Nouveau, both from the inside as 
well as from the outside and a truly hidden treasure of 
Vienna. 

Irina Sinitsyna”

InterCityHotel 
Wien****
• central but quiet location
Location: The hotel is centrally located 
on Mariahilfer Straße. It is just 5 minutes' 
walk from the Western station and under-
ground station U3/U6 Westbahnhof with 
direct connection to the center. Supermar-
ket: 100m.

Facilities: The modern business hotel with 
a/c offers 179 friendly rooms, a stylish 
lobby with 24h reception and bar with 
flat-TV, the restaurant “Vom Feinsten”, an 
exclusive winter garden, a business corner, 
a sunny courtyard terrace, meeting rooms 
for up to 100 people and free wi-fi.

roomz vienna – 
Budget Design Hotel 
• extravagant hotel
Location: The hotel is located near the 
convention center Gasometer City with 
a cinema, several restaurants and bars. 
Subway: U3/Gasometer 50m. Supermar-
ket: 50m.

Facilities: The modern budget design hotel 
offers a 24h-reception, free Wi-Fi, a chill-
out lounge, an à la carte restaurant with a 
24h-bar, a quiet garden in the courtyard, 4 
seminar rooms and a gym.  
Each one of the 152 airconditioned rooms 
has been furnished with great attention 
to detail.

THEATER AN DER WIEN

The Theater an der Wien is one of the most 
beautiful theatres in Vienna and is among 
those with the richest history. Built in 1801 
by Mozart’s librettist Emanuel Schikaneder 
with the composer in mind, the theatre has 
witnessed a series of historic world pre-
mieres, including that of Beethoven’s only 
opera „Fidelio“.
In January 2006 the Theater an der Wien 
was reopened as the new City of Vienna 
opera house and has since functioned as a 
stagione opera house. The programme in-
cludes opera ranging from Monteverdi and 
Mozart to modern composers and offers a 
new premiere every month.

THEATER AN DER WIEN
A-1060 Vienna, Linke Wienzeile 6
sales@vbw.at
www.theater-wien.at

RONACHER

The theatre was built as the Viennese City 
Theatre in 1871. Due to a fire, the building 
was destroyed and was afterwards bought 
by Anton Ronacher who turned it into a va-
riety theatre. In 1987 the „Etablissement 
Ronacher“ became part of the Vereinigte 
Bühnen Wien. Since then there has been a 
wide range of shows from CATS to CHICAGO 
as well as touring productions. To ensure 
that it meets the requirements of modern 
musical productions it had to be comple-
tely refurbished. The great re-opening was 
in 2008. Productions: EVITA (2016), DON 
CAMILLO AND PEPPONE (2017) and I AM 
FROM AUSTRIA.

RONACHER
A-1010 Vienna, Seilerstätte 9
sales@vbw.at
www.musicalvienna.at

RAIMUND THEATER

The Raimund Theater is one of the most 
traditional stages in the theatre metropolis 
Vienna. After decades of theatre and ope-
retta performances, the theatre became 
part of the Vereinigte Bühnen Wien in 1987. 
Since that time it enhances prestige and 
importance in the international musical 
scene. The Vereinigte Bühnen Wien have 
produced many international productions 
such as PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, ELISA-
BETH, MOZART!, REBECCA and RUDOLF 
– AFFAIRE MAYERLING. Coming up next 
is the world premiere of SCHIKANEDER - 
a turbulent love affair behind the magic  
flute (2016/17).

RAIMUND THEATER
A-1060 Vienna, Wallgasse 18-20
sales@vbw.at
www.musicalvienna.at
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NH Wien Airport 
**** 
• only hotel at Vienna Airport
Location: Located directly opposite the 
arrivals hall of the International Airport 
Vienna, the hotel is the first choice for late 
flight arrivals or early departures. The city 
center can be reached with the City Airport 
Train (CAT) in about 16 minutes.

Facilities: The hotel features an elegant 
lobby, free Wi-Fi, a cozy bar, an à la carte 
restaurant, a buffet restaurant, a library 
and a conference centre with a total area of 
2,000sqm. 500 modern rooms will guaran-
tee restful sleep by the soundproof isolati-
on. The spa area features a sauna, a steam 
room, a fitness room and a quiet room.

NH Belvedere **** 
• directly at the Belvedere Palace
Location: The hotel is located in the heart 
of Vienna’s diplomatic quarter and offers 
fantastic views of the adjacent Belvedere 
Palace and the Botanical Garden. The Ring 
Boulevard and the city center can easily be 
reached on foot. A tram station is located 
next to the hotel. Supermarket: 150m.

Facilities: The 4*-hotel embodies the com-
bined historical and modern character of 
the city, offering guests quality service and 
a convenient location. The beautifully re-
stored Art Nouveau building offers modern 
design in 114 comfortable rooms, a cosy 
breakfast room, the bistro bar “Rossini”, an 
internet corner, free Wi-Fi and a 150sqm 
spa area with sauna, steam room and gym. 

Boutique Hotel 
Stadthalle *** 
• leading sustainable city hotel 
Location: The hotel is located close to the 
shopping street Mariahilfer Straße and 
Westbahnhof train station. Subway: U3/U6 
Westbahnhof 200m. Supermarket: 200m.

Facilities: It is the first eco-friendly hotel 
with a zero energy balance in a city world-
wide and offers a friendly lounge, free 
Wi-Fi and a peaceful garden. In the warm 
season guests can enjoy the delilcious 
ORGANIC breakfast and refreshing drinks 
in the green oasis. 38 of the 79 individually 
designed rooms are located in the passive 
house with own power supply. 7 rooms are 
furnished with upcycling elements.

NH Danube City**** 
• situated on the Danube Island
Location: The 4*-hotel is located right next 
to the Austria Center Vienna and the Uni-
ted Nations, in the fast-growing business 
district in the north of Vienna. The Danube 
Island recreation area is located almost 
on the doorstep. Subway: U1/Alte Donau 
400m. Supermarket: 50m. 

Facilities: Elegant surroundings, fine 
dining, free Wi-Fi, modern technology 
and comfort – all this and more await 
the guests in this modern business hotel. 
The 252 spacious rooms offer attractive 
interior design and modern furniture. The 
hotel's restaurant & bar Tarragona serves 
lunch and dinner, Austrian and internatio-
nal cuisine and Spanish tapas. 

MuseumsQuartier Wien 
Culture and space: 90,000 m², 60 different institu-
tions – the MuseumsQuartier Wien is not just one 
of the world’s largest art and cultural complexes, 
but also serves as an oasis of culture and recreation 
in the middle of Vienna with a combination of richly 
varied programs, spacious recreation and relaxation 
zones, interior courtyards, cafés, and shops. At the 
MuseumsQuartier Wien, the promotion and expe-
rience of art form an inseparable whole.

MuseumsQuartier Wien 
Museumsplatz 1, A-1070 Vienna 
www.mqw.at 

mumok – Museum of Modern Art Ludwig Foun-
dation Vienna
The Museum of Modern Art Ludwig Foundation 
Vienna (mumok) is the largest museum for modern 
and contemporary art in Central Europe with an 
extensive collection of international art from the 
20th century and the present. Situated in the heart 
of historic Vienna, with its permanent collection and 
changing contemporary exhibitions, mumok is the 
ideal location for experiencing the art of our times.

www.mumok.at

Leopold Museum
The Leopold Museum is a unique treasure-house 
of Viennese Jugendstil, the Wiener Werkstätte and 
Expressionism.

It is the most-visited museum of the city’s hottest 
cultural site, the MuseumsQuartier Wien, and it 
houses the most significant and largest Egon Schiele 
collection in the world, as well as masterworks by 
Secession founder Gustav Klimt.

Tip: The museum’s panorama windows offer a won-
derful view of central Vienna with Maria Theresa 
Square and the Hofburg Palace. 

www.leopoldmuseum.org

Pablo Picasso, Femme assise à 
l'Écharpe verte, 1960,  

© SUCCESSION PICASSO,  
Paris Bildrecht Wien, 2016

MuseumsQuartier Wien © Hertha Hurnaus
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LECTURE WITH HOTEL IMPERIAL’S LEGENDARY 
CONCIERGE MR. MOSER 

Michael Moser had the pleasure of meeting nu-
merous politicians, heads of state, pop stars as 
well as royal and regular guests in his position as 
Concierge of the Hotel Imperial Vienna for over 
30 years. Since his retirement as the legendary 
hotel’s Chief Concierge, Mr. Moser has been re-
sponsible for working through 144 years of hotel 
history, organizing precious items collected over 
the years and building up an archive. 

Ranging from guest books, menus and postcards 
to diary entries, valuable china and cutlery, the 
Hotel Imperial’s ever-growing archive already 
contains many treasures, which Mr. Moser is very 
happy to share with hotel guests along with in-
teresting stories and guest anecdotes – as far as 
discretion allows. 

Mr. Moser, originally from Carinthia in Southern 
Austria, is married and has two adult sons. His 
hobbies include attending the opera and concerts 
as well as collecting menus and hotel brochures 
from around the world. 

Biljana Mrakovic”
©
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Claude Monet, Der Seerosenteich (Detail),  1917–1919; Albertina, Sammlung Batliner
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Royal staircase © Hotel Imperial, A Luxury Collection Hotel, Vienna 
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Province of top class wines and major 
cultural assets
Places to see
the Wachau Valley, Melk Abbey, Duern-
stein, Hof Palace, Klosterneuburg Abbey, 
Weinerlebnis “Sandgrube 13 wein.sinn”, 
the Imperial City of Baden, Karmel Ma-
yerling, Grafenegg Palace, Heiligenkreuz 
Abbey, Renaissance Castle Rosenburg, 
the Roman Spa in Baden, the Heldenberg, 
LOISIUM Wine Experience 

Famous for
Culture, culinary art and wine, activities 
and sports (hiking, biking, golfing), well-
ness and spa

About Lower Austria
Often described as the “province sur-
rounding Austria’s capital Vienna”, Lower 
Austria lures with alluvial forests, sun 
kissed grapevine terraces, lush meadows, 
undulating hills, beautiful river landscapes 
and pristine moors.  
The impressive castles, countless palaces, 
abbeys and medieval villages Lower 
Austria is edged with, will simply amaze! 
Authentic and cosy inns combined with 
Lower Austrian hospitality and a wide 

selection of culinary temptations invite to 
take a break and enjoy.  
Lower Austria, the perfect destination for 
a getaway – especially for those seeking 
authentic and memorable experiences.

Our tipps
Wachau Valley 
When going from Vienna to Salzburg, a 
stop in the picturesque Wachau Valley 
is a must. Enjoy a stroll through the 
merchant’s town of Krems, admire the 
famous blue church of Dürnstein, embark 
a boat to Melk and round off your visit to 
the Wachau Valley with a tour through the 
impressive Melk Abbey.  
Don’t miss out trying a glass of top-class 
wine along with some traditional snacks 
at one of the numerous inns and wine 
taverns. 

Baden and the Vienna Woods
Just a 20-minutes ride away from Vien-
na, the Imperial city of Baden and the 
surrounding Vienna woods offer the 
ideal prerequisites for a relaxing vacation 
or day-excursion from Vienna. There is 
nothing about a leisurely stroll through 

the streets of the former Imperial summer 
residence before continuing to Karmel 
Mayerling, the former hunting lodge of 
Crowne Prince Rudolph. 

Lower Austria 

PROVINCE 
Lower Austria

PROVINCIAL CAPITAL
St. Poelten

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Vienna International 

Airport 

view to Dürnstein © Österreich Werbung, Photographer Filmspektakel
St. Poelten

© Österreich Werbung, P.Burgstaller
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AUSTRIA

Poysdorf

Vienna

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2 

Schönbrunn Palace 
The former summer residence of the Habsburg 
family ranks among the most impressive Baroque 
constructions worldwide. Since 1966 Schönbrunn 
Palace and gardens have been certified as a UN-
ESCO World Heritage Site. The outstanding archi-
tecture, the magnificent staterooms and the palace 
gardens are worth a visit.

Duration: 6 days

Cities visited: Vienna, Poysdorf

Take a lot of Imperial charm, add some coffeehouse culture 
and culinary delights and stir it with lots of cosiness, tradition 
and Weinviertl-serenity. And voilà your journey of indulgence 
is ready to be enjoyed. Bon appétit!

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna. 
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a panoramic city tour with following visit to the 
impressive Schönbrunn Palace. 
Lunch on your own in the city centre.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you discover Vienna‘s city centre on the traces of the 
Viennese Coffeehouse Culture.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant. 
Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna 

 Morning  Discover the Vienna Naschmarkt in the course of a culinary walking tour. 
Lunch on your own at one of the numerous restaurants at the Nasch-
markt.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 4 Vienna-Weinviertel region  

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to Poysdorf located North of Vienna in the 
beautiful Weinviertel region.  
Enjoy a fruity-sweet morning and visit a traditional chocolate  
confectionery. 
Tastings included! 
Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon   In the afternoon you visit a traditional run business specialising in 
apricot products. By a special bus drive through the apricot orchards and 
learn all about the apricot. Further you explore the jam factory and 
distillery and taste some apricot products.

 Evening   Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in the Weinviertel Region.

 DAY 5 Weinviertel region 

 Morning   After breakfast you explore the vineyards of the Weinviertel region. 
Admire a unique variety of gardens – cottage garden, vegetable garden, 
rose garden, etc. 
For lunch enjoy a hearty “Brettljause” (traditional snack) along with 
some wine tasting.

 Afternoon   In the afternoon, discover the largest cellar labyrinth of Austria. The rest 
of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in the Weinviertel Region.

 DAY 6 Departure from Vienna

 Morning   After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 
Have a safe trip!

   Vienna airport is approximately one hour from the Weinviertel region.

Where indulgence is a top priority!

Vienna and the Weinviertel Region 

loisium world of wine © Österreich Werbung; Wolfgang Zajc

© Österreich Werbung, Lehmann 

© Österreich Werbung, P. Burgstalle

© Wien Tourismus, P. Rigaud

© Österreich Werbung, Diejun
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AUSTRIA

Melk
ViennaDuration: 6 days

Cities visited: Vienna, Krems, Melk  

World Heritage region on the river Danube, sunny wine-
growing region, home of cultural treasures and the famous 
Wachau apricot – the Wachau Valley is a total work of art. Via 
Vienna, travel to the picturesque Danube Valley.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna. 
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a panoramic city tour that provides you 
with an overview of Vienna. 
Following your panoramic city tour, you visit the imposing Schönbrunn 
Palace. 
Lunch on your own in the city centre.

 Afternoon  The remainder of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Before dinner enjoy a ride on the Giant Ferries Wheel. 
Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Vienna-Krems/Wachau Valley 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a city walk through the old town of Vienna passing 
by magnificant imperial buildings and traditional Viennese coffeehouses.  
Also, enjoy a visit to Vienna‘s most significant landmark – St. Stephan‘s 
Cathedral.  
Then transfer to Krems in the beautiful Wachau Valley.  
Upon arrival in Krems, enjoy lunch at a local restaurant.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you take a city walk through the old town of Krems. 
Then enjoy some time on your own in picturesque Krems.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Krems. 

 DAY 4 Krems/Wachau 

 Morning  After breakfast you discover the beautiful Wachau Valley from the water 
and enjoy a river cruise on the river Danube from Krems to Dürnstein 
(during the summer months only). 
Lunch at local restaurant in Melk.

 Afternoon   In the afternoon you visit the impressive Benedictine Abbey of Melk. 
Then transfer back to Krems.

 Evening   Before dinner enjoy a wine tasting session at Sandgrube 13 wein.sinn. 
Dinner at a traditional wine tavern. 
Overnight stay in Krems.

 DAY 5 Krems/Wachau Valley 

 Morning   After breakfast we take you to a traditional business where the original 
Wachau apricot is processed. Depending on the season you may also 
have the opportunity to taste the delicious apricots. 
Lunch on your own in the old town of Krems.

 Afternoon   In the late afternoon enjoy a tour through the private destillery Heller-
schmied.

 Evening  Farewell dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Krems.

 DAY 6 Departure from from Krems/Wachau Valley 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey! Vienna airport is only 
one hour from Krems.

Exploring the picturesque Wachau Valley 

Apricots and Vineyards 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2 

Wiener Prater and the Giant Ferries Wheel 
No other place in Vienna pours on the charm like 
Wiener Prater does – it is truly a melting pot of ad-
venture, nostalgia and Viennese charm. The amu-
sement park hosts one of Vienna‘s most famous 
landmarks – the Giant Ferries Wheel. While the 
Wiener Prater is in season from May until October, 
the Giant Ferries Wheel and a handful of other 
attractions are open all year round. 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3 

St. Stephan’s Cathedral 
St. Stephan‘s Cathedral, Vienna‘s landmark and 
Austria‘s most significant Gothic building, accom-
modates a number of valuable art treasures. The 
view from the “Steffls” tower overlooking the roofs 
of Vienna is just incredible.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 4

Dürnstein Walking Tour
The impressive blue tower of the abbey church of 
Dürnstein undoubtedly counts to the most popu-
lar sights of the Wachau valley. In addition to the 
remarkable abbey church, the castle ruin which 
towers over the picturesque village, is well worth a 
climb. Stroll through the charming little streets and 
enjoy a glass of the famous “Green Veltliner” at one 
of the numerous wineries.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 5

Private Destillery Hellerschmid
For more than sixty years, Hellerschmied distillery 
has been famous for producing high quality distils 
and liquors. During a tasting session you will learn 
all about the production process of noble distils 
and liquors – most importantly about the produc-
tion of the famous Wachau Apricot-Schnaps.

Krems
Stift Melk © Niederösterreich Werbung, M. Liebert

© Donau Niederösterreich,  
O. Bramberger

© WienTourismus; C. Stemper

© Österreich Werbung, 
 Wiesenhofer

© DDSG Blue Danube

© Donau Niederösterreich, 
Steve Haider
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AUSTRIA

Krems

Baden

Spirituality, history and culture in the Vienna Woods 

About Emperors and Monks 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2 

Heiligenkreuz Abbey 
Heiligenkreuz Abbey has been constantly existing 
since it‘s foundation in 1133. Thus, it enjoys the 
reputation of being the world‘s second oldest con-
tinuously existing Abbey – only Rein Abbey is older. 
It forms the biggest cultural and sacred centre of 
the Vienna Woods.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY3 

Krems Guided City Tour 
At the exit of the Wachau, one of the most beau-
tiful parts of the Danube Valley, lies the charming 
town of Krems. Since the Middle Ages the Upper- 
and Lower “Landstraße” form the main axes of the 
city. Until today the “Landstraße”, which is also a 
pedestrian area, forms the centre of the charming 
old town of Krems. Explore the centre of the Wach-
au Valley during a guided city tour.

Göttweig Abbey 
Highly visible dominates the Benedictine Abbey 
Göttweig on the edge of the worldfamous Danu-
be Valley in the picturesque Wachau-region. The 
UNESCO-World Heritage declared Göttweig Abbey 
is one of the most popular sights in the Wachau 
valley and attracts visitors from all over the world. 
Simultaneously it forms the spiritual centre of 
lower Austria.

Duration:  4 days

Since more than 1000 years spirituality, history and culture 
come together in the abbeys, cities and castles of the 
picturesque Vienna Woods and the Wachau valley. On your 
journey, experience a unique symphony of history and 
spirituality.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Baden 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Baden. 

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Baden. 

 DAY 2 Baden: Excursion to the Vienna Woods 

 Morning  After breakfast start your excursion to the scenic Vienna Woods and 
experience the mysticism of Heiligenkreuz Abbey.

   Following you enjoy lunch and wine tasting.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon, visit the former hunting lodge of crowne prince 
 Rudolph – Karmel Mayerling.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your Hotel in Baden.

   Overnight stay in Baden.

 DAY 3 Baden: Excursion to Göttweig Abbey and the Wachau Valley 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy an excursion to the picturesque Wachau Valley, 
where you visit the Göttweig Abbey.

   Lunch at local restaurant in Krems.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon enjoy a walking tour through the old town of Krems 
with following coffee break.

   Then transfer back to Baden.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your Hotel in Baden.

   Overnight stay in Baden.

 DAY 4 Departure from Baden  

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 

   Have a safe trip!

krems© Österreich Werbung, Himsl

© Lammerhuber, GG Tourismus der Stadtgemeinde Baden

© Österreich Werbung,  
V. Preusser

© Österreich Werbung, Diejun

© Österreich Werbung, Pigneter
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Hotel Herzoghof **** Baden bei Wien

• traditional 4*-hotel in a prime location

• directly opposite the Grand Casino

Altitude: 230m 
Airport: Vienna/46km

Location: The Herzoghof is located op-
posite the unique spa gardens and the 
elegant Grand Casino Baden. The old town 
is only a few steps away. Art and culture 
enthusiasts will have many options in the 
City Theatre, Summer Arena and concert 
pavilion. The center of Vienna can be 
reached by local train or the Casino bus in 
just 40 minutes.

Rooms: The 30 elegant and spacious 
double rooms offer bath or shower/WC, 
hairdryer, bathrobe, telephone, radio, 
cable-TV, minibar, safe, Wi-Fi and mostly 
fantastic views of the park or the casino.

Facilities: Housed in a historic building 
from 1910, the family-run hotel Herzog-

hof warmly welcomes its guests into an 
elegant ambience in Baden. In the cozy 
breakfast room in Art Noveau style with 
beautiful glass paintings by Otto Barth, a 
rich breakfast buffet with culinary deli-
cacies is served. The cafe- and wine bar 
offers delicacies, excellent wines, coffee 
specialities and homemade desserts and 
invites you to linger. For lunch as well as 
for dinner, guests enjoy the Austrian and 
international cuisine at the restaurant 
Jedermanns. Moreover, the hotel provides 
3 modern equipped conference rooms and 
a cinema for up to 24 persons.

Spa: Recreation area with sauna, steam 
bath and infrared cabin. Against payment: 
massages and cosmetic treatments.

Meals: Breakfast buffet. In case of half-
board: a 3-course menu for lunch or dinner.

ROSENBURG RENAISSANCE CASTLE  

Visited from afar, the Rosenburg Renaissance Castle is situated 
high on a mighty cliff, towering above the beautiful Kamp Val-
ley. The impressive castle complex features a refuge with a very 
extraordinary atmosphere – generous outdoor facilities such as 
beautifully designed gardens with charming, secret places and 
Europe’s largest tiltyard invite visitors to stay. Even the ancient 
tradition of falconry is cultivated at Rosenburg Palace. Visitors 
can experience the breath-taking flying skills of falcons, eagles 

and hawks in the course of a unique raptor demonstration. Just 
as impressive as the palace’s garden complex is its interior. In 
the state rooms, the impressive library and the magnificent 
marble hall, one can literally feel history. By the way, Rosenburg 
Renaissance Castle is a very popular place for the unique set-
ting of weddings, meetings, festivals, celebrations and happe-
nings of any kind. Catering is available in-house.

Rosenburg © Lichtstark Rosenburg Garten © Lichtstark
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LOISIUM Wine & Spa Resort ****S Langenlois

• located amidst the vineyards

• AVEDA destination Spa with unique wine treatments

• heated outdoor-pool & natural swimming pond

Altitude: 219m 
Airport: Vienna Int. Airport/90km

Location: The LOISIUM Wine & Spa Resort 
is located in Langenlois, Austria's largest 
wine town where the river Kamp winds 
its way down to the Danube to unite the 
left and right wine regions Wachau, Krems 
Valley and Wagram to one of the best wine 
regions and wineries of Lower Austria. 
The hotel is uniquely nestled between the 
vineyards of Kamptal and stands out with 
its breathtaking views and its extraordina-
ry architecture. 

Rooms: The 82 Lifestyle rooms, carried by 
53 columns, are literally floating above the 
ground and convey us the impression of 
an endless space. Every room disposes of 
a bath or shower, WC, hairdryer, spa bag 
with bathrobe, slippers and towels, satel-
lite TV, telephone, minibar, safe, Wi-Fi and 
partly balcony.

Facilities: The US star architect Steven 
Holl has realized a spectacular interior 
design with a touch of New York style in 
the Langenlois vineyards. The fully glazed 
ground floor with lobby, 24-hour reception 
and seminar rooms creates the perfect 
balance between interior and exterior. 
The restaurant “Vineyard” offers culinary 
creations from the region and provides 

the perfect ending for a relaxing evening. 
Wonderful wines and “Schnaps” are served 
in the Holl Bar and in the wine library with 
an open fireplace. Lift, free Wi-Fi and free 
parking available.

Spa: The incredible symbiosis of the spiri-
tual power of the wine and the AVEDA phi-
losophy extends over 3 levels and compri-
ses 1.000sqm with 2 saunas (soft sauna & 
Finnish sauna), an amethyst steam bath, 
an infrared cabin, a year-round heated 
outdoor pool (32°C) amid the vineyards, 
2 relaxing areas with panoramic views of 
the vineyards, floating couches in the vi-
neyard, a summer natural swimming pond 
and a spa lounge. Guests can work out in 
the gym with cardiovascular equipment by 
Technogym. Fresh juices, tea, coffee, nuts 
and fruit are served in the spa lounge. 
Admission to the spa only for persons over 
12 years. 
Against payment: In a total of 11 treatment 
rooms the spa team offers a wide range of 
wellness and relaxation treatments as Ele-
mental Nature Massage, Lymphatic Drai-
nage, Fusion Stone Massage peelings and 
facial and body treatments on the subject 
of wine exclusively created for the Wine 
& Spa Resort. The traditional ingredients 
of grapes and grape seed oils are used to 
create a new method of beauty.

LOISIUM WINE EXPERIENCE LANGENLOIS 

Have you ever asked yourself how the wine gets 
into the bottle and what a winemaker has to do all 
year round? In the course of LOISIUM WineExpe-
rience in Langenlois you will find the answers to 
these questions. Amongst the vineyards nosy par-
kers have the chance to discover the fascinating 
world of wine within a labyrinth underneath the 
surface, which is 1.5 km long and about 900 years 
old. A special highlight of the WineExperience 
awaits you in the basilica that can be found in the 

labyrinth, namely a laser show with the title “GENI-
USS – a journey with all senses”. The Lower Austria 
– Vinotheque & Sektotheque offers delicious wines 
and sparkling wines for tasting and sale for farm-
gate prices. The fascinating combination of world-
class architecture and the sensual mystic world of 
wine located underneath the surface is the heart of 
the LOISIUM. The LOISIUM WineExperience is open 
all year round, not depended on weather condi-
tions and suitable for people with disabilities. 

Vassilis Paskos”

The LOISIUM World of Wine Weinerlebniswelt
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The sunny side of Austria 
Places to see
Lake Neusiedl, Esterházy Palace, Forchten-
stein Castle, Mörbisch with its Operetta 
Festival at Lake Neusiedl, St. Margarethen 
with the Opera in the quarry

Famous for
Culture, culinary art and wine, activities 
and sports (water sports, biking)

About Burgenland
The landscape in the Burgenland is diffe-
rent from the rest of Austria. Wide plains 
dominate the picture. The proximity to 
Vienna is perfect for day trips and excursi-
ons. Both the Pannonian climate and the 
people warm the hearts of Burgenland 
visitors. With more than 2.000 hours 
of sunshine on 300 days per year it is 
Austria's warmest province. Due to the 
mild climate some of the world’s best wi-
nes come from the Burgenland. The many 

traditional wine taverns offer best wines 
and regional culinary delights. 

Our tipps
Lake Neusiedl – the so-called “Viennese 
seaside”
Lake Neusiedl is Europe's westernmost 
steppe lake and the largest lake in Austria. 
The lake and its surrounding countryside 
are a part of UNESCO's list of World 
Heritage sites. It is known for its various 
sports and excursion possibilities. Bathing 
beaches, boat rentals, kite surfing and 
windsurfing schools await the visitors. 
With a total of 1,000km of cycle routes 
the region is very popular among cyclists. 
If one is looking for culture, a visit of the 
Seefestspiele Mörbisch is a must. In July 
and August fans of operettas and musicals 
experience the best performances in a 
unique atmosphere with a stage that rises 
directly from the lake. 

Burgenland

PROVINCIAL CAPITAL
Eisenstadt

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Vienna International 

Airport

© Neusiedler See Tourismus GmbH

© Österreich Werbung, Popp G.

Eisenstadt
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Duration: 5 days 

Cities visited: Vienna, Schlosshof, Eisenstadt 

After visiting Austria's diverse and vibrant capital Vienna, 
discover the no less diverse Burgenland. Experience the land 
of cultural and scenic contrast – where mild Pannonian 
climate has a deep impact on nature and culture!

 DAY  1 Arrival in Vienna 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Vienna. 
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Before your welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant, enjoy a ride on 
the Giant Ferries Wheel with breathtaking views over Vienna by night! 
Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 2 Vienna 

 Morning  The morning will be spent in the old town of Vienna. Enjoy an old town 

walking tour passing by magnificent imperial buildings and attractions 
such as the Imperial Palace, the Burggarten, traditional Viennese coffee-
houses, etc. In the course of your walking tour, you visit Vienna's most 
famous landmark – Stephan's Cathedral. 
Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon visit to the Imperial appartments at the Imperial Palace. 
Then you enjoy a coffeebreak at one of Vienna's traditional coffee houses.

 Evening  Dinner with following classical concert at the Orangery at Schönbrunn 
Palace.

 DAY 3 Vienna-(Schlosshof)-Eisenstadt 

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to Rust in the Northern area of the province 
Burgenland. On your way to Rust you stop in Schlosshof for a visit to Hof 
Palace. 
Lunch at local restaurant en route to Rust.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon onward journey towards Eisenstadt. En route you visit a 
traditional winegrowing business.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional winetavern. 
Overnight stay in or around Eisenstadt.

 DAY 4 Eisenstadt  

 Morning  After breakfast you enjoy a walking tour through Eisenstadt. In the 
course of your walking tour you visit the church Berkirche with the 
Haydnmausoleum as well as Joseph Hayden's former residence.  
Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon   In the afternoon visit to Esterhazy Palace. Afterwards enjoy some time 
on your own. 
We recommend having coffee along with a delicious piece of Esterhazy 
cake at one of the coffeehouses in Eisenstadt.

 Evening  Farewell dinner at a traditional wine tavern or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in or around Eisenstadt.

 DAY 5 Departure from Eisenstadt 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 
Have a safe trip! 
Vienna airport is only a 50-minutes drive from Eisenstadt!

in Harmony with Nature

Falkensteiner Balance Resort 
Stegersbach ***** Stegersbach

• next to Austria’s largest golf course

• 2,600sqm sized exclusive Acquapura SPA 

• special health offers & Metabolic Balance® program

Altitude: 262m 
Airport: Graz/73km

Location: The hotel is set in an amazing 
location on a sunny hilltop, surrounded 
by a 10.000sqm garden, overlooking the 
thermal bath Stegersbach. Thanks to the 
direct location at Austria's largest golf 
resort and the thermal bath, the hotel is 
the ideal destination for both golf and 
wellness vacations. 

Rooms: 111 spacious rooms, 17 family 
apartments and 13 designer suites ensure 
that the guests feel at home during their 
holiday. All units are equipped with bath 
and/or shower, toilet, hairdryer, air condi-
tioning, satellite TV, safe, minibar incl. non-
alcoholic drinks, free Wi-Fi and balcony as 
well as a beach bag with bath robe and 
towel for the duration of the stay.

Facilities: Modern architecture and a 
harmonious design provide the perfect 
feel-good atmosphere. The hotel features 
a spacious lobby, a cigar lounge and a cozy 
library with fireplace. It also offers the 
restaurant “Imago” with show kitchen, 
an on-site wine shop and the Atrium Bar. 
A special feature is the “Wia z'Haus”, a 
quaint restaurant that serves regional 
specialties. Lift and free Wi-Fi available.

Spa: Recreation, regeneration and relaxati-

on – these are the key words of the exclu-
sive 2,600sqm Acquapura SPA including a 
10,000sqm garden terraces. The spa oasis 
offers a year-round heated indoor and 
outdoor pool, an experience whirlpool and 
a spacious sauna and relaxation area with 
a Finnish sauna, herbal sauna, laconium, 
women's sauna, aroma steam bath, aqua 
meditation room, spa lounge and relaxati-
on ellipse with open fire. 
Spa and Health Treatments: With a 
combination of traditional applications, 
holistic therapy and individual service, the 
Acquapura SPA offers the perfect setting 
for relaxation. A wide range of massages 
such as Shirodhara, Lomi Lomi Nui and 
Thai Yoga massage bring body and mind 
into balance. 
Facials, baths, scrubs, wraps and body 
treatments are available for him and for 
her in the beauty center. Strong focus is 
also given on health, sports & fitness. With 
the help of individual support, a healthy 
cuisine and selected treatments guests will 
find their way to more well-being. The of-
fer includes the lifestyle program Acquapu-
ra Balance and the metabolic and weight 
regulation program Metabolic Balance®.

Meals: Rich breakfast buffet or breakfast 
for late risers until 3pm at the bar. In case 
of half-board in the evening three different 
5-course-menus.

AUSTRIA

Schlosshof
Vienna

Arts and Culture

Eisenstadt

© Österreich Werbung,  
Volker Preusser
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Castles, palaces and vineyards – the landmarks of Burgenland. 
Enjoy exceptional cultural and culinary experiences and 
immerse in the Burgenland hospitality. Be assured, Austria’s 
eastern most province, is always worth a visit. 

 DAY 1  Arrival in Eisenstadt 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your Hotel in Eisenstadt.  
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure. 

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Eisenstadt. 

 

 DAY 2  Eisenstadt 

 Morning  After breakfast, enjoy a walking tour through Eisenstadt. In the course of 
your walking tour, you visit the church Berkirche with the Haydnmauso-
leum as well as Joseph Hayden's former residence.  
Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant.

 Afternoon   In the afternoon, you visit Esterhazy Palace. Afterwards enjoy some time 
on your own. 

   We recommend having coffee along with a delicious piece of Esterhazy 
cake at one of the cosy coffeehouses in Eisenstadt. 

 Evening   Dinner at a local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Eisenstadt. 

 DAY 3 Eisenstadt-Rust

 Morning   After breakfast, you discover the mighty enclosure and one of the most 
important symbols of the province of Burgenland, Forchtenstein Castle.  
Lunch at a local restaurant. 

 Afternoon   Enjoy a tour through the Quarry in St. Margarethen, one of the most 
beautiful and imposing open-air arenas in Europe. 

 Evening   Before dinner at a local wine tavern, enjoy a wine tasting session.   
Overnight stay in or around Rust/Lake Neusiedlersee. 

 DAY 4 Rust

 Morning   After breakfast, enjoy an interesting walking tour through the historic 
old town of Rust. Find out more about the development of the former 
fishing village to a city.  
Lunch at a local restaurant. 

 Afternoon   Transfer to the region around Neusiedl where you enjoy a wine tasting 
session and some leisure time at the lake. 

 Evening   Farewell dinner at a local restaurant.  
Overnight stay in Rust. 

 DAY 5  Departure from Rust 

 Morning   After breakfast, you start your homeward journey.  
Have a safe trip!

A tour through Austria’s Sunshine Province 

About castles, palaces and vineyards

© Schloss Esterhazy, Roland Wimmer
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The “Green Heart” of Austria 
Places to see
the Styrian Vulkanland, Cultural Capital 
Graz, Zotter Chocolate Factory, Piber 
Lipizzan Stud, Dachstein Glacier and 
Skywalk, Gölles Fine Schnapps and Vinegar, 
Mariazell Shrine and Basilica, Bad Aussee 
and the Ausseerland, Benedictine Abbey 
Admont, Riegersburg Castle, Salt worlds 
Altaussee, Vulcano Ham Manufactory 

Famous for
Culture, culinary art and wine, activities 
and sports (skiing/snowboarding, hiking, 
biking, golfing), wellness and spa

About Styria
Large deep-green forests and inviting 
vineyards – for no other reason, Styria 
is affectionately called the “green heart 
of Austria” or referred to as the greenest 
province.  
The contrast between the Alpine North 
with its mountains, crystal-clear mountain 
lakes, pastures and huts and the gentle 
hills around the South’s wine road, apple 
plantations and pumpkin fields distinguis-
hes Styria from other provinces.   

Styria has something on offer for every-
one – with nine thermal spas it is a top 
destination for wellness aficionados; the 

Dachstein region is ideal for (winter) sport 
activities of all kinds; culture enthusiasts 
get their money worth in the cultural 
capital Graz and for those seeking culinary 
experiences, the region around the South 
Styrian Wine road and the “Vulkanland” is 
the place to be. 

Our tipps
South Styrian Wine Road & “Vulkanland” 
Region
An excursion to the South Styrian Wine- 
and “Vulkanland” region offers a perfect 
day out surrounded by breath-taking 
landscapes. Indulgence and cosiness are 
in the first place in these regions. As a first 
(culinary)-stop, take a glimpse behind the 
scenes of Vulcano, the “Vulkanland”-ham 
manufactory. Ready for a sweet change?  
Immerse in the world of chocolate and 
sweet dainties and visit the famous Zotter 
Chocolate manufactory. Finish the excursi-
on in between the South Styrian vineyards 
with a glass of wine and a hearty “Brett-
ljause”. 

Ausseerland 
Located in the picturesque Styrian Salz-
kammergut region, the Ausseerland is al-
ways worth a visit. How about discovering 
the mystical world of the “white gold”? In 

the course of a tour through the Alltaussee 
Salt Mine not only the learning- but also 
the fun-aspect are guaranteed as two 
miners’ slides are taking visitors directly to 
the subterranean salt lake.

A nice stroll around one of the enchanting 
lakes the Salzkammergut is characterised 
by is a must before having lunch at one of 
the traditional inns. For culture- and archi-
tecture lovers, a visit to the oldest remai-
ning monastery in Styria, Admont Abbey, is 
ideal. Besides its Baroque architecture, art 
and manuscripts visitors can admire the 
world’s largest monastic library.  

Styria

PROVINCIAL CAPITAL
Graz

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Graz Airport 

Graz

Neustattalm in autumn, Ramsau am Dachstein © Steiermark Tourismus ikarus

© Steiermark Tourismus, ikarus.cc
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Duration:  6 days 

Cities visited: Graz, Riegersburg, Ehrenhausen, Piber

Diversity and indulgence is the motto of your journey through 
the southern part of Styria. Your tour takes you from the 
Styrian provincial capital Graz to the Volcano region and the 
South Styrian wine road. Taste culinary delights and let yourself 
be enchanted by the Styrian hospitality and lust for life.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Graz 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Graz.   
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Graz. 

 DAY 2 Graz 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a walking tour through the inner city of 
Graz. During your walking tour you discover the most significant attrac-
tions such as the Herrengasse, Graz Opera House, the beautiful main 
square with the Town Hall, the Island on the Mur, the Kunsthaus, etc. 
Then enjoy a cable railway ride to the Schlossberg, from where you will 
enjoy an incredible view over Graz and from where you can admire the 

Clock Tower.

   Lunch on your own in the old town of Graz.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 3 Graz-Ehrenhausen/South Styrian Region  

 Morning  After breakfast, start your journey towards the styrian “Vulcano-land”. 
Upon arrival in Riegersburg, enjoy a visit to the Vulcano-Ham Factory. 
Afterwards enjoy lunch at a local restaurant.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you visit the Gölles Schnapps Distillery and Vinegar 
Production. Afterwards continue your journey to Ehrenhausen in the 
South Styrian wine growing region.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in or around Ehrenhausen.

 DAY 4 Ehrenhausen/South Styrian Region   

 Morning  After breakfast you enjoy the beatuiful region in the course of a leisurly 
walk through and take a rest at one or the other wine grower. 
Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant.

 Afternoon   The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure in the rolling wine yards.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in or around Ehrenhausen.

 DAY 5  Ehrenhausen/South Styrian Region-(Lippizan Region)-Graz

 Morning   After breakfast transfer towards the Lipizzan region where you visit the 
Piber Lipizzan stud and a church by Friedensreich Hundertwasser. 
Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon   Transfer to Graz with following leisure time in Graz.

 Evening   Farewell dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 6 Departure from Graz 

 Morning   After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 
Have a safe trip!

The Styrian Volcano region and the 
South Styrian wine road  

South Styrian Dainties

GÖLLES SCHNAPPS DISTILLERY AND VINEGAR  
PRODUCTION 

In the Gölles Schnapps Distillery and Vinegar Production 
the focus is on the senses. On a five stage tour, visitors 
can experience an orchard cinema, visit the largest cel-
lar of vinegar barrels in Austria, visit the tunnel of sen-
ses, visit the distillery and have a look into the schnapps 
cellar and taste some Schnapps and fine liqueur in the 
Schnapps Bar.

Eszter Szinnyai”

© Steiermark Tourismus, R. Mirau

Ausseerland-Salzkammergut © Steiermark Tourismus, ikarus.cc
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THE LOISIUM WINESHOP & VINOTHEK 

Personal service, diversity and the best regional wines 
are waiting for you in the LOISIUM Wineshop & 
Vinothek. The adventure wine shop lures with top wines 
from the region. Enjoy huge taste within a very special 
atmosphere and shop on site at producer prices or taste 
the large range of top wines at the Wine Tasting Bar 
with individual sommelier advice.

LOISIUM Wine & Spa Resort 
Südsteiermark ****S Ehrenhausen

• urban lifestyle & modern architecture meet old wine tradition

• LOISIUM Wine Spa on 1.400sqm

• high-quality wine & beauty treatments

Altitude: 258m 
Airport: Graz/37km

Location: Located directly at the southern 
Styrian wine road, the hotel reflects the 
fascinating and multifaceted wine region 
of southern Styria. There are many famous 
vineyards and taverns in close vicinity. The 
region is especially known for its well-
tended golf courses, its beautiful bicycle 
routes and the stunning landscape.

Rooms: The hotel offers 82 designer 
double rooms and 20 suites with vineyard 
and forest views in a newly created Styrian 
Avantgarde Design. All rooms have a free 
view bathroom with shower or relaxing 
bath, separate toilet, hairdryer, air condi-
tioning, satellite TV, safe, minibar, Wi-Fi 
and a balcony. 

Facilities: The LOISIUM Wine & Spa Resort 
uses natural materials and colours and 
impresses with contemporary design, clear 
structure and form. The restaurant with 
panoramic terrace serves Styrian regional 
dishes with a modern touch. A wine club 
and wine bar with cigar lounge and wine 
gallery with open fireplace invite to relax. 
The 400sqm sized conference and seminar 
center with open views to the vineyards 
provides the best conditions for individual 
seminars and events. 

The “LOISIUM Vinothek Steiermark” is con-
nected to the hotel and has an own vineyard, 
two specially designed wine separées, a 
bar for tastings and a shop with farm gate 
prices. Lift, free Wi-Fi and parking available.

Meals: Breakfast buffet.

Spa: The hotel hosts a 1400sqm large, 
exclusive spa area with year-round heated 
outdoor pool with indoor access. 
The sauna area with Finnish sauna, 
steam bath, soft sauna, infrared cabin 
and outdoor sauna and a sunbathing and 
relaxation area with vitality, relaxation and 
reading areas and a lawn in the vineyard 
opens up a world in which all your senses 
are stimulated. Fresh fruit, juices, tea and 
nuts are included in the Spa Lounge. 
Against fee: Guests can experience the 
opportunity to feel wine in a very special 
way. The LOISIUM Wine Spa, offers high-
quality wine and beauty treatments. In 
the treatment rooms and two double spa 
suites, most with connections to the spa 
terrace and spa vineyard, dreams come 
true. Exclusive spa partners are Aveda, 
Vinoble and Comfort Zone, which provide 
facial and body treatments, massages and 
baths for the wellbeing. A Spa Lounge with 
open fireplace and a gym with panoramic 
views provide additional opportunities to 
escape everyday life.

styrian heart-bench, southern styria © Steiermark Tourismus, ikarus
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Thermal & Golf Hotel Bad Waltersdorf 
**** Superior Bad Waltersdorf

• 18-hole golf course on the doorstep

• adults only

• ideal for meetings & incentives

Altitude: 291m 
Airport: Graz/60km

Location: The hotel is located in the Sty-
rian thermal spa region. It is surrounded 
by vineyards and orchards. The region 
offers 200km of hiking trails and 170km 
of cycling trails. The 18-hole golf course is 
located next to the hotel. Guests enjoy a 
25% green fee discount. 

Rooms: The hotel offers 128 modern and 
stylish rooms and suites equipped with 
bath or shower/WC, hairdryer, bathrobe, 
air-conditioning, direct dial telephone, 
satellite TV, minibar, safe, free Wi-Fi and 
loggia or balcony. All rooms offer stunning 
views over the region.

Facilities: The hotel offers a bright and 
friendly lobby area with 24h reception, a 
cigar lounge, a Spa Bistro with light snacks 
and refreshments and a chic panoramic 
restaurant with sun terrace where regional 
and healthy meals are being served. It also 
features 4 conference rooms with natural 
light and an open terrace. The spacious 
garden is available for various outdoor 
activities. Free Wi-Fi is available throug-
hout the hotel. 

Spa: The 2,500sqm Acquapura SPA well-
ness area, with a unique Styrian Natural 
Wellness philosophy, is the heart of the 

hotel. The thermal spa water has a rela-
xing and calming effect, strengthens the 
immune system, helps to combat rheuma-
tism and can be used to supplement physi-
otherapy. The spa includes an indoor pool, 
a heated outdoor pool with 35°C thermal 
water, a freshwater outdoor sport pool, a 
sauna area with steam bath, infrared cabin, 
herbal sauna, Finnish sauna, earth sauna, 
cold-water canal, Jacuzzi, relaxation areas.  
Against payment: 2 private spas, 12 treat-
ment rooms for massages and cosmetic 
treatments, fitness diagnosis room, cardio 
fitness room and gym, solarium, Styrian 
Natural Wellness treatments using natural 
products such as honey, pumpkin, grapes 
etc. 

Meals: Healthy breakfast buffet.

Activities: The hotel offers a wide range of 
sports and activities (fees may apply) such 
as yoga, pilates, aerobics, guided cycling 
and hiking tours, Nordic Walking and spe-
cial fitness programmes for golfers. 

Meetings and Incentives: Falkensteiner 
Hotel Bad Waltersdorf is the ideal location 
for team building and incentive activities 
such as offroad Segway Team Trophy, 
soapbox racing, dragon boat racing or 
adventure climbing. 

Rogner Bad Blumau ****  
Bad Blumau

• designed by Austrian artist Friedensreich Hundertwasser

• unique Vulkania® healing spring

Altitude: 284m 
Airport: Graz-Thalerhof/60km

Location: The extravagant hotel is nestled 
in the hills of the Styrian Spa Region and 
surrounded by fields and meadows. With 
its green roofs, round shapes and facades 
and its colours reminiscent of a rainbow it 
becomes a living work of art. Just according 
to the spirit of the artist Friedensreich 
 Hundertwasser: Living in harmony with 
nature.

Rooms: All rooms, apartments and suites 
are equipped with solid wood furniture and 
parquet floor, bath or shower/WC, bathro-
be and bathing towels, hairdryer, Sat- and 
pay-TV, radio, safe, telephone and minibar.

Facilities: Rogner Bad Blumau is arranged 
like a city with diverse districts. The center 
is the ring-shaped indoor thermal bath. 
The asymmetric living-, bathing- and 
restaurant areas branch out from the 
middle towards the free landscape. The 
unique hotel offers a hotel and spa recep-
tion, a buffet restaurant with pool terrace, 
a themed restaurant, a coffee house with 
integrated shop, a wine bar, a hotel bar 
with fireplace lounge, a sauna bar and free 
Wi-Fi. The different restaurants and bars 
offer regional and organic products by 
farmers from the region. The facilities are 
surrounded by one of the most unusual 
park landscapes in Europe. Lift and free 

garage places are available. Child care for 
children from 4–12 years is available in the 
kids club.

Thermal Spa Rogner Bad Blumau: Inclu-
ded until 11pm on the departure day. 
Center of the complex is the swimming 
and spa landscape with 2,724sqm water 
surface, 14 comfortably warm indoor and 
outdoor thermal pools of 2 completely 
different mineral springs – Melchior, the 
Gentle (34–36°C) and Vulkania®, the 
Strong (36–38°C), fresh water, wave and 
children’s pools, whirlpools, a sports pool 
and  Vulkania® mineral spring with thermal 
lake. The spacious sauna area features 
2 Finnish outdoor saunas, rock sauna, 
Roman steam bath, Turkish bath, bio and 
herbal sanarium, aroma room with Aqua-
viva hot tub, garden sauna with IKI stove, 
guided relaxations in the bio sanarium and 
new outdoor whirlpool. 
Against payment: massages, ayurvedic 
treatments, deep relaxation in the Alpha- 
Sphere, body wraps, facial and body treat-
ments and inhalations in the sea climate 
cabin or in the Dead Sea salt grotto.

Meals: Breakfast buffet. In case of half-
board: in the evening buffet. 

Activities: Fitness room, outdoor-fitness, 
sports and leisure program with Aqua Qi 
Gong, aqua fitness and sun salutation and 
running trips.

Standard Comfort Room
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Falkensteiner Hotel Schladming **** 
Superior Schladming

• Acquapura SPA on 1.500sqm

• large indoor & outdoor sports offer

Altitude: 750m 
Airport: Graz-Thalerhof/180km 
Ski area: Schladming-Planai/600m

Location: The hotel has a peaceful, sunny 
location on the outskirts of Schladming. 
Only a few steps from the center and 
the Planai cable car, the hotel is the ideal 
starting point for hiking and mountain 
biking tours in the magnificent mountain 
scenery. Due to its proximity to the TOP 
golf courses in the region, the hotel is a 
paradise for golfers. A 7km long toboggan 
run, the Dachstein Skywalk and the Dach-
stein Ice Palace round off the comprehen-
sive program. 

Rooms: The 130 modern rooms are equip-
ped with bath or shower/toilet, hairdryer, 
bathrobe, telephone, satellite TV, safe, 
minibar, Nespresso machine, Wi-Fi and a 
balcony or terrace.

Facilities: A fascinating mix of urban 
lifestyle and the charm of a rustic moun-
tain hut create a unique atmosphere. The 
entrance is staged by a central atrium that 
allows an impressive view of the mountain 
silhouette. Cosy atmosphere is spread by 
the fireplace in the stylish bar. The hotel re-
staurant with a large terrace offers Styrian-
inspired Falkensteiner cuisine accompanied 
by excellent wines from the cellar. The hotel 
also has a cigar lounge, a reading area, a ski 
deposit, lift and free parking on site.

Spa: Acquapura SPA wellness world on 
1.500sqm with indoor and outdoor pool, 
indoor sauna area with a selection of 
themed saunas, view protected outdoor 
sauna with plunge pool, various relaxation 
rooms with mountain hay loungers and 
water beds and a panoramic fitness and 
gymnastics room. Against payment: mas-
sage, spa and beauty treatments, baths, 
wraps, Private Spa Suite.

Meals: Buffet breakfast. In case of half-
board: in the evening 5-course menu or 
themed buffet.

Activities: Included: varied activity and 
relaxation program as posted 
Against payment: rental of e-bikes and 
Segways, guided walks, hire of various 
sports equipment, etc.

Meetings & Incentives: Modern conference 
equipment, plenty of space, and a unique 
atmosphere make this hotel the perfect ve-
nue for a successful meeting. 3 combinea-
ble seminar rooms and 1 boardroom await 
the guests with natural light, free WiFi, a/c, 
computer projector, presentation kit, state-
of-the-art conference equipment. 
The Congress Schladming conference cen-
tre is also directly adjacent to the hotel. 
Exciting team building & incentive acti-
vities, such as Mountain Climber’s Break, 
pool party, and Styrian evening are availa-
ble on request.

Romantik Hotel Schloss Pichlarn  
Aigen/Ennstal

• Linden SPA on 4,500sqm

• in-house Ayurveda area

• hotel’s own 18-hole golf course

Altitude: 652m 
Airport: Graz/130km 
Ski area: Tauplitz/11 km

Location: The Romantik Hotel Schloss 
Pichlarn is situated on an elevation in the 
picturesque Ennstal valley and awaits its 
guests all year round as the perfect desti-
nation for well-being, golf and indulgence. 
The charming castle is the ideal base for 
excursions to the Schladming-Dachstein 
region, the Salzkammergut, the region of 
Grimming-Donnersbachtal as well as the 
Phyrn-Priel region.

Rooms: 96 newly renovated rooms and 
suites furnished in an elegant castle style 
with bath or shower and WC, bathrobe, 
hairdryer, selection of coffee, minibar (in-
cluded), flatscreen, Sat-TV, telephone, free 
Wi-Fi and partly with balcony. All rooms 
offer wonderful views to the surrounding 
mountains or the gently undulating lands-
cape of the Pichlarn Golf Course.

Facilities: The hotel awaits guests with 
two restaurants, the Schloss Restaurant 
and the Restaurant Zirbenstube, where 
Styrian delicacies, newly interpreted, are 
served. There is a Schloss Bar with cigar 
lounge, a Vital Lounge and a Winelounge. 
The hotel offers an 18-hole golf course, 

located directly at the hotel area. Elevators, 
free Wi-Fi and parking spaces.  
Spa: Linden Spa on 4.500sqm with a spaci-
ous lawn, a wide indoor pool and a heated 
panorama outdoor pool and 3 whirlpools. 
The sauna area includes different saunas, 
steam baths and an infrared cabin. Against 
payment: treatments with the high quality 
products of LIGNE ST BARTH are offered. 
In the hotel’s own Ayurveda area special 
Ayurvedic treatments for relaxation, re-
generation and detoxification are offered. 
Fasting cures with diet specialists and 
Aurveda weeks complete the health offer.

Meal: Varied breakfast buffet, including 
Prosecco and Health Corner, tea bar and 
fruits in the Vital Lounge, 5-course gour-
met menu.

Activities: Daily active program with a 
certified fitness trainer; e.g. yoga, pilates or 
blackroll training; personal training availa-
ble; fitness area with Techno-Gym equip-
ment and tennis courts. Against payment: 
18-hole golf course.

Meetings & Incentives: 6 seminar rooms 
(partly combinable) with modern confe-
rence equipment and direct access to the 
terrace/garden,; largest room: 400sqm; 
day light

Superior Plus

© Schabetsberger

© Schabetsberger
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City of Design
Places to see
Schlossberg, Clocktower, Kunsthaus Graz, 
Island in the Mur, Cathedral, Botanical 
Garden, Eggenberg Palace, Calvary Hill, 
Old Town, Joanneum Quarter, Priests' 
Seminary

Famous for
Art and culture, lifestyle, culinary, wine

About Graz
European Capital of Culture, UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, Austrian “Capital of 
Delight”, Human Rights City and winner 
of the Europe Prize: that's Graz, former 
residence of the Habsburgs, today marked 
by art, culture and futurism. Since 2011, 
the University city is part of the Creative 
Cities Network, and – besides 10 other 
cities around the world – Graz has been 
awarded “City of Design”.

Contrasts dominate the entire city and 
offer insights into all areas of art and cul-
ture: classical and jazz music, tradition and 
modern spirit, literature and festivals such 
as the Styriarte and the Styrian Autumn. 
Numerous art collections and galleries 
such as the Kunsthaus or the Island on 
the river Mur demonstrate that museums 
must be neither outdated nor antiquated. 

The most notable part of Graz is the old 
town. It is considered to be one of the 
most beautiful and best preserved in 
Europe, therefore it became a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, as well as the famous 
Eggenberg Castle.

On the one hand, Graz impresses by its old 
buildings dating back to past eras, narrow 
lanes, idyllic courtyards and Mediterra-
nean flair, but at the same time this city 
presents itself to be young, modern and 
innovative.

Our tipps
Schlossberg
Graz offers numerous historic sites which 
are worth a visit: one of the most famous 
places is the Schlossberg with the so-called 
“Dom im Berg”, the Clock Tower, the Ar-
moury and many more. One can walk up 
the hill or take the Schlossberg Funicular 
or the Schlossberg lift. The funicular offers 
stunning panoramic views while the lift’s 
glass cabins offer a clear view of the illumi-
nated, rock-lined elevator shaft and distant 
sky above – a mountain view from within. 

The Island on the Mur
The Island in the Mur Graz was commis-
sioned as part of the city’s role as Capital 

of Culture in 2003. What is clear is its 
function as a link between river and city, a 
wonderful place to drink coffee or enjoy a 
cocktail. With the river Mur swirling cheer-
fully by on both left and right sides, from 
the island visitors can appreciate a com-
pletely new perspective of the city of Graz.

Graz 

PROVINCE
Styria

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Graz Airport

Picnic in spring at the Schloßbergclock tower © Steiermark Tourismus, ikarus

musician above the roofs of Graz 
© Steiermark Tourismus, ikarus

STYRIA
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Duration:  4 days 

Cities visited: Graz  

Narrow alleys, imposing buildings and modern architecture: 
Hardly any other city offers so much variety in such a small 
space. Graz seduces with a diversity of attractions, Styrian 
hospitality and culinary delights.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Graz

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Graz.

   The remainder of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 2 Graz 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a walking tour through the inner city of 
Graz. During your walking tour you discover the most significant attrac-
tions such as the Herrengasse, Graz Opera House, the beautiful main 
square with the Town Hall, the Island on the Mur, the Kunsthaus, etc.

   Then enjoy a cable railway ride to the Schlossberg from where you will 
enjoy an incredible view over Graz and from where you can admire the 
Clock Tower.

   Lunch on your own in the old town of Graz.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you visit the unique Kunsthaus. Afterwards enjoy some 
time on your own.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 3 Graz

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to Eggenberg Palace, located in the outskirts of 
Graz. 

   Enjoy a visit to the palace and its premises.

   Afterwards enjoy lunch at a traditional restaurant.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is spent in the inner city of Graz. Enjoy a visit to the 
armoury and the Landhaus Courtyard.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 4 Departure from Graz

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 

   Have a safe trip!

Duration:  4 days 

Cities visited: Graz  

Graz is famous for its fascinating relation between old and 
new, between modern spirit and tradition. Immerse yourself 
into the Graz of traditional shops and cool designer stores 
and let yourself be enchanted by hip galleries and historically 
accurate buildings.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Graz

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Graz.

   The remainder of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 2 Graz 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a walking tour through the inner city of 
Graz. During your walking tour, the contrast between old, traditional 
and modern, contemporary buildings and stores will be analysed. Thus, 
you visit the originally designed Kunsthaus as well as the Armoury, 
which could not be more conventional.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon enjoy a cable railway ride to the Schlossberg with 
following walking tour at the Schlossberg and coffee break at a cafe on 
the Schlossberg.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 3 Graz

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a walking tour through the creative quarters of 
Lendplatz and Jakominiplatz.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Graz.

 DAY 4 Departure from Graz

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 

   Have a safe trip!

Discovering the old and the new  Getting to know the European Capital of Culture 2003 

Graz: Tradition and Design Your Date with Graz

© Steiermark Tourismus,  
ikarus.cc © Graz Tourismus, Markus Spenger
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Hotel Wiesler
• from 5 stars to independence
Location: The hotel is located in the heart 
of Graz, right at the river Mur and next to 
the Kunsthaus. It is surrounded by bars 
and trendy shops of young creative people. 
The Castle Hill, Old Town and Mur Island 
are within walking distance. 

Facilities: The hotel can do without pomp 
and star rating, but not without the beauty 
of gone by days. Fresh details like the hand 
shaving of a barber, a Turkish steam bath 
or weapons wheels to borrow, offer a spe-
cial overall experience. A business corner 
and free Wi-Fi are available. The 98 bright 
rooms are individually decorated and 
radiate urban charm and Art Nouveau flair. 

roomz graz – Budget 
Design Hotel
• modern design hotel
Location: The hotel is located in the center of 
Graz. It is situated directly opposite the town 
hall and the fair center. The historic old town 
can easily be reached within a few minutes 
by tram or on foot. A tram station is right 
outside the hotel.

Facilities: roomz graz is a modern budget 
design hotel which offers a friendly lounge, 
a 24-hour bar, an à la carte restaurant with 
terrace, modern meeting rooms for up to 85 
people, free Wi-Fi and a fitness center. The 
133 rooms are divided into 4 color schemes 
– green, blue, brown and magenta.

Drei Raben ****
• near the central station
Location: The modern city hotel is loca-
ted 10 walking minutes away from the 
historical center of Graz with its muse-
ums and cultural sights. It is also within 
walking distance to the railway station 
and the congress center. The attentive, 
multilingual staff takes pride in providing 
personalized service, which has become 
a hallmark of this hotel. Tram stop: 20m. 
Supermarket: 100m.

Facilities: The traditional hotel has been 
completely modernized without losing 
its historical charm. It offers 50 spacious 
guestrooms with a/c, a comfortably furnis-
hed lobby, a breakfast room with terrace 
and free Wi-Fi. 

SCHLOSSBERG 

The Schlossberg is the heart of the 
historic old town of Graz. It is a na-
tural spectacle, recreation area and 
viewpoint at the same time. It is ac-
cessible on foot, comfortably with a 
funicular or by elevator. In spring or 
summer the Schlossberg is one of 
the local recreation areas. 

Xiao Rong 
Scherpke
”

© Graz Tourismus, Tom Lamm
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A Mosaic of Fascinating Regions
Places to see
Hallstatt, Bad Ischl with the imperial villa, 
St. Wolfgang in the Salzkammergut, old 
town of Linz, Mondsee, Lake Attersee, 
Nationalpark Kalkalpen, Dachstein Ice 
Cave, Gustav Klimt Centre in Kammer/Lake 
Attersee, Mühlviertel, Region Pyhrn-Priel

Famous for
Culture, culinary art, activities and sports 
(water sports)

About Upper Austria
Upper Austria with its breathtaking lands-
capes is always worth a visit all year round. 
It is famous for beautiful turquoise lakes 
and stunning mountains which offer a wi-
de range of sports activities. The province 
is also known for its cultural and historical 
highlights such as the imperial town Bad 
Ischl, where Emperor Franz Joseph spent 
his summers or the capital Linz – Euro-
pean Capital of Culture 2009 – with its 

many museums, theatres and historical 
buildings. 

Our tipps
Hallstatt and Dachstein Mountain
Hallstatt is often described as “the 
world's most beautiful lake-side resort”. 
It is located in the Salzkammergut and a 
member of the UNESCO “World Cultural 
and Natural Heritages”. Highlights in and 
around Hallstat: The Hallstatt Sky Walk – 
“The World Heritage View” – floats freely 
in almost 360m above sea level and offers 
a stunning view. The Bone House in the 
Michaels chapel keeps 1.200 human skulls, 
610 of them have been hand-painted and 
marked with the dates of death. The Dach-
stein chapel, situated on the Dachstein 
Mountain, is the highest place of worship 
in the Northern Limestone Alps. The Hall-
statt Salt Mine is the world's oldest salt 
mine and absolutely worth a visit. From 
April to September the Salt Mine Railway 
takes the visitors up to the Hallstatt up-

land valley and offers a breathtaking view 
over the lakes and mountains.  
At the Dachstein Ice Cave spectacular 
ice sculptures, gigantic ice curtains and 
impressive giant icicles await its visitors. 

PROVINCIAL CAPITAL
Linz

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Blue Danube Airport Linz 

Upper Austria 
© WGD Donau Oberösterreich Tourismus GmbH, Hochhauser

Hallstatt in winter  
© Österreich Werbung, Popp Hackner

Linz
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2 

LENTOS Art Museum 
LENTOS Art Museum Linz is one of the most signi-
ficant museums of modern art in Austria, where 
one can admire more than 1500 works of art in the 
field of painting, sculpture and object art. 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3 

Gmundner Ceramic Factory 
During a tour through the factory you experience 
the creation of the famous Gmundner Ceramics 
from the blank shape to the finished painted and 
fired piece. The company has been producing high-
quality ceramic art of any kind since 1492.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 4

Mount Schafberg and Schafberg cog railway
The Schafberg cog railway is the steepest cog 
railway in Austria. It runs from the lake-side station 
at St. Wolfgang to the summit of the mount Schaf-
berg. Once having reached the top, breath-taking 
Alpine views and traditional Austrian mountain 
huts offering delicious regional specialties, are 
waiting for visitors.  

Duration:  5 days

Cities visited:  Linz-(Gmunden)-St. Wolfgang-(Hallstatt)-St.Wolfgang 

 DAY 1 Arrival in Linz

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Linz. 

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Linz 

 DAY 2 Linz 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a walking tour through the different quarters of 
Linz and expect historical as well as contemporary experiences. Besides 
historical squares, picturesque alleys and a visit to the New Cathedral, 
you will discover modern buildings (from the outside) such as the Ars 
Electronica Centre, Lentos Museum of Art or the Brucknerhaus. 

   Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you visit the Lentos Museum of Arts at the Kulturmeile 
Linz.

   Afterwards enjoy a coffee break including one piece of the original Linzer 
cake.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Linz.

 DAY 3 Linz-(Gmunden)-St. Wolfgang

 Morning  After breakfast, transfer to Gmunden/Lake Traunsee where you visit the 
Gmundner Ceramic Factory. 

   Then enjoy some time to stroll around at the Lake. 

   Lunch at local restaurant. 

 Afternoon  In the afternoon, onward journey to St. Wolfgang/Lake Wolfgangsee. 
Enjoy a tour through the picturesque village of St. Wolfgang including 
its pilgrimage church and small alleys. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in or around St. Wolfgang

 DAY 4 St. Wolfgang and Excursion to Hallstatt 

 Morning  After breakfast, enjoy a scenic cog railway ride on Austria’s steepest cog 
railway. The journey takes you from St. Wolfgang’s lake side station up to 
the mount Schafberg, from which you have a breath taking panorama 
view over Lake Wolfgangsee and its beautiful surroundings. 

   Lunch on your own. 

 Afternoon  In the afternoon, transfer to Hallstatt, located at the majestic Lake 
Hallstättersee. With your guide, explore the picturesque village. Then 
enjoy some time on your own. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in or around St. Wolfgang

 DAY 5 Departure from St. Wolfgang 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. The closest airport is 
Salzburg airport (approx. 1hour from St. Wolfgang). 

   Have a safe trip!

The picturesque Salzkammergut

AUSTRIA

Linz

St. Wolfgang

Hallstatt

Mountains, lakes and serenity

Gmunden

Mountain hut 'Zur Himmelspforte' © OÖ Tourismus, Röbl

© TV-Linz, Röbl

© Gmundner Keramik  
Manufaktur GmbH

© OÖ Tourismus Marketing, 
Höfer
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Hotel Goldenes Schiff **** Bad Ischl

• spa area with sauna & steam bath

Altitude: 468m 
Airport: Salzburg/66km 
Beach: Wolfgangsee/13km

Location: The 4*-hotel is located in the heart 
of the imperial town of Bad Ischl, right on 
the banks of the river Traun. The Eurother-
me Bad Ischl and the Imperial Villa are both 
just a short walk from the hotel. The former 
imperial confectionary Zauner and Lehár-
villa are also in thev immediate vicinity. The 
summer residence of Emperor Franz Josef 
and Sisi is now regarded as a vibrant city. 

Rooms: 58 comfortable non-smoking 
rooms with bath or shower/WC, hairdryer, 

telephone, radio, cable-TV with internatio-
nal programs, free Wi-Fi, safe and minibar.

Facilities: This popular hotel in a prime 
location in the center features a spacious 
lobby and a stylish bar, a lounge with fire-
place, a restaurant with a stunning garden 
at the river Traun, lift and hotel parking 
(subject to availability) as well as free Wi-Fi 
throughout the hotel.

Spa: Small spa with sauna and marble 
steam bath. Against payment and on 
request: massages.

Meals: Breakfast buffet.

Spa Resort Therme Geinberg ****S Geinberg 

• Varied spa landscape with 3,000sqm of water surface

Airport: Salzburg/75km 

Location: The hotel lies embedded into the 
rolling hills of the Innviertel region, offering 
stunning views of the surrounding area. 

Rooms: The 192 non-smoking rooms are 
equipped with a bath or shower, WC, 
hairdryer, bathrobe, telephone, media sys-
tem with satellite and pay TV, Wi-Fi, safe, 
minibar and balcony or terrace.   

Facilities: The hotel offers a 24h-reception, 
2 restaurants, a wine cellar and a bar with 
terrace. 

Spa: A bathrobe corridor connects the 
hotel with the Therme Geinberg, which 
can be used for free during the entire stay. 
On 3,000 sqm of water surface one can 
choose among five heated pools (26-36°C) 
and three water worlds – thermal, fresh 
and salt water. The sauna world features 
11 saunas and steam baths. In the oriental 
world guests can enjoy the relaxing Ha-
mam and a unique Arabian atmosphere. 
With gorgeous palm trees and white sandy 
beaches, the Caribbean saltwater lagoon is 
the highlight of the summer.

Meals: Breakfast

LINZER TORTE (LINZER CAKE) 

When in Linz it is a must to try the 
sweet ambassador of Linz – the Linzer 
Torte. The popular cake is considered 
the oldest known cake named after the 
city. Fancy a slice of Original Linzer 
cake? Most of Linz’s confectionaries of-
fer the delicious cake, some confection-
aries even offer show baking sessions 
one should not miss. 

THE NEW CATHEDRAL (MARIENDOM) 

Austria’s largest church – the New Ca-
thedral – attracts with beautiful glass 
windows and a capacity of 20,000 peo-
ple. The New Cathedral is a haven of 
peace and an architectural masterpi-
ece. A special tour of the cathedral’s 
accessible inner gallery is particularly 
worth-experiencing.  

Yu-Ying  
Chen-Riess
”

Claudia Vogler”

DBL Panorama Balkony

Linzer Cake © Österreich Werbung, Wolfgang Schardt
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Duration: 4 days

Cities visited: Linz  

European Capital of Culture 2009, UNESCO City of Media Arts, 
new, modern buildings, remarkable art projects and a skyline 
full of contrasts – Linz is diverse and attracts with historical 
and contemporary attractions, buildings and projects.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Linz 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Linz.  
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Linz.

 DAY 2 Linz 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a walking tour through the different quaters of 
Linz and expect historical as well as contemporary experiences. Besides 
historical squares, picturesque alleys and a visit to the New Cathedral, 
you will discover modern buildings (from the outside) such as voest 
alpine steel world, Lentos Museum of Art or the Brucknerhaus. 
Lunch on your own in the inner city of Linz.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you visit the Lentos Museum of Arts at the Kulturmeile 
Linz. Then enjoy some time on your own.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Linz.

 DAY 3 Linz 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a visit to the Ars Electronica Center, following a 
harbour cruise.  
Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Linz.

 DAY 4 Departure from Linz   

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 
Have a safe trip!

A journey full of contrasts

Linz: Media-Art and Contemporary History 

“UNESCO City of Media Arts” 
Places to see
Ars Electronica Center, Schlossmuseum 
Linz, Old Town, Danube banks, Pöstling-
berg Adventure World, Lentos museum of 
modern and contemporary art, Marien-
dom, voestalpine steel world

Famous for
Culture and art, music

About Linz
Culture in Linz is extraordinarily diverse. 
There’s interactive art in the virtual worlds 
of the Ars Electronica Center, which is now 
housed in a fabulous new facility. On the 
opposite bank of the Danube, architec-
tural masterpieces of the 19th and 20th 
centuries are on display in the striking 
glass-and-steel Lentos Museum of Art. 
Plus, one can enjoy world-class music and 
drama in the Brucknerhaus and the Lan-

destheater, leading-edge offerings in the 
“OÖ Kulturquartier”, and exhibitions in the 
museums of the Province of Upper Austria. 
Big events highlight the cultural calendar 
in Linz: the Pflasterspektakel Festival of 
Street Art, Danube Summer, Ars Electroni-
ca Festival, Linzer Klangwolken (Cloud of 
Sound), Brucknerfest, Linzer Advent and 
Winter Culture offer regional and interna-
tional art and culture for every taste.

Linz’s Old City is the ideal setting for strolls 
through charming cobblestone streets 
and past centuries-old architecture. Its 
spacious Main Square is one of the largest 
in Central Europe. The continent’s steepest 
traction railway takes visitors on a leisurely 
ride up Pöstlingberg for a panoramic view 
of the city; when the visibility’s good, one 
can see all the way to the Alps. One of 
Austria's most popular shopping districts 
is right in the heart of downtown Linz. 

Our tipps
Harbour Cruise
Harbour cruise – On a harbour cruise 
visitors will discover the “triad” of culture, 
industry and nature. Along the “cultural 
mile” with among others the Ars Electro-
nica Center the cruise is leading down 
the Danube to Linz harbour. The harbour 
houses the world’s largest connected out-
door gallery with 20 large-scale pictures 
on the facades of old industrial buildings 
and house walls. Oversized paintings of in-
ternational spray-paint artists and graffiti 
artists from eight different countries are 
being shown. 

Ars Electronica Center – the museum of 
future and technology offers an interactive 
adventure world and a fascinating illumi-
nated facade. It houses exciting exhibi-
tions on the integration of digital art and 
technology into our everyday lives.

PROVINCE
Upper Austria 

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Blue Danube Airport Linz

© linztourismus, Zoe Fotografie© linztourismus, Andreas Roebl

LinzUPPER 
    AUSTRIA

© Voestalpine 
Stahlwelt 
gmbH
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lackenalm © Österreich Werbung, Peter Burgstaller

The province of Thousand faces
Places to see
Mozart's Birthplace, Salzburg Festival, 
Sound of Music, Salzkammergut, Gipfel-
welt 3000, Hellbrunn Palace, Red Bull Han-
gar 7, Zell am See, Fortress Hohensalzburg, 
Mirabell Palace and gardens, Ice Caves, 
Getreidegasse, Cemetery of St. Peter, 
Stiegl Brewery Experience, DomQuartier, 
McArthurGlen Designer Outlet Salzburg, 
Bad Gastein, Saalfelden-Leogang, Hallein 
Underground Salt Mines, Krimml Water-
falls

Famous for
Culture, music, activities and sports (hi-
king, biking, golfing, winter activities of 
all kinds) 

About SalzburgerLand
Baroque nudges up against mountains, 
modern engages traditional, and a whole 
lot of nature invites visitors to hike, bike 
and discover. In summer as well as during 
the winter months, Salzburg's charming 
contrasts inspire and desire.  
When one thinks of Maria singing on an 
alpine pasture in the Sound of Music, it 
is the Salzburger Land they are picturing. 
Beautiful, crystal-clear lakes, various hiking 
paths, Salzburg's most famous citizen 
Wolfgang A. Mozart, the world-famous 
Salzburg Festival and many other attrac-
tions make the Salzburger Land a great 
place to spend one's holidays. 

Salzburg, the same-titled provincial capital 
is the place for cultural glories – be it the 
Salzburg Festival or attractions related to 
Salzburg's most famous citizen Wolfgang 
A. Mozart, Salzburg offers it all.  

Our tipps
Zell am See-Kaprun   
Summer:  
In Zell am See-Kaprun one can enjoy skiing 
on the Kitzsteinhorn Glacier and bathing 
in Lake Zell at the same day! While a hike 
to the Kitzsteinhoren Glacier provides the 
ideal refreshment in the mountains, a 
jump into the crystal-clear Lake Zell, may 
be the perfect place for swimming, padd-
ling and simply taking a cooling bath back 
in the valley.  
Those into skiing can pursue their hobby 
at the Kitzsteinhorn Glacier. Need a break 
from skiing? Do not miss to visit the 
impressive exhibition “Gipfelwelt 3000” at 
the Kitzsteinhorn Galcier. 
Zell am See-Kaprun not only offers a di-
verse range of activities, there is also a lot 
to discover during a simple leisurely walk 
through Zell am See. From shops offering 
regional delicacies such as aromatic bacon 
and cheese products to souvenir- and 
trendy fashion stores. 

Winter: 
During the winter months Zell am See-
Kaprun lures with almost 140km of ski 
slopes on the mountains Kitzsteinhorn, 

Schmittenhöhe and Maiskogel. This vast 
skiing area is perfectly suited for both 
professional as well as beginning skiers 
and snowboarders.

The Sound of Music Tour 
One of the most significant cinematic 
offerings ever is inseparably linked with 
Salzburg: The Sound of Music. The moving 
and emotional story of the Trapp family 
has caused an incredible worldwide echo. 
Explore the original places featured during 
the filming in Salzburg and the surroun-
ding, picturesque Salzkammergut and let 
yourself be enchanted by the life story of 
the Trapp family.  

PROVINCIAL CAPITAL
Salzburg 

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Salzburg Airport/Munich 

International Airport 

Salzburg

SalzburgerLand

© Gletscherbahnen Kaprun AG
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2 

Mozart’s Birthplace 
On 27th January 1756 Salzburg‘s most famous ci-
tizen, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born on the 
third floor of “Hagenauer House”. Today, the house 
located at Getreidegasse is a museum displaying 
historical instruments and memorabilia.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3

Hellbrunn Palace and Trick Fountains 
Hellbrunn is a veritable jewel located South of 
the festival-city of Salzuburg. Hellbrunn Palace is 
embedded in an impressive complex of artificial 
parkland and natural biotopes. The water games 
and trick fountains are a unique experience!

Duration:  4 days 

Cities visited:  Salzburg, Fuschl, St. Wolfgang, Hallstatt 

In close proximity to the Baroque city of Salzburg, extends one 
of the most beautiful and diverse regions – the Lake District/
Salzkammergut. With a multiplicity of crystal clear mountain 
lakes surrounded by breathtaking mountain scenery, local 
customs and culinary delights, the Salzkammergut leaves no 
wish unfulfilled.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Salzburg 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Salzburg.  
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY 2 Salzburg

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a walking tour through the old town of Salzburg. 
You stroll through the famous Getreidegasse and walk past attractions 
such as the DomQuarter, Salzburg Dome, the Fortress Hohensalzburg, 
Mozart‘s Residence, Mozart‘s Birthplace, Café Fürst, Mirabell Palace and 
many more. 
Afterwards visit to Mozart‘s Birthplace and lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. Then enjoy a classical concert 
at Mirabell Palace.  
Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY 3 Salzburg-(Hellbrunn)-St. Wolfgang 

 Morning  After breakfast transfer to St. Wolfgang in the Lake Region via Hellbrunn 
and Fuschl.  
In Hellbrunn enjoy a visit to Hellbrunn Palace and gardens.  
Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon your journey leads you to Fuschl on the Lake Fuschl, a 
magical place located on the entrance to the beautiful Lake District. 
Fuschl got famous in connection with the Sound of Music.  
After a walk onthe lake continue your journey to St. Wolfgang on Lake St. 
Wolfgang where you enjoy the remainder of the day at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in or around St. Wolfgang.

 DAY 4 St. Wolfgang  

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a boat ride on the Lake St. Wolfgang (in summer 
months only). Enjoy spectacular views to the Mount Zwölferhorn and 
the Mount Schafberg.  
Lunch on your own at local restaurant in St. Wolfgang.

 Afternoon   In the afternoon you discover the picturesque village of Hallstatt located 
on the deep-blue Lake Hallstatt.  
In the afternoon return back to St. Wolfgang.

 Evening   Farewell dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in or around St. Wolfgang.

 DAY 5 Departure from St. Wolfgang  

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 
Salzburg Airport is only one hour from St. Wolfgang. 
Have a safe trip!

Crystal clear lakes and breath-taking mountain panoramas 

AUSTRIA

Fuschl
St. Wolfgang

Hallstatt

Magical Lake District 

Salzburg

© OÖ Tourismus, Röbl

© Österreich Werbung, Diejun

© Schlossverwaltung  
Hellbrunn; Sulzer

Hallstatt © OÖ.Tourismus, Röbl
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Sheraton Fuschlsee-Salzburg Hotel 
Jagdhof **** Superior Hof bei Salzburg

• 800sqm sized exclusive spa area with indoor pool

• hotel’s own 9-hole golf course

Altitude: 739m 
Airport: Salzburg/20km 
Beach: Lake Fuschl/600m

Location: The hotel is located above the 
Lake Fuschl with view over the lake and 
the mountains of the Salzkammergut. 
Salzburg, the city of Mozart, is about 
20km away. Whether on foot or by bike 
the Lake Fuschl region provides the per-
fect backdrop for any athlete and active 
holidaymaker. Mountains, lakes, forests 
and meadows are waiting together with 
a diverse holiday atmosphere. For golfers, 
the Sheraton Fuschlsee-Salzburg Hotel 
Jagdhof is a paradise, with an on-site 
9-hole golf course next to the hotel and 
another ten 18-hole golf courses in the 
immediate area.

Rooms: The 143 elegant and luxurious 
rooms and suites are equipped with bath 
or shower/WC, hairdryer, bathrobe, 2 tele-
phones, Sat- & Pay-TV, safe, minibar, free 
Wi-Fi and partly with balcony or terrace.

Facilities: The typical atmosphere of the 
hotel arises from the harmonious interplay 
between the historical and contemporary 
modern architecture and interior design in 
the Salzkammergut style. Classic elegance 
and modernity characterize the ambience 
of the hotel. The hotel has a spacious 
reception area with “Link@ Sheraton”, free 

internet corner, a hotel bar and terrace to 
sit together. During summer, guests can 
use the large lawn to linger. The à la carte 
restaurant “Jagdhof” serves Austrian spe-
cialties, game dishes and freshly caught 
fish from the on-site fishery. 14 meeting 
rooms with modern amenities and private 
access to the park such as a ballroom 
provide the perfect setting for events and 
meetings.

Spa: Relax in the wellness area on 800sqm 
with indoor pool, sauna and relaxation 
zones. Against payment: a well-trained 
beauty and massage team will spoil the 
guests with exclusive beauty products 
of St Barth. One can enjoy the relaxing 
effects of a massage from head to toe 
from the extensive range of facials, body 
wraps and scrubs.

Meals: Breakfast buffet. In case of half-
board: in the evening 3-course menu of 
choice or buffet “chef's choice”.

Activities: Spacious gym, swimming, com-
plimentary greenfee at hotel's own 9-hole 
golf course, fishery. Against payment: 
Limousines and classic car chauffeur ser-
vice, during the summer rental of e-bikes, 
private fishing. In winter hiking in the 
snow, cross country skiing with floodlights 
(130km trails in the region) or skiing.

Schloss Fuschl – A Luxury Collection 
Resort & Spa ***** Superior Hof bei Salzburg

• historical castle hotel fulfilling the highest requirements

• exclusive painting collection

Altitude: 739m 
Airport: Salzburg/20km 
Beach: directly at the hotel

Location: The historic Schloss Fuschl – a 
legendary castle hotel combined with 
incomparable elegance – is situated at the 
entrance to the Salzkammergut region, in 
a romantic location on a peninsula of Lake 
Fuschl. It is only 20 minutes from Salzburg 
away. The captivating location on Lake 
Fuschl provides a wide range of leisure 
activities: from sports to culture the area 
around Schloss Fuschl has a lot to offer. 
Whether one is seeking enjoyment by 
sporting activities such as golf and hiking 
or simply a leisurely stroll, the countryside 
around Salzburg offers a pleasant atmos-
phere for ease and relaxation.

Rooms: Each of the 110 rooms, suites and 
lake cottages combines timeless, traditio-
nal European charm with state-of-the-art 
opulence. Whether free minibar, Wi Fi, AC, 
complimentary green fee on the on-site golf 
course, valet parking or access to the exclu-
sive jetty, the Schloss Fuschl offers its guests 
a maximum of comfort and standard.

Facilities: The hotels mission has always 
been to provide an unforgettable stay for 
every guest. The awarded castle restau-
rant serves Austrian delicacies, fresh fish 
from the private fishery and fine wines 
from the winery. The Schloss Bar with the 

associated Cigar Lounge is located under 
the Gothic vault dating back to the 16th 
century. The bar offers at day time typical 
Austrian coffee house culture and at night 
time fine wines and fruit brandies at an 
open fireplace. The highlight of the castle 
is a exclusive painting collection of the Old 
Masters which is unique in the internatio-
nal hotel scene. 
The boutique offers high quality fashion 
and jewellery. The onsite “Sisi Museum” 
is worth a visit. The unique atmosphere 
is ideal for events of all kinds. From small 
meetings up to glittering gala dinners in 
the magnificent ballroom, everything is 
possible. 

Spa: Schloss Fuschl Spa on 1,100sqm. 
Guests will find harmony and well-being 
of the highest standard in the pool or 
steam room. The sauna and outdoor hot 
tub are ideal for relaxing the body and the 
fitness room is the perfect place for work-
outs. Against payment: massages, beauty 
treatments.

Meals: Rich breakfast buffet. In case of 
half-board in the evening 3-course menu 
Chef’s choice.

Activities: gym, swimming, hiking, skiing, 
biking, Nordic Walking, jogging track 
around the lake, hotel’s own 9-hole golf 
course, fishery, on-site heliport and vin-
tage car collection.
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Hotel Elisabethpark **** Bad Gastein

• traditional Grandhotel

• spa with thermal indoor pool

Altitude: 1.000m 
Airport: Salzburg/95km 
Ski region: Gastein/4–6km

Location: The hotel is located in the center 
of Bad Gastein, surrounded by a 7.500sqm 
large park. The famous waterfall is only a 
few steps away. 
Gastein means beautiful nature, crystal 
clear spring water, idyllic hiking trails and 
a varied activity program. Furthermore, the 
Gastein Valley offers beautiful bike paths 
for the whole family and adventurous 
mountain biking trails. The nearest golf 
course is about 2km from the hotel. The 
hotel's free shuttle bus takes guests in just 
5 minutes to the ski region. 

Rooms: The 119 rooms and junior suites 
and 4 spacious panoramic suites are 
divided into 2 connected houses. All rooms 
have bath or shower/toilet, hairdryer, 
telephone, radio, satellite TV, safe, mini bar, 
Wi-Fi and balcony or panoramic windows. 
The Panorama suites are 60sqm in size and 
feature a double room (180x200), a single 
room with balcony, a living room (25m²) 
with sofa bed, 2 toilets and 2 bathrooms 
with bath.

Facilities: The elegant traditional hotel 
offers a cozy lobby with fireplace, a billiard 
lounge, a panoramic restaurant, an à la 
carte restaurant with wine bar, a coffee 
house, a house patisserie, 7 conference 
rooms, a sun terrace, a beautiful 7.500sqm 
park with lawn as well as lift and free 
parking subject to availability (2 minute 
walk).

Meals: breakfast buffet with healthy cor-
ner, in case of half-board: 4-course dinner 
buffet including salad.

Wellness: Spa on about 1.000sqm and 2 
floors with thermal indoor pool, Finnish 
sauna, danarium, tepidarium, salt steam 
bath, relaxation room with fresh air area 
and tea corner and Techno Gym Cardio 
2010. 
Against payment: Babor Spa & Beauty 
Center with massages, wellness and beau-
ty treatments, private spa suite, bathrobe 
for your stay and slippers (included from 
5 nights).

Activities Included: guest program for your 
individual holiday.

Travel Charme Bergresort Werfenweng 
**** Sup. Werfenweng

• relaxing holiday close to nature

Altitude: 902m 
Airport: Salzburg/51,5km 
Ski region: Werfenweng/1km

Location: The hotel is located on a sunny 
plateau with panoramic views of the Ten-
nen Mountains and the Hochkönig. The 
village center is about 100m away.

Rooms: The Travel Charme Bergresort Wer-
fenweng offers 120 exclusive rooms and 
suites with with high-quality real wood oak 
parquet. They all have a bath or shower, 
WC, hairdryer, bathrobe, telephone, HD TV, 
free Wi-Fi, safe, minibar and balcony or ter-
race. All rooms and suites are non-smoking.

Facilities: The elegant resort is a perfect 
blend of contemporary design, traditional 
hospitality and unique decor. It features 
a spacious lobby with fireplaces, library, 
shop and smoker's lounge, a summer 
terrace with panoramic views, spacious 
areas for relaxation and retreat, a ski room 
with heated ski boot consoles and a quiet 
garden with lawn, deck chairs and parasols 
in summer. The two Restaurants with 
terraces offer culinary delights. Restaurant 
“Feinspitz” offers a show kitchen while the 
gourmet and à la carte restaurant “Alpen-
zeit” offers first-class regional cuisine and 
a large selection of wines. The historic 
450-year-old farmhouse “Stroblhaus” is a 
rustic meeting place with cosy fireplace 
and charming furnishings. It offers hearty 
regional specialities. A modern and stylish 

hotel bar with a walk-in wine store and a 
modern media lounge complete the offer.  

Spa: PURIA Premium Spa on 1,600sqm 
with heated outdoor pool with access via 
a relaxation indoor pool, large outdoor pa-
norama whirlpool, sunbathing lawn in the 
landscaped garden, large fireplace lounge 
and three other rest areas. The sauna area 
features an outdoor spruce wood sauna 
with mountain views, Finnish sauna with 
panorama window, Alpine steam bath, 
bio-sauna, rain and waterfall shower, 
bench with Kneipp foot bath and spaci-
ous rest and relaxation areas including a 
fireside lounge. Against payment: massa-
ges, beauty and regional treatments, Rasul, 
private suite, Cloud9 – multi-sensory 
relaxation lounger.

Seminar: Conference center for up to 250 
people with modern, light-flooded rooms 
and latest audio and video presentation 
technology. 

Meals: Breakfast buffet. In case of half 
board (GenussPlus®): afternoon snack, 
choice of menus with salad and starter 
buffet or theme buffet. 

Activities: Modern cardio and fitness room 
with treadmill, crosstrainer, ergometer, 
rowing machine and stepper, course room, 
changing daily indoor and outdoor activi-
ties like hill walking, snowshoeing, cross-
country skiing, fitness or yoga courses.

Hotelpark

conference room
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Berghotel Rudolfshütte *** Uttendorf

• car-free holiday on an altitude of 2,315m

Altitude: 2,315m 
Airport: Salzburg/139km 
Ski region: Weißsee Gletscherwelt/50m

Location: Located in the center of National 
Park Hohe Tauern it is surrounded by 22 
mountain tops and numerous glaciers and 
only reachable by cable car. 

Rooms: 90 rustic rooms with shower/WC, 
hairdryer, telephone and Sat-TV.

Facilities: The family-friendly mountain 
hotel offers a spacious lobby with recepti-
on, internet terminal and free Wi-Fi, a cosy 
bar with fireplace, common rooms, a pano-
ramic restaurant with several traditional 
snuggeries, a sun terrace with stunning 

view, a playroom and a small playground.

Spa: Panoramic wellness area with indoor 
pool, sauna, steam bath, infrared cabin, 
tepidarium, adventure showers, heated 
loungers, gym and relaxation area.

Meals: Breakfast buffet, 4-course dinner 
buffet with salad bar.

Activities: Indoor climbing wall and boul-
der wall, table tennis, table soccer, billiard, 
weekly program according to schedule 
such as snow shoe-hiking and family 
entertainment, 1 x per week live music 
or hut fun. Against payment: Alpine and 
climbing lessons.

Grand Hotel Zell am See **** S Zell am See

• a touch of luxury & romance

• beautiful setting at the lake

Altitude: 757m 
Airport: Salzburg/99km 
Beach: directly at the hotel

Location: The Grand Hotel, with its ex-
posed and fantastic location, is the focal 
point and the ultimate picture postcard 
of the world famous Austrian mountain 
town of Zell am See. It is located on a 
private peninsula, directly on the beautiful 
Lake Zell. The historic city center with 
shops and entertainment is just a few 
steps away. Europe's highest waterfalls, 
the National Park Hohe Tauern and the 
breathtaking Großglockner High Alpine 
road are located in the immediate sur-
roundings. 

Rooms: The 131 comfortable rooms, spa-
cious apartments and exclusive suits are 
equipped with bath or shower/WC, hair-
dryer, bathrobe and slippers, telephone, 
cable-TV, free Wi-Fi, minibar and safe.

Facilities: The traditional Grand Hotel 
stands for imperial luxury and Austrian 
hospitality. It offers a spacious hotel lobby, 
free Wi-Fi, a restaurant with several lou-
nges and dining rooms, a Grand Café on 
the lake with a romantic lakeside terrace, 
an elegant Imperial café bar, a wine bar, 
the Pingza Brewery at the lake with out-
door dining and a private beach with a 
large lawn, sun loungers and parasols. For 
children it offers the GRAND Kids Club 

with child care from Monday to Friday 
from 3-10 years.  
New in 2016: The in-house Casino offers 
on 800sqm a unique casino atmosphere 
with modern gambling and top quality 
service. 

Spa: Relaxing area with panoramic indoor 
pool, whirlpool and 2 saunas. payment (in 
summer included): exclusive GRANDSPA 
on 1,000sqm, located in glorious sur-
roundings on the 5th floor with lakeside 
terrace, herb and panoramic sauna, steam 
bath, tepidarium, laconium and infrared 
cabin. Surrounded by Lake Zell and the 
local mountains, guests draw new energy 
and vitality for inner balance and equili-
brium. In the GRANDSPA, wellness treat-
ments from all over the world – ranging 
from age-old pampering rituals to perfect 
anti-aging programmes based on modern 
medicine – are being offered. 

Meals: Rich cold and warm breakfast 
buffet with organic products. In case of 
half-board: sweet or salty afternoon snack, 
in the evening 4-course menu à la carte 
with 12 different dishes and salad buffet 
or specialities from the buffet.

Activities: Power and cardio room, daily 
entertainment and activity program 
(partly against payment), Nordic Walking, 
guided walking tours, rental of pedal boats 
and bikes.

• exclusive GRANDSPA

• in-house Casino

DBL Superior
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Hotel Stadt Wien **** Zell am See

• heated outdoor pool

• ski run down to the hotel

Altitude: 757m 
Airport: Salzburg/98km 
Beach: Lake Zell/800m 
Ski region: Schmittenhöhe/400m

Location: The hotel enjoys a quiet and 
central location close to the town center. 
The cable car is just 3 walking minutes 
away. The lake is about 800m awaits and 
offers a wide range of water sports. The 
area is ideal for hiking and mountain 
bike-tours during summer and for skiing, 
toboggan runs, snowshoe and winter hikes, 
ski touring or snow kiting on Lake Zell in 
the winter months. 

Rooms: 45 out of the 57 rooms and suites 
have been freshly renovated and shine in a 
trendy alpine style. All rooms are equipped 
with bath or shower/WC, hairdryer, tele-
phone, radio, cable-TV, safe, free Wi-Fi and 
partly balcony. 

Facilities: The charming hotel has always 
been family-owned and offers warm 
hospitality, attentive service and natural 
charm. It features a spacious lobby with a 
smokers-lounge and fireplace, a trendy bar 
area, the Vital restaurant with delicacies 
from the local and international cuisine, 

a sun terrace, a garden and free parking 
places. It also offers a large play and youth 
room with toddlers’ area and ball slide. 
The natural materials, shapes and colours 
create an atmosphere of coziness and 
comfort throughout the hotel. 

Spa: Vitality Oasis with heated outdoor 
pool with indoor access and integrated 
Jacuzzi and extended sauna area with Fin-
nish sauna, bio-sauna, infrared-sauna with 
light therapy, crystal herbal steam bath, 
Kneipp pool, non-nude sauna, salt grotto 
and relaxation room.  
Against payment: massages. 

Meals: Breakfast buffet. In case of half-
board afternoon cake, in the evening 
5-course menu of choice, salad and raw 
vegetables buffet, dessert and ice-cream 
from the buffet. Weekly theme buffets 
such as fondue evening or traditional 
evening from the area with Austrian folk 
dance. 

Activities: Bike rental, 1x sunrise-hiking 
and biketour, toboggan hire 
Against payment: guided excursion and 
event program.

Seevilla Freiberg **** Zell am See

• at the lake with private beach

Altitude: 757m 
Airport: Salzburg/98km 
Beach: directly at the hotel

Location: The city center is only a short 
walk over the lakeside boardwalk away.

Rooms: 40 comfortable panoramic rooms, 
all facing the lake, with bath or shower/
toilet, hairdryer, bathrobe, telephone, cable 
TV, free Wi-Fi and balcony.

Facilities: Unique location combined 
with Austrian hospitality! Whether in the 
restaurant, in the café or on the terrace – 

the view of the lake is always present. The 
spacious garden with lawn, sun loungers 
and parasols as well as direct access to the 
lake with jetty and beach leaves nothing to 
be desired. A cozy bar, a fireplace lounge, a 
child playroom and a bike garage complete 
the offer. 

Spa: Wellness area with various saunas, 
Kneipp pool, cardio-fitness room, relaxa-
tion room with outdoor area and direct 
access to the lake. Against payment: 
massages, beauty treatments.

Meals: Breakfast buffet. 

The Alpine Palace***** Saalbach-Hinterglemm

• spacious Spa on 2.000sqm

Altitude: 1.003m 
Airport: Salzburg/90km 
Ski region: Saalbach Hinterglemm at hotel

Location: The luxury hotel is located in 
the center with direct access to the hiking 
and skiing area Saalbach Hinterglemm. For 
cyclists and mountain bikers, the region 
offers an extensive route network of all 
levels. The varied landscape offers a wide 
variety of sports and leisure activities.

Rooms: The 82 rooms are equipped with 
bath or shower/toilet, hairdryer, bathrobe 
for your stay and slippers, telephone, cable 
TV, safe, minibar, Wi-Fi and balcony.

Facilities: The hotel offers a spacious lobby 
with cocktail bar, waterfall and glass lift, 
different high class restaurants, a gallery 
with library, a cigar lounge, the rooftop bar 
with breathtaking views, a card casino and 
a modern convention center.

Meals: rich breakfast buffet with front 
cooking area. In case of half-board: after-
noon snack, in the evening 5-course menu 
of choice.

Wellness: Generous wellness design spa 
on about 2.000sqm with indoor pool, 9 dif-
ferent saunas, infrared cabin, hot tub and 
saltwater pool, several relaxation rooms.

Junior Suite

Superior Room

DBL Deluxe
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Capital city of traditional costume © Tourismus Salzburg

“The city of Mozart”
Places to see
Getreidegasse with Mozart birthplace, 
Mozart Square, Mirabell Palace & Gardens, 
Hellbrunn Palace park & trick fountains, 
Residenz Castle, Salzburg Castle (Festung 
Hohensalzburg), city cathedral

Famous for
Culture and art, music

About Salzburg
Salzburg, the birthplace of Wolfgang Ama-
deus Mozart, is dominated by churches, 
castles and palaces. Its picturesque old 
town is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
Visitors will get captured by the charm of 
past ages – but also from the lively pre-
sence of this baroque Festival city amidts 
a breathtaking alpine setting. One will 
be surprised by the many facets of this 
former seat of archiepiscopal power – be 
it Salzburg's silhouette of baroque cupolas 
or the Fortress Hohensalzburg, which ma-
jestically overlooks the roofs of Salzburg.

Some 4.000 cultural events are held in 
Mozart's city each year. The overwhelming 
share of classical music is confronted by 
a wealth of modern events of social or 
political relevance. Salzburg is not only 
devoted to the traditional. A lively art and 
culture scene with a plethora of galleries 
and event venues embraces the avant-

garde, the unconventional and the future-
oriented.

Our tipps
Salzburg's Old Town
A scenic walk through the Getreidegasse, 
one of the most beautiful lanes in the 
heart of the old town. Visitors will get 
inspired by Salzburg's residence, the Salz-
burg Dome or Mozart's Birthplace, which 
is a must-see. Attending one of the atmo-
spheric classical concerts is a highlight 
during a visit of Mozart's hometown one 
definitely should not miss.

Guided Tour of the Festival Halls
The Salzburg Festivals are undoubtedly 

one of the world’s most famous music 
festivals and have greatly contributed to 
Salzburg’s renown. Exceptionally high 
quality of music, the commitment of its 
national as well as international artists 
and a successful combination of tradition 
and modernity is what makes the Salzburg 
Festivals so special. Take a glimpse behind 
the otherwise with artists-, celebrities- 
and international media-crowded festival 
halls such as the Large Festival Hall, the 
Rocky Riding School, House of Mozart, 
Karl-Boehm-Hall and the Faistauerfoyer. 
It is recommended to check the schedule 
in advance since the Festival Halls are not 
a museum, but opera houses and concert 
halls that are used throughout the year by 
guest presenters. 

PROVINCE
Salzburger Land 

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Salzburg Airport,  

W.A. Mozart 

Salzburg 
SALZBURGER LAND

© Österreich Werbung, Herzberger
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Duration:  3 days 

The life and work of the genius Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 
still today is omnipresent in the festival city. Enjoy an 
unforgettable stay in the city of Mozart and immerse yourself 
in the fascinating world of the boy wonder!

 DAY 1  Arrival in Salzburg 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Salzburg. 

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY 2 Salzburg

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy an old town walking tour on the traces of the 
genius Wolfgang A. Mozart.

   Lunch on your own in the city centre of Salzburg.

 Afternoon  The afternoon still is dedicated to the famous musician. Enjoy a visit to 
Mozart‘s Residence. 

   Then balance day at leisure.

 Evening  After a delicious dinner at a traditional restaurant enjoy a classical 
concert at the fortress Hohensalzburg. 

   Overnight stay in Vienna.

 DAY 3 Departure from Salzburg 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

Duration:  4 days 

Salzburg is a true Baroque jewel. In the 17th and 18th century 
Baroque churches and facades of houses, gardens, staircases 
and fountains emerged. The splendour of the city of Rome 
should be reflected in Salzburg. Until today, Salzburg shines 
in Baroque splendour and gained reputation as the “Rome of 
the North”.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Salzburg 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Salzburg. 

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY 2 Salzburg

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a panoramic city tour with following walking tour 
of the old town of Salzburg and visit to the Salzburg Dome and the 
DomeQuarter.

   Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY 3 Salzburg 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a walking tour through the Getreidegasse 
with visit to Mozart‘s Birthplace.

   Lunch on your own in the inner city of Salzburg. 

 Afternoon   Transfer to Hellbrunn Palace with visit to the palace premises and the 
Baroque garden.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. Afterwards enjoy a 
performance of the Salzburg palace concerts at Mirabell Palace.

   Overnight stay in Salzburg.

 DAY 4 Departure from Salzburg 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 

   Have a safe trip!

A jewel north of the Alps Discovering the city of the boy wonder

Salzburg on the Traces of Mozart Baroque Salzburg 

© Tourismus 
Salzburg 
GmbH © Tourismus Salzburg GmbH

© Tourismus Salzburg GmbH
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Goldener Hirsch – A luxury Collection 
Hotel ***** 
• well known 5*-hotel situated on the renowned Getreidegasse

• 2 authentic Austrian restaurants

Location: The historic hotel is located in 
the old town, on the famous Getreidegasse 
with its designer boutiques, opposite the 
Festival Hall and only steps away from 
Mozart's birthplace. The cathedral, the 
fortress and all the major sights of Salz-
burg can be reached within a few walking 
minutes. 

Facilities: The Luxury Collection Hotel “Gol-
dener Hirsch” dates back to 1407, when 
it opened its doors as an inn. Today it is a 
meeting-place for the international society. 
The 70 guest rooms and suites boasts 
authentic Salzburg-style decor handpicked 
by Countness Harriet Walderdorff. The 
original antiques, handmade furniture, and 
native rag rugs are opulent and discreet, 

and honor 600 years of hotel history. This 
is absolutely unique for a hotel in Salz-
burg. Culinary pleasures are served in 2 
authentic Austrian restaurants. Restaurant 
Goldener Hirsch is internationally celebra-
ted for traditional, fine Austrian cuisine. Its 
adjacent landmark Restaurant s’Herzl, has 
become a focal point of life in Salzburg: a 
place where hotel guests mingle with local 
residents. For traditional cocktails or fine 
Austrian and international wines, The Bar 
Goldener Hirsch's covered inner courtyard 
offers an authentic atmosphere. Distingu-
ished event spaces make the hotel ideal for 
meetings and weddings. First-class service 
and award-winning cuisine guarantee an 
individual event of the highest class. Wi-Fi 
is free throughout the hotel. 

ARCOTEL Castellani Salzburg **** 
• oasis of peace amidst the city

Location: The hotel stands out for its 
 location near the city centre. The historic 
old town is reachable within 15 minutes. 
Bus stop: 100m. Supermarket: 150m.

Facilities: In the first class design hotel 
modern design and traditional values, 
classic elegance and contemporary 
 architecture merge to a unique ambience. 
The 151 rooms feature fine woods and 
high quality equipment with free Wi-Fi. 

Culinary delights you can enjoy in the 
restaurant “Eschenbach” and the gourmet 
restaurant “Salieri” or the trendy bar “Da 
Capo”. Moreover, there is a library, a Medi-
terranean terrace, a conference centre, a 
free fitness centre with steam room and a 
large garden.

A particular highlight is The St. Joseph's 
Chapel, situated in the hotel's very own 
grounds.

classic room

© Tourismus Salzburg GmbH
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Sheraton Salzburg Hotel ***** 
• opposite the famous Mirabell Gardens

• connected with the congress center

Location: To visit Salzburg is to delve into 
a world of beauty, a magnificent past and 
an exciting present. Shopping and sports 
or culture – Salzburg leaves nothing to be 
desired. Discover the unique beauty which 
you are surrounded by at the Sheraton Ho-
tel in Salzburg. The world famous Mirabell 
Gardens and the hotel's central location 
in the city center of Salzburg assure you a 
stay with familiar comfort.

Facilities: 166 spacious rooms and suites 
guarantee comfort and well-being. Friendly 
and attentive service and the highly prai-
sed cuisine of the 2 restaurants comple-
ment the overall guest experience at the 
Sheraton Salzburg Hotel. The stylish sur-
roundings of the ETAGE- the exclusive 7th 
floor – is a discovery of a special kind: Six 

luxuriously furnished Sheraton Sky Suites 
and a spacious Penthouse Suite feature 
terraces high above the roofs of the city. All 
suites include free access to the Sheraton 
Club Lounge and its culinary amenities. 
Complimentary hotel services also include 
access to the health club “Sheraton fitness 
programmed by Core Performance” with 
sauna and steam bath on the 2nd floor 
and free use of the Link@Sheraton, the 
business centre located in the lobby of the 
luxury hotel. For professional conferences 
the hotel provides 4 fully equipped mee-
ting rooms for up to 130 persons. In coo-
peration with the interconnected Salzburg 
Congress Center, you have the opportunity 
of 15 additional meeting rooms. Wi-Fi is for 
free throughout the hotel.

Austria Trend Hotel Salzburg West ****
• 0,5km from Salzburg airport

Location: The hotel is located right next to 
the Designer Outlet Salzburg. The airport 
is just 0,5km away. The historic center of 
Mozart's city can be reached by public 
transport in about 10 minutes. 
All important event locations of the city 
are accessible from the hotel by car or bus 
in 15 minutes. Supermarket: 50m.

Facilities: The trendy hotel offers a 
24-hour reception, a lobby bar, a modern 
restaurant that serves regional, Austrian 
and International dishes, free Wi-Fi and 7 
spacious and modern conference rooms 
for up to 400 people. 
The 152 modern air-conditioned rooms 
and suites are comfortably furnished. 

GUIDED TOUR OF THE FESTIVAL 
HALLS 

The Salzburg Festivals are undou-
btedly one of the world’s most fa-
mous music festivals and have grea-
tly contributed to Salzburg’s renown. 
Exceptionally high quality of music, 
the commitment of its national as 
well as international artists and a 
successful combination of tradition 
and modernity is what makes the 
Salzburg Festivals so special. 

HANGAR 7 

Hangar-7 at Salzburg Airport is a 
unique architectural work of art. Ini-
tially planned to accommodate the 
Flying Bull's steadily growing collec-
tion of historic aircraft, Hangar-7 
has become centre piece of avant-
garde architecture, modern art and 
fine dining. This many-faceted venue 
invites to explore…

Andrea  
Artmueller
” Jaroslav Kulikov”

Classic Room Meetingroom
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Crown Plaza 
Salzburg – The 
Pitter **** Sup.
• business- and  meeting hotel
Location: The hotel is located in the city 
center.

Facilities: The hotel offers the IMLAUER Sky 
– Bar & Restaurant with a unique atmos-
phere, a fantastic view of the old town of 
Salzburg and culinary delights at the high-
est level. Centerpiece of the hotel is the 
Pitter Event Center, suitable for meetings, 
conventions and event. The unique ball-
room with the accompanying lobby and 
meeting rooms is perfect for any event! 

Hotel Sacher Salzburg ***** Sup.
• unique combination of tradition and luxurious comfort

Location: The hotel welcomes its guests 
in a unique location, in the heart of 
Mozart's city. Situated on the shores of 
the Salzach river, it offers a magnificent 
view of the Old Town and the Hohensalz-
burg Fortress.

Facilities: The history of the house is 
reflected in the luxurious furnishings. 
Elegant furniture and selected materi-
als are waiting in the grand lobby with 
24-hour concierge service. The excellent 
gourmet restaurant “Zirbelzimmer” 
awarded 1 toque by Gault Millau, has a 

cozy terrace overlooking the old town. It 
will spoil guests with exquisite cuisine 
and fine wines. In the restaurant “Roter 
Salon”, the Salzachgrill, the Café Sacher 
and the Sacher Bar culinary delights are 
being served. In the Sacher Confiserie one 
enjoys the finest delicacies such as the 
original Sacher cake. In addition the hotel 
offers conference rooms and a health club 
with sauna and steam bath. 
The 113 exclusive rooms and suites are 
individually decorated, designed with 
great attention to detail and offer maxi-
mum comfort. 

Meeting and Event Location Tipp:  
CROWNE PLAZA SALZBURG – THE PITTER 

With a top location in the heart of Salzburg, Crowne Plaza 
Salzburg is the ideal location for a meeting or event. 1,200 
sqm and 13 function rooms form the Pitter Event Centre. Its 
centre piece, the “Pitter Saal” offering 450sqm, can be divided 
into 6 sections. The 6-jewel-like glass domes, each 32 sqm 
big, are unique in Austria. Natural daylight as well as impres-
sive lighting effects guarantee a comfortable atmosphere for 
every occasion. 

THE ORIGINAL

TOUR®

DEPARTS DAILY
9.15 AM & 2 PM

SALZBURG/AUSTRIA

SALZBURG PANORAMA TOURS
PRESENTS
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refreshing hiking rest at a tarn at Zillertal © Österreich Werbung, Peter Burgstaller

Innsbruck

The Heart of the Alps
Places to see
Kitzbuehel, St. Anton am Arlberg, Kufstein 
with its Fortress and the Riedel Glass 
Manufacture, Ötztal Valley (James Bond 
filming location), Zillertal Alps Nature 
Park, The Eagle's Walk, Olympia region 
Seefeld, Natural Ice Palace at Hintertuxer 
Glacier

Famous for
Culture, sports and activities (hiking, 
biking, golfing, winter sports)

About Tyrol
Tyrol, the heart of the alps, charms with 
stunning sceneries, untouched nature and 
clean, healthy air. Here the mountains are 
higher, the rivers are more exuberant and 
the towns and villages are more tranquil 
than anywhere else in Austria. The snow-
covered mountains in Tyrol warm the 
hearts of passionate winter athletes. To 
ski in Tyrol is to journey to the very heart 
of the sport. Tyrol is home to world class 
skiing and riding at over 100 alpine ski 
resorts with, in total, 5,200 kilometres of 
skiable terrain, assuring that any type of 
winter sports enthusiast will have a truly 
enjoyable experience.

Our tipps
Kitzbuehel – The Legend!
Kitzbuehel – the most legendary city of 
sports in the Alps – is the perfect location 
for sport lovers the whole year round. Du-
ring summer it is most famous for golfing 
(4 courses locally and 18 more nearby), hi-
king, biking, climbing. Tennis fans from all 
over the world head to Kitzbuehel during 
the Generali Open in July.  
In winter it offers 170km of slopes and 
more than 50 highly modern gondolas 
and lifts. Action-packed snowboarding fun 
parks, 120km of cross country ski trails and 
170km of winter hiking trails make a visit 
unforgettable. 

Swarovski Crystal Worlds –  
The scintillating Jewel
Sparkling crystals, shining lights and glit-
tering glass in all facets await its visitors 
in the Swarovski Crystal Wolds. Located 
in Wattens, about 20 minutes away from 
Innsbruck, it is the ideal destination for 
the whole family. It offers a fascinating 
journey into the “belly of the giant”. In the 
subterranean Chambers of Wonder one 
can marvel at the multifaceted play of 
crystalline colours and shapes. Under the 
direction of André Heller original interpre-
tations of well-known artists merge into 
one fantastic world of glittering dreams.

PROVINCIAL CAPITAL
Innsbruck

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Innsbruck Airport

skiing in St. Anton am Arlberg © Tirol Werbung, Josef Mallaun

Tyrol 
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Heart of the Alps 

Tyrol 

Duration: 5 days

Cities visited: Innsbruck, Kitzbuehel

Surrounded by majestic mountains, Tyrol’s scenery is inspiring 
and revitalizing. Tyrol’s town centres are lined with fine 
townhouses and other architectural highlights. A rich and 
fascinating mosaic of customs and traditions, framed by 
Tyrolean hospitality and breath-taking landscapes is what to 
expect from a visit to Austria’s heart of the Alps. 

 DAY 1 Arrival in Innsbruck 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Innsbruck. 
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Innsbruck.

 DAY 2 Innsbruck 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a panoramic city tour with following trans-
fer to the Bergisel and visit to the Olympic Stadium and the Bergisel Jump. 

   Then enjoy an extensive walk through the old town passing by attrac-
tions such as the Golden roof, the Domechapel St.Jakob, the Citytower 
and many more. 

   Lunch on your own in the old town of Innsbruck.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is dedicated to a visit to the Innsbruck Imperial Palace.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Innsbruck.

 DAY 3 Innsbruck-(Wattens)-Kitzbuehel 

 Morning  After breakfast you visit Ambras Palace. Following, onward journey to 
Wattens with lunch stop en-route. 

   Lunch at local restaurant. 

 Afternoon  Immerse into the world of crystals and enjoy a visit to the Swarovski 
Crystal Worlds in Wattens. Afterwards, transfer to the charming town of 
Kitzbuehel.  

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Kitzbuehel. 

 DAY 4 Kitzbuehel 

 Morning  After breakfast discover the charming town of Kitzbuehel in the course 
of a walking tour. 

   Lunch on your own in one of the various traditional restaurants. 

 Afternoon   The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure. The comprehensive range of 
leisure activities such as hiking, biking, golfing make the afternoon rich 
in diversity. 

 Evening   Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Kitzbuehel. 

 DAY 5 Departure from Kitzbuehel 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 

   Have a safe trip!

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2 

Panoramic City Tour 
In the course of a panoramic city tour you will 
pass by Innsbruck‘s most beautiful and interesting 
streets. Furthermore, you will admire attractions 
such as the famous Triumph Gate, the Imperial 
Palace, the Imperial Chapel, the City Tower and 
many more.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3 

Swarovski Crystal Worlds 
Since 1995, the Swarovski Crystal Worlds in Wat-
tens as one of the most visited tourist attractions 
in Austria enchant millions of visitors from around 
the world. Experience the giant with its unique 
curiosities and a large garden.

Ambras Castle 
Archduke Ferdinand II had the magnificent castle 
build for his wife Philippine. At the same time 
Ferdinand II also housed his noble art collections 
at Ambras castle. One can admire impressive 
parade armour, historical curiosities such as the 
oldest painting of Dracula, the Spanish Hall, which 
belongs to the most beautiful Renaissance halls 
worldwide and the famous Habsburg portrait 
gallery.

StubaiBlick, Schlick 2000 platform © Tvb Stubai Tirol, Andre Schönherr

© Österreich Werbung, Ascher

© Nordkette Cable Railways

© Swarovski Kirstallwelten

© 2010 TVB Innsbruck, 
 C. Lackner
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Grand Tirolia Kitzbühel ***** Kitzbuehel

• well-being on the highest level

• top location amidst a golf course

• multi-awarded spa with indoor and outdoor pool

• excellent gourmet restaurant

Altitude: 762m 
Airport: Salzburg/80km 
Skiing region: Hahnenkamm/3km

Location: The hotel is located on the outs-
kirts of Kitzbuehel and yet only a stone's 
throw from the center, nestled in the 
Eichenheim golf course – one of the finest 
18-hole golf courses in the Alps.

Whether skiing or cross country skiing in 
winter, hiking, golfing or mountain biking 
in summer, the Grand Tirolia Kitzbuehel 
features the ideal conditions for an exci-
ting and relaxing vacation. 

Rooms: 82 rooms and suites – 7 different 
categories – the Grand Tirolia Resort 
signifies living entirely according to indivi-
dual personal requirements. The generous, 
cozy double room offers every conceivable 
comfort. If guests are looking for a very 
special vacation the 300sqm Presidential 
Suite, one of the largest suites in the Alps, 
is the ideal place to stay. An ultimate living 
experience is guaranteed.  
All rooms and suites are reflecting the cha-
racter of the region in a modern-elegant 
way and are equipped with bath and/or 
shower, WC, hairdryer, cosmetic mirror, 
bathrobe, radio, mobile telephone, Sat-TV, 
free highspeed Wi-Fi, minibar, room safe 
and balcony or terrace with deck chairs.

Facilities: Guest will enjoy first class 
service in the Alpine resort on top level. 
The feel-good atmosphere in the exclusive 
5*-hotel is based on the balance between 
trendy design and comfort, state-of-the-
art technology and coziness, the highest 
service standards and individual care. 
The comfortable lobby with bar, in-house 
library and fireplace is the ideal place to 
relax. 
Regional specialties and international 
favourites as well as an exclusive break-
fast with champagne are being served in 
the hotel restaurant Eichenheim. Golfers 
and non-golfers alike meet up in the golf 
bistro, with an open show kitchen, for 

a comfortable lunch, coffee and cake or 
dinner in a relaxed atmosphere. During 
the summer, the bistro terrace entices 
visitors to sit outside and enjoy the fresh 
mountain air. The view extends over the 
Kitzbuehel valleys and the golfer’s art on 
the nearby greens. The new cocktail bar 
“Herbarium” strives to bring the cocktail 
bar experience to a new level. It sees local 
flora as an inspiration for creating unique 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages.  
3 seminar rooms, an auditorium, a heated 
ski room, a smoking lounge, 2 shops, a 
children playroom, free Wi-Fi and free 
parking spaces complete the offer. 

Spa: Exclusive wellness area “Grand Alps 
SPA” on over 1,500sqm with indoor and 
outdoor pool, whirlpool, different saunas 
and steam baths, fitness room and relaxa-
tion room.  
Against payment: cosmetic treatments, 
massages, exclusive treatments from 
Niance and Sothys, Private SPA Suite, 2 
NIANCE® treatment suites.

Meals: Rich breakfast buffet with champa-
gne and à la carte choice.  
In case of half-board (only in winter): small 
snack in the afternoon, in the evening 
4-course dinner.

Activities: Weekly activity program among 
others with Yoga and Nordic Walking.  
Against payment: personal trainer, golf 
course with driving range.

Golf: Nestled in one of the finest golf 
resorts in Europe – the Golf Course Eichen-
heim – the hotel is a paradise for golfers. 
The 18-hole golf course offers a golf lou-
nge, a pro shop, a driving range and a golf 
bistro with a sun terrace. Hotel guests get 
attractive Greenfee discounts. 
In the hotel's own sports shop, one can 
easily borrow sports equipment. The Pro 
Shop offers a wide selection of well known 
top brands and has the largest selection of 
golf products in the region.

Deluxe DBL Golf Eichenheim © Francis Ray Hoff
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A-ROSA Kitzbühel ***** Kitzbuehel

• “Austria‘s Leading Lifestyle Resort”

• golf club Kitzbuehel directly at the resort

Altitude: 762m 
Airport: Salzburg/75km 
Skiing region: Hahnenkamm/1,5km

Location: The A-ROSA Kitzbuehel resort is 
nestled among the Tyrolean Mountains 
against a magnificent Alpine backdrop. 
The view of the famous picturesque pa-
norama with the Hahnenkamm peak and 
the steep slopes is sure to take the breath 
away. The most legendary town for sports 
in the Alps with its chic flair offers endless 
opportunities all year round.  
Kitzbuehel is one of the principal winter 
sports centres in Austria. With 148km 
of slopes, it is also one of the largest ski 
areas in Austria, with an additional 40km 
of cross-country pistes. The hotels free ski 
bus stops right outside the house. 
In summer, 120km of mountain bike 
tracks and over 500km of walking trails are 
waiting to be explored. 

Rooms: The 115 rooms and 36 suites 
provide modern design paired with maxi-
mum comfort for a unique ambience. All 
rooms and suites are equipped with the 
highest comfort and offer bath or shower/
WC, hairdryer, bathrobe, telephone, radio, 
cable-TV, free Wi-Fi, minibar, safe and 
balcony, terrace or dormer.

Facilities: Guests will enjoy the triad of re-
fined architecture, devotional service and a 
passion for the extraordinary in the buil-
ding built in the style of a Tyrolean castle 
resort. The 2 restaurants at the resort offer 

diversity, ingenuity and the perfect setting. 
In the À-la-Carte-Restaurant “Steakhouse 
Kaps”, directly at the golf course, guests 
can enjoy meat specialties against the 
stunning backdrop of the hotel. A flicke-
ring fireplace and long tables create a 
rustic-modern ambience. The hotel restau-
rant STREIF offers a front cooking cuisine 
and a fresh and delicious buffet. 
Furthermore, the resort offers the bar 
at the marketplace with open fireplace, 
smoker's lounge and direct access to the 
sun terrace, spacious seminar rooms and a 
sports shop. For children it offers a supervi-
sed children's and youth club. With its own 
9-hole golf course A-ROSA Kitzbuehel is 
the perfect place for golf holidays. 

Spa: SPA-ROSA on 3.000sqm with a gene-
rous pool area with heated indoor and out-
door pools, 7 different topics saunas and 
steam baths, ice grotto, a stylish relaxation 
area with water beds and a modern fitness 
and cardio area. 
Against payment: SENSAI Beauty Lounge 
for facial and body treatments by Kanebo. 

Meals: Vitality buffet-breakfast. In case of 
half-board: In the evening varied buffet wi-
th front cooking stations in the restaurant.

Activities: Extensive cardio exercise area 
with wide range of classes, broad offer of 
group courses such as aqua fit, autogenic 
training, Pilates and Nordic Walking.  
Against payment: personal training, Power 
Plate, body composition analysis.

BEST WESTERN PREMIER Kaiserhof **** 
Superior Kitzbuehel

• right next to the Hahnenkamm cable car

• extended spa area with indoor pool & sauna area

Altitude: 762m 
Airport: Salzburg/75km 
Skiing region: Hahnenkamm at the hotel

Location: This 4*Sup.-hotel is perfectly situ-
ated in the romantic alpine city between ski 
slopes and golf greens. The quiet but also 
central location of the hotel at the edge of 
Kitzbuehel is a perfect place and the center 
of the historic old town can be reached 
in a less than 5 minutes walk. The world 
famous Hahnenkamm cable car station 
and the end of the ski slopes “Asten” and 
the legendary “Streif” are located directly at 
the hotel. Due to the fact that the Hahnen-
kamm cable car is also operating during the 
summer the hotel offers the ideal starting 
point for excursions into the beautiful 
Tyrolean Mountains – all year round.

Rooms: The 73 rooms and suites are 
equipped with high-quality Swiss stone 
pine furniture in Tyrolean country house 
style. All rooms and suites have bath or 
shower/WC, hairdryer, bathrobe, tele-
phone, radio, flat screen Sat-TV, free Wi-Fi, 
safe, minibar including non-alcoholic 
drinks and coffee/tea station.

Facilities: BEST WESTERN PREMIER Kaiser-
hof, a first-class non-smoking hotel in the 
elegant Tyrolean style, creates the perfect 
symbiosis of tradition and modern way of 
life. The hotel offers a stylish lobby, a bar, 
a fireplace room, 6 seminar rooms with 

top technical equipment and an award-
winning gourmet restaurant that will spoil 
your guests with local specialties and inter-
national delicacies. Wine lovers will find not 
only the famous names but also exciting 
discoveries in the wine cellar. A romantic 
garden with sun beds and umbrellas is the 
ideal place to relax. Free Wi-Fi and a child-
ren game room with Nintendo Wii station 
and table football complete the offer. 

Spa: The Spa is the perfect place to escape 
everyday’s stress and the pressure to per-
form. The lovingly designed spa & wellness 
area features a panoramic indoor pool 
(10x4m), a Finnish sauna, a bio sauna, a 
steam room, an infrared cabin, an ice grot-
to, adventure showers, a gym with quality 
equipment and a relaxation room with 
heated waterbeds, salt stone wall, fire-
place and vitamin bar. Against payment: 
massages, facial and body treatments.

Meals: “Imperial” breakfast buffet with 
organic food and sparkling wine.  
In case of half-board: in the afternoon 
snacks and in the evening 5-course-menu 
of choice with salad buffet. Weekly the-
med culinary highlights. The hotel has 
been awarded the AMA gastronomy label 
for the use of high quality products from 
surrounding regions and from Austria.

Activities: Rental of Nordic Walking poles 
and E-Bikes on availability.

DBL
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AQUA DOME – Tirol Therme Längenfeld 
**** Superior Längenfeld

• idyllic location amidst mountains

• Premium Spa “SPA 3000” 

• admission to the AQUA DOME included

Altitude: 1.173m 
Airport: Innsbruck/70km 
Skiing region: Sölden/13km

Location: Tyrol's biggest thermal water 
world is set in a peaceful and idyllic lo-
cation amidst the impressive mountains 
of the Ötztal Alps, around 70 km from 
Innsbruck.

Rooms: The 200 rooms furnished accor-
ding to Feng Shui are decorated in a time-
less style and include a spacious bathroom 
with bath or shower, toilet, hairdryer, bath 
bag with bathrobe, towel and flip flops, 
telephone, radio, flat screen TV, minibar 
incl. non-alcoholic beverages, free Wi-Fi, 
balcony or terrace.

Facilities: Exclusive restaurants, a hotel bar 
with piano music, wine bar, a library with 
fireplace and a spacious lounge area offer 
a sophisticated cuisine and cool drinks in a 
unique feel-good atmosphere. In addition 
the hotel has several conference rooms, a 
children's area, lift and free parking/garage 
spaces.

Spa: Included: the premium “SPA 3000” 
is available exclusively for hotel guests. 
On more than 2.000m² and 2 floors it 

offers saunas, baths and relaxation areas 
with herbs, flowers and crystals, as well 
as spectacular views of the surrounding 
mountains.  
Tyrol’s only thermal bath, the AQUA DOME 
is easily accessible via a bathrobe corridor. 
Admission is included in the room rate 
from 9am at arrival until 11am at depar-
ture. The heart of the AQUA DOME is the 
thermal dome “Ursprung” with 2 indoor 
pools (34 & 36°C), active pool, relaxation 
areas and a private panoramic relaxation 
room for hotel guests. In the outdoor spa 
area seemingly floating shell-like basins 
convey a feeling of weightlessness. 
The diversified sauna world features 
among other things a loft sauna, an earth 
sauna, a hay barn sauna, a canyon sauna, a 
herbal bath and a salt grotto.

Meals: Healthy breakfast buffet. In case of 
half-board: themed buffets and 5 course 
set menus. Weekly starters, salad and 
dessert buffet.

Activities: Included: activity program with 
guided hikes, sling training, spinning, 5 
Tibetans and Pilates, fitness center (only 
for guests over 15 years) with cardio area, 
power area, spinning and aerobic rooms.

Sporthotel Igls **** Igls

• excellent sport hotel with international flair

• ski-lifts only a few steps away

Altitude: 900m 
Airport: Innsbruck/15km 
Skiing region: Patscherkofel/300m

Location: The stylish and traditional hotel 
is located on a sunny plateau in the center 
of Igls, at the foot of the Olympic mountain 
Patscherkofel. Modern lifts ensure for easy 
transportation and the snowmaking sys-
tem guarantees the best snow conditions. 
A free ski bus shuttle goes 3 times a week 
directly from the hotel to the Stubai 
Glacier, the Axamer Lizum and the Schlick 
2000m. A cross-country bus goes 3 times a 
week to groomed trails in the area.  
Fresh mountain air, an impressive moun-
tain panorama and magnificent scenic 
beauty make up the enchanting backdrop 
for relaxed enjoyment in Igls, above the 
rooftops of Innsbruck. There are three 
golf courses at the sunny plateau of Igls. 
The Tyrolean capital Innsbruck is just 5km 
away. 

Rooms: The 72 individually designed 
rooms with bath/toilet, hairdryer, radio, 
telephone, cable TV, minibar, safe, free 
Wi-Fi and most with a balcony impress 
with fascinating views of the idyllic nature. 
Bathrobes are available at the reception.

Facilities: Tradition and modernity meet 
stylish flair at the Sporthotel Igls. The 
ambience is cozy and tasteful, the atmo-
sphere relaxed. In addition to the typical 
Tyrolean hospitality the sporty and elegant 
hotel offers a spacious lounge with open 

fireplace, a dining room, an excellent à la 
carte restaurant, a conservatory restaurant 
with barbecue-parlor, a bar with a daily 
happy hour from 6pm-7pm, 3 seminar 
rooms, free Wi-Fi, lift and free parking. The 
spacious lawn with loungers and parasols 
invites to linger during summer. 
For kids there is a game room and play-
ground. 

Spa: Sports and swimming center on 
700sqm with indoor pool (20x5m) with di-
rect access to the lawn, whirlpool, Finnish 
sauna, aroma steam bath, infrared cabin, 
Kneipp pool, fitness and weight room with 
exercise machines and a relaxation area 
with loungers for regeneration. 
Against payment: beauty salon, massages, 
body treatments and hairdresser.

Meals: Rich breakfast buffet with farmers 
corner and individual egg dishes. In case of 
half board: in the evening 5-course menu 
of choice with salad buffet. All day revitali-
zing teas and juices at the pool bar.

Activities: Daily outdoor and exercise pro-
gram (partly against payment), mountain 
bike rental, backpacks and hiking boots, in 
July and August daily live piano music, 5 
times a week from June to October Moun-
tain hiking program of the Alpine School 
with guided hiking and Nordic Walking 
introductory course. 
Against payment: rental of e-bikes, private 
hiking guide.
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Alpeiner Nature Resort Tirol **** Neustift im 

Stubaital

• traditional & modern Tyrolean hotel

• spa with panoramic indoor pool

Altitude: 1,000m 
Airport: Innsbruck/25km 
Skiing region: Elfer lifts/100m

Location: The hotel is situated on the edge 
of a spacious, sunny meadow at the ent-
rance to the municipality of Neustift in the 
Stubai Valley. Guests can savour breatht-
aking views of the Mountains almost all 
around. The center of the charming little 
village Neustift can be reached on foot in a 
matter of minutes.

Rooms: The hotel has a total of 24 spaci-
ous double rooms, 15 junior suites and 10 
suites. And, with its 170sqm Owner Suite, 
the Alpeiner boasts the largest and most 
luxurious accommodation in the whole 
valley. All the rooms have a shower or bath, 
hairdryer, bathrobe, slippers, minibar, tele-
phone, safe, flat screen Sat-TV and multi-
media centre, Nespresso machine, kettle, 
complimentary Wi-Fi, Video on Demand, 
oversized beds and many other comforts. 
The design of the rooms is characterised 
by the natural materials used including 
felt, stone and untreated wood.

Facilities: The Alpeiner Nature Resort Tirol 
is an exclusive wellbeing and spa hotel 
with a stylish lobby, a fireplace room, a he-
ated ski and boot room, a cozy bar, a rustic 
restaurant with summer terrace, a large 
garden with a natural swimming pond 
and free parking places. The restaurant 

offers fresh, regional and seasonal cuisine 
on the highest level. Although the hotel is 
a non-smoking hotel, it offers for tobacco 
lovers a comfortable smokers’ lounge com-
plete with a fine selection of international 
tobaccos. For children the hotel features 
a play room with sports equipment and 
video games and a 3D cinema.

Spa: The spa is glassed on all sides and 
opens up a panoramic view of the nature 
of the Stubai Valley and its unique moun-
tains. Here guests will find a large pano-
ramic indoor pool with a family sauna, 
indoor and outdoor Jacuzzis and a fantas-
tic natural swimming lake (in summer). 
The spacious sauna area (for guests over 
16 only) offers 4 saunas and steam baths 
set at different temperatures as well as a 
panoramic relaxation room. Professionally 
equipped gym. Against payment: beauty 
treatments, massages and body-forming 
treatments.

Meals: Rich buffet breakfast. In case of 
half-board: in the afternoon coffee, cake 
and snacks, 4 course dinner of choice with 
salad and cheese buffet. 

Activities: weekly sports and relaxation 
program with for example guided hiking 
tours, ski instruction, tandem paragliding 
courses on Neustift’s hallmark mountain, 
the “Elfer.”

AREA 47: Adventure paradise in the Alps
The ultimate Outdoor Playground in Ötztal-Bahnhof

Every year, at the entrance to Tyrol’s Ötztal, 
AREA 47 attracts those who have an appe-
tite for adrenaline from across the globe. 
With traditional highlights such as rafting 
and canyoning, a unique realm of 35 exci-
ting sports activities is concentrated on an 
area spanning some 6 hectares.

One of the secrets of success – standing 
still is one of the real ‘no-goes’ at the 47th 
parallel of latitude. From the outset the 
wheel of innovation continues to turn. 
Whether it is the trendy fun water sport of 

blobbing, the Slip’N’Slide slide (new 2016) 
or the extension to the professional Cliff 
Diving facilities – AREA 47 has set and will 
set trends. This includes the expansion of 
the 3800 m² event hall to the covered off-
road AREA. Opened in May 2016, AREA 47 
is west Austria’s first wakeboarding facility 
which, at more than 19,000 m², is one of 
the biggest in the Alpine area. Around 35 
sports are available to choose from. There 
are also 400 beds available for guests who 
want to stay the night, staying in wooden 
lodges and wooden tepees.
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© TVB Innsbruck, Christof Lackner

Alpine and urban
Places to see
Golden Roof, Maria-Theresien-Straße, 
Triumphal Arch, Imperial Palace Innsbruck, 
Court Church, City Tower, Ambras Castle, 
Innsbrucker Nordketten Cable Cars, Swa-
rovski Crystal Worlds, Alpine Zoo  

Famous for
Culture, activities and sports (skiing/snow-
boarding, hiking, biking)

About Innsbruck
Austria – as a whole – is rich in beautiful 
places, but due to the interplay of histo-
rical past and a spectacular mountain 
scenery, a visit to Innsbruck becomes 
a true experience. Former rulers of the 
k.u.k Monarchy have left their marks 

everywhere in the city, and buildings from 
different epochs invite to a journey into 
the past. Attractions such as the famous 
“Golden Roof”, the Imperial Palace, the 
church “Schwarzmanderkirche”, the dome 
of St. Jacob with the Carillon and the 
“Helblinghaus” are definitely worth a visit. 
Guests interested in culture should not 
miss a performance at the State Theatre, 
a visit of various museums or one of the 
summer concerts taking place at the im-
pressive Ambras Palace above the rooftops 
of Innsbruck. 
One detail that must not be forgotten: In-
nsbruck is a true metropolis of sports, with 
the Bergisel Ski Jump or the Innsbruck 
“Nordketten Cable Cars” to the Innsbruck 
mountains.

PROVINCE
Tyrol

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Innsbruck Airport

© Nordkette Cable Railways

Innsbruck
TYROL
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ALPINE ZOO 

Europe’s highest-lying Zoo 
(750m), on the foot of the 
Nordkette is worth a visit at 
any time of the year, no mat-
ter if summer or winter. The 
Alpine Zoo is the world’s only 
themed zoo and is home to a 
comprehensive collection of 
European alpine creatures – 
from mighty brown bears to 
otters, eagles, wildcats and 
birds. A visit to the Alpine Zoo 
can be ideally combined with 
a visit to the Innsbruck Nord-
kette mountain – find out 
yourself! 

Constanze Reith”

Duration:  4 days

Cities visited:  Innsbruck

The Olympic and cultural city attracts with internationally 
known sights and a picturesque Old Town in front of a 
breathtaking mountain panorama. In addition, lovely shops 
and a vibrant restaurant scene invite you to shop and enjoy 
the Tyrolean lifestyle.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Innsbruck 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Innsbruck.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Innsbruck.

 DAY 2 Innsbruck 

 Morning  After breakfast you start with a panoramic city tour with following 
transfer to the Bergisel and visit to the Olympic Stadium and the Bergi-
sel Jump. Then enjoy an extensive walk through the old town passing by 
attractions such as the Golden roof, the Domechapel St.Jakob, the 
Citytower and many more.

   Lunch on your own in the old town of Innsbruck.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is dedicated to a visit to the Innsbruck Imperial Palace.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Innsbruck.

 DAY 3 Innsbruck: Excursion to the Swarovski Crystal Worlds   

 Morning  After breakfast you immerse yourself into the world of crystals: enjoy a 
visit to the famous Swarovski Crystal Worlds. Afterwards transfer back to 
Innsbruck with following lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you visit Ambras Palace. Following your visit to Ambras 
Palace balance the remaining afternoon at leisure in Innsbruck.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Innsbruck.

 DAY 4 Departure from Innsbruck 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

The city surrounded by mountains 

Your Date with Innsbruck 

Imperial Palace Riesensaal © 2010 TVB Innsbruck, Christian Vorhofer

© Innsbruckphoto,  
Mario Webhofer
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SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WORLDS

Since 1995, the Swarovski Crystal 
Worlds (Kristallwelten) in Wattens – 
as one of the most visited tourist 
attractions in Austria – enchant 
millions of visitors from around the 
world. Experience the giant with its 
unique curiosities, spectacular 
installations and a generous outdoor 
area, where nature is adorned with 
crystals. A place of fantasy, only 20 
kilometres from Innsbruck. 

5TH FLOOR BAR AT THE PENZ HOTEL 

Let your day be rounded out to a sty-
lish, cosy close and enjoy Innsbruck’s 
most delicious cocktails at the 5th 
floor bar at the Penz Hotel. A wide 
selection of classic drinks from all 
over the world as well as trendy and 
new creations and first-class wine 
and champagne is what to expect 
from the bar menu. Be assured – you 
will not be disappointed! 

Giorgia  
Boscolo Rizzo
” Ragna Koehler”

Schwarzer Adler 
• 500 years of hotel history
Location: The historic hotel is located in 
the heart of Innsbruck. The old town is 
within walking distance.

Facilities: The family-run hotel with the 
charm of 500 years of Tyrolean history 
combines tradition with the high demands 
of today. It offers 40 exquisitely and indivi-
dually furnished rooms, an elegant lobby, 
cosy Tyrolean snuggeries, an excellent à 
la carte restaurant with modern Tyrolean 
cuisine at the highest level, a stylishly de-
signed bar, a rooftop terrace with exclusive 
private dining area and a wellbeing area in 
Swarovski design.

Grand Hotel 
Europa *****
• Innsbruck’s only 5*-hotel
Location: Centrally located and sur-
rounded by the impressive panorama of 
Innsbruck’s mountain scenery. 

Facilities: Modern Italian design and 
pleasant Tyrolean cosiness meet in har-
mony. The hotel combines tradition with 
modernity. 106 air-conditioned rooms and 
suites provide the suitable environment for 
every taste. The Grand Hotel Europa pos-
sesses with the in-house “Europa Stüberl” 
a top-class restaurant. The “Europa Bar” 
offers refreshing drinks and light snacks 
throughout the day. 

Austria Trend 
Hotel Congress **** 
• high-class hotel
Location: The hotel is situated between 
the Exhibition Center and the Congress 
Center. It is located directly next to the 
Hungerburgbahn funicular. The historic 
center is only a five minutes’ walk away.

Facilities: The first class hotel offers mo-
dern design with all comforts. It offers 104 
elegant guest rooms, an inviting lobby bar, 
an à la carte restaurant where one can get 
hearty Tyrolean cuisine and a beautiful 
breakfast terrace. The hotel also features 
5 meeting rooms and a 260sqm spa area 
with sauna, steam room and fitness room. 

aDLERS Hotel 
• above the rooftops of Innsbruck
Location: The hotel is located in the center 
of Innsbruck. The main train station and 
one of the busiest shopping streets of the 
city are located in the immediate vicinity. 
The medieval center with its famous Gol-
den Roof is only a few minutes away.

Facilities: The aDLERs offers an innovative 
and unique combination of design and 
modernity. The highest hotel of Innsbruck 
offers a stylish lobby, modernly equipped 
meeting rooms, free Wi-Fi, a panoramic spa 
area, a Restaurant & Bar and an open sun 
terrace with 360° panoramic view on the 
13th floor. The 75 rooms and suites offer 
breathtaking views of the city and to the 
Innsbruck's mountain scenery. 

Superior room

Classic Kingsize

Heart of the Alps
Find the latest travel trade information on www.b2b.tirol.at.
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Lake Paradise and Southern  
lightheartedness
Places to see
Großglockner High Alpine Road, Praymi-
denkogel View Point, Lake Woerthersee, 
Klagenfurt, Adventure Monkey Mountain, 
Hochosterwitz Castle, Benedictine Mo-
nastery of St. Paul, Villach, Nockberg Moun-
tains, Granatium Precious Stones, Velden at 
the Lake Woerthersee, Minimundus 

Famous for
Activities and sports (skiing/snowboarding, 
hiking, biking), culture, wellness and spa

About Carinthia
Austria’s southernmost province gets the 
most sunshine hours per year, making it 
a great destination for both, winter and 
summer holidays.  
Carinthia stands out due to its special feel 
for life and the mixture of the South and 
the Alps, of lightness, serenity and hap-
piness. From hiking trails for families as 
well as for motivated hikers to boundless 
skiing enjoyment on one of the numerous 
skiing resorts or water-sports activities 
on the lakeside – the span of activities is 
immeasurable.  
Even Austria’s highest mountain, the 
Großglockner is located in Carinthia and 
attracts with sweeping, sunny slopes all 
year around. 

Our tipps
Lake Woerthersee Region
Summer: 
Blessed with an almost Mediterranean 
climate and a cheerful southern character, 
Lake Woerthersee in summer turns to the 
hotspot of southern Austria. Enjoy walking 
along the beautiful lake promenade in Vel-
den or check out the water-sports centre for 
water skiing, parasailing, wake boarding, 
diving or a ride on the banana boat. For 
those aiming high – from Carinthia’s most 
beautiful viewpoint, the Pyramidenkogel 
one can admire a 360-degree panorama. 

Winter: 
During the winter months, the Lake 
Woerthersee region shows its more “laid-
back” side. Enjoy the reflective time of the 
year at one of the Advent markets or strap 
on some ice-skates and set out across the 
frozen ponds and lakes. 

Bad Kleinkirchheim & Nockberg 
Mountains 
Summer:  
Hidden between 1,050 and 2,500 meters 
above sea level, the region around Bad 
Kleinkirchheim enjoys the reputation as 
the hiking area in Carinthia. 1,000km of 
way marked trails make a hike or a moun-
tain biking tour in this region inevitable. 

Winter:  
Winter in the Nockberge Mountains is 
never boring. Be it cross-country skiing, 
tobogganing, hiking or ice-skating – there 
are many sides to winter holidays in the 
Nockberge Mountains. Having spent the 
day out on the slopes there is nothing to 
beat a relaxing spa session. 

PROVINCIAL CAPITAL
Klagenfurt 

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Klagenfurt Airport  

© Kärnten Werbung, Photographfer Edward Gröger

Klagenfurt
Carinthia

© TVB Bad Kleinkirchheim
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AUSTRIA

Hohe Tauern Friesach

St. Veit/Glan

Villach

Millstatt

Duration:  4 days  

Cities visited: Villach, Lake Millstatt, National Park Hohe Tauern, St. Veit/Glan, Friesach

Carinthia can do it all. Experience Carinthia’s diversity in 
nature during a variety of activities such as historic net fishing, 
a canoe tour or alpine horse-back-riding through the National 
Park Hohe Tauern. Admire crystal-clear turquoise lakes, breath-
taking mountain ranges and picturesque villages. 

 DAY 1 Arrival in Villach

 Afternoon  Arrival at Klagenfurt airport and transfer to Villach.   
In the course of a guided city tour you get a first impression of Villach 
and the province of Carinthia. Then check-in at your hotel in Villach. 

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Villach. 

 DAY 2 Excursion to Lake Millstatt and Granatium 

 Morning  After breakfast, transfer to Lake Millstatt where a unique experience 
awaits you – Historic Net Fishing with K.u.K Hoffischer.  
Lunch at local restaurant near Lake Millstatt. 

 Afternoon  Transfer to “Granatium” – garnet gem in Radenthein. The history of 
garnets spans thousands of years. Known as the stone of love and 
passion, and available in endless shades of red, the fascinating gem has 
always had its very special place in the town of Radenthein. Here, the 
Granatium offers a unique experience not only for gem stone aficiona-
dos. A stroll through the garnet mine is truly magical. 
After your tour, transfer back to your hotel in Villach. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. Overnight stay in Villach. 

 DAY 3 Excursion to Upper Drau (river) and National Park Hohe Tauern 

 Morning  After breakfast, take a canoe tour on the upper Drau (approx. 4 hours), 
from Oberdrauburg to Dellach on the river Drau.  
Then enjoy a well-earned lunch at local restaurant near Dellach. 

 Afternoon  Transfer to Großkirchheim. Take an Alpine horseback riding tour, for 
example the “Introduction Ride” (approx. 1 hour): The tour through the 
National Park Hohe Tauern introduces you to Alpine Riding. Enjoy pure 
nature while crossing rivers and riding on selective terrain.  
Then transfer back to your hotel. 

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Villach. 

 DAY 4 Excursion to St. Veit/Glan and Friesach and departure 

 Morning  After breakfast, transfer to St. Veit/Glan where you will start your E-Bike 
culture tour (approx.. 4hours). This tour on the Central Carinthian Cultu-
ral Cylcle Path starts in the sunny town of St. Veit and takes you past 
Althofen (with its historic town centre visible in the distance) and right 
through to Carinthia’s oldest town, Burgenstadt Friesach with its castle. 
The Hirt-Brewery and the romance of the authentic Gurktal narrow-
gauge railway are just two of the highlights along the way. 
During the tour stop for some refreshments and at a local restaurant for 
lunch. 

 Afternoon   Transfer back to your hotel.  
Check-out and homeward journey!  

Duration:  5 days

Cities visited:  Heiligenblut, National Park Hohe Tauern, Alpe-Adria-Trail, Gmünd

Carinthia is an all-rounder for all hiking lovers.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Heiligenblut 

 Afternoon  Arrival at Klagenfurt airport and transfer to Heiligenblut in the Hohe 
Tauern National Park area. Then check-in at your hotel in Heiligenblut.  

 Evening  The night of the stars: transfer via cable car up to the Observatory at 
Schareck at a height of 2,600m where you enjoy a short peak hike and a 
star-night dinner. From the view point high above Heiligenblut experience 
“The night of the stars” better than almost anywhere else in Central 
Europe – far from all external light sources. Meanwhile the valley will also 
contribute to the night and the magical dimensions of darkness and light 
with fire bowls and music, gentle lighting and gastronomy by candlelight. 

   Transfer back to your hotel and overnight stay in Heiligenblut. 

 DAY 2 Alpe-Adria Trail and Excursion to Gmünd  

 Morning  After breakfast, enjoy a guided hiking tour on one of the stages of the 
Alpe-Adria Trail which is a long-distance hiking trail starting at the foot 
of mount Großglockner, Austria’s highest mountain. The trail leads you 
through beautiful mountain and lake regions in Carinthia was well as 
close to the “Dreiländereck”, the point where Austria, Italy and Slovenia 
intersect. Refreshment stop during the hike. 

 Afternoon  Transfer to Gmünd with following sightseeing tour that includes the 
medieval town centre with town gates, town walls and tower, the Alte 
Burg Castle, Porsche Car Museum and many more. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant in Gmünd. Following, transfer back to your 
hotel. Overnight stay in Heiligenblut.  

 DAY 3 National Park Hohe Tauern

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a unique alpine horse-back-riding tour along an 
alpine trail. Lunch or refreshment break at Schoberalm.  

 Afternoon  Transfer back to your hotel. The remaining afternoon is yours to spend at 
leisure. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. Overnight stay in Heiligenblut. 

 DAY 4 National Park Hohe Tauern & Excursion Ferleiten Wildlife Park 

 Morning  After breakfast, enjoy “Pasterze Glacier Trekking” in the National Park 
Hohe Tauern. Enjoy lunch in the course of the tour or at the foot of the 
Großglockner. 

 Afternoon   Transfer to Ferleiten Widlife Park and visit to the park that stretches on 
about 15 hectares of land. Meet more than 200 animals indigenous to 
the Alps. Take a walk around the park or simply relax near the large 
pond. There is also a viewpoint and several information boards and 
diagrams that teach you more about the flora and fauna of the Alps.  
Transfer back to Heiligenblut. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Heiligenblut. 

 DAY 5 Departure from Klagenfurt  

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.  
Have a safe trip! 

Experiencing nature step by step 

Pure Nature in Carinthia

Lush green meadows, crystal clear 
lakes and hiking trails to be discovered

AUSTRIA

Gmünd

Hohe Tauern Heiligenblut

Hiking in Carinthia

© Karnten Werbung,  
F. Gerdl

© Karnten Werbung,  
F. Gerdl
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Hotel Schloss Seefels ***** Pörtschach

• member of the “Relais & Châteaux Hotels”

• rock spa on 1,100sqm

• heated lake pool in the Wörthersee

• excellent gourmet restaurant awarded 2 toques by Gault Millau

Altitude: 446m 
Airport: Klagenfurt/20km 
Beach: directly at the hotel

Location: The majestic and stylish 5*-Relais 
& Chateaux Hotel is located right on the 
shore of the Wörthersee with great views 
of the lake and the bizarre Karawanken 
mountains. In the immediate vicinity 
of the hotel there are four 18-hole golf 
courses and seven more within 80km. 
The exquisite hotel is particularly diverse 
and offers countless leisure activity pos-
sibilities. In spring, summer, autumn and 
winter – the beautiful Wörthersee never 
fails to enchant its visitors!

Rooms: Golf holidaymakers, spa guests and 
gourmets will appreciate the tasteful decor 
of the 71 rooms and suites, mostly with 
stunning views of the lake. All rooms are 
equipped with bath or shower/ WC, hair-
dryer, bathrobe, air-condition, telephone, 
radio, Sat-TV, minibar, safe and free Wi-Fi.

Facilities: The Hotel Schloss Seefels has 
always been renowned for its superb 
location right on the Wörthersee. The 
charming castle hotel offers luxury and 
exclusivity. The hotel restaurants are listed 
in renowned cuisine guides and are a 
meeting point for foodies. The creations 
of Chef Richard Hessl and his team were 
rated highly by the Gault Millau, A la carte 
and Falstaff Restaurant Guide. The gour-
met restaurant “La Terrasse” with lakeside 
terrace is one the most popular Carinthian 
restaurants among connoisseurs. The 
lake-front restaurant “Portobello” on the 
waterfront is only open during the sum-

mer months. The adjacent Seefels Marina 
enables guests to access the restaurant via 
the lake by motorboat or sailing ship. At 
the restaurant “Orangerie” one can enjoy 
the palace breakfast buffet in the morning 
and a five-course gourmet a la carte menu 
or buffet in the evening. The enchanting 
panoramic view of the Wörthersee never 
fails to capture the attention of restaurant 
visitors. The legendary castle bar awaits its 
guests with a sophisticated ambiance and 
a warm welcome. Car parking is available. 
The hotel also offers the children’s para-
dise “Käpt’n Hook” with child care in the 
main season and a playing room.

Spa: The “Rock Spa”, built around natural 
rocks, offers stunning views over the 
Wörthersee. The 1,100sqm sized Spa in 
Mediterranean-style includes a Finnish 
sauna, ladies’ sauna, herbs sauna and 
outdoor sauna, salt-infrared cabin, steam 
room and a panoramic relaxation room. 
The Lake Spa mainly impresses through 
the heated seaside bath (ca. 28°C) in the 
lake and a panoramic outdoor hot tub and 
a swimming pool (in summer) with lawn 
and jetty. Against payment: massages, 
facial and body treatments, thalasso the-
rapy, sparkling baths and anti-aging and 
collagen treatments.

Meals: Castle breakfast buffet until 11am. 
In case of half-board exquisite 5-course 
gourmet dinner.

Activities: Fitness room with LifeFitness 
equipment, 3 tennis clay courts, rental of 
bikes. Against payment: golf, water ski, 
motor boat trips.

DBL Superior
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Ferienhotel Wörthersee **** Pörtschach

• spacious spa with indoor pool

• private beach

Altitude: 461m 
Airport: Klagenfurt/22km 
Beach: Wörthersee/200m

Location: The 4*-hotel is directly located 
at the Wörthersee and offers a fantastic 
panorama view.

Rooms: The hotel features 46 renovated 
rooms with bath or shower/WC, hairdryer, 
radio, telephone, Sat-TV and free Wi-Fi.

Facilities: The tasteful ambience combined 
with the unique location make a stay an 
unforgettable experience. The hotel is 
equipped with a nice lobby, a hotel bar, a 
restaurant with large terrace, a spacious 
garden, free parking places and a private 

beach with loungers and sun shade (ac-
cess via stairs over the railway line). For 
children it offers a playing room, a play-
ground, a sand box and special meals.

Spa: Spa with panoramic indoor pool, Fin-
nish sauna, aroma sauna, infrared cabin, 
fitness room and relaxation areas. Against 
payment: solarium, massages, beauty 
treatments, Ayurveda.

Meals: Breakfast buffet. In case of half-
board in the evening 3-course menu of 
choice with salad buffet. 2 x per week 
themed evening. 

Activities: Table tennis, rental of Nordic 
Walking poles.

Thermenwelt Hotel Pulverer ***** Bad 
Kleinkirchheim

• 7,600sqm garden & recreation area

• adventure bathing & sauna area with thermal bath

Altitude: 1,087m 
Airport: Klagenfurt/56km 
Ski area: Bad Kleinkirchheim/200m

Location: The hotel is situated in a sun-
ny valley on the south side of the Alps. 
It is quietly yet centrally located in Bad 
Kleinkirchheim, the premier Alpine spa 
town in Austria. The region is ideal for all 
kinds of activities. More than 1,000km of 
signposted hiking and mountain bike trails 
lead past quaint cottages and magnificent 
viewpoints. The ski area is reachable within 
a few walking minutes. A free ski-shuttle 
bus stops right outside of the hotel.

Rooms: The 100 stylish and cozy rooms, 
apartments and suites are all non-smoking 
and offer an elegant bathroom with bath-
tub/WC, hairdryer, bathrobe and slippers, 
radio, telephone, satellite TV, minibar, safe, 
free Wi-Fi and a balcony with great views.

Facilities: The ambiance of this long-esta-
blished family-run hotel impresses with 
quality and service. The excellent à la carte 
restaurant offers an extensive wine list 
and regional and international specialties. 
A unique wooden architecture, cozy loung-
es, a spacious bar with an open fireplace, a 
reading room and a summer garden with 
sun loungers and umbrellas surrounded 
by a small biotope invite to linger. Parking 
places available.

Spa: In the more than 2,100sqm sized, 

unique thermal landscape with its own 
thermal spa and fitness room, guests will 
experience the revitalizing and healing po-
wer of water. Both the indoor swimming 
pool (32°C) and the outdoor swimming 
pool (27°C) are filled with healing thermal 
water. The unique sauna area offers a 
Finnish sauna, a steam room, a rock crystal 
and a Tibetan rock salt tepidarium, aroma 
& herbal caves, herbal sauna, wooden 
sauna, outdoor block sauna, infrared cabin, 
outdoor and indoor hot tubs and sun 
rooms. Against payment: Vitality Oasis 
with a wide range of luxury cosmetic and 
massage treatments, beauty department 
with classic beauty treatments. In the 
health center with sports physiotherapist 
and sports physician one can request an 
individual activity, therapy or wellness 
program.

Meals: Rich breakfast buffet for late risers 
with organic corner until 11am. In case of 
half-board: afternoon snack with home-
made pastries, in the evening 5-course 
menu of choice from the award-winning 
cuisine with appetizer buffet. 1 x per week 
gala dinner and themed buffet. The use of 
regional products from the own farm and 
fishing waters and from local farmers is a 
top priority in the hotel.

Activities: Daily sports & active program 
with guided walking tours, morning and 
water gymnastics, Qi Gong, etc.

DBL lake view
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The hot spot of southern Austria 
Places to see
Klagenfurt old town, Lindwurm Fountain 
and Maria Theresia Monument, Armo-
rial Hall of Landhaushof, Minimundus 
– “The Small World on Wörthersee”, Lake 
Wörthersee, Maria Loretto Peninsula and 
Castle, Happ Raptile Zoo, Woerthersee 
Ferries,  

Famous for
Culture, activities and sports (hiking, 
biking, water sports)

About Klagenfurt
Culture, art, good food, and nature promi-
se countless moments of wonder, delecta-
tion and revitalizing outdoor experiences. 
Klagenfurt, the capital of Austria's sou-
thernmost province Carinthia, is located 
on Lake Wörthersee, giving the city an 
even more special charm and a cheerful 
southern character.  
With lovingly restored arcaded Renais-
sance courtyards and historic buildings, 
Klagenfurt boasts one of Austria's most 

beautiful old towns. Neuer Platz is domi-
nated by the Lindwurm, a winged dragon 
which forms the emblem of the city.  
Pedal-pushers can choose from a diverse 
selection of well-maintained cycle paths, 
and for runners there is an idyllic half-ma-
rathon route. For those seeking fun in the 
crystal clear water of the Lake Wörthersee, 
there is a number of water sports activi-
ties such as wakeboarding, water skiing, 
parasailing or diving. 

PROVINCE
Carinthia  

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Klagenfurt Airport  

Klagenfurt 

Dragon fountain © Österreich Werbung, Mallaun

CARINTHIA © Karnten Werbung, F. Gerdl
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Incentive and Teambuilding Tipp:  
HIGHLAND GAMES | THERMAL SPA WORLD HOTEL PULVERER 

Situated in center of Bad Kleinkirchheim in biosphere reserve Nockberge on 
1.000 meters, Hotel Pulverer is the perfect place for meetings and outdoor 
programmes all year around.  
The Highland Games combine alpine experience with teambuilding and 
great fun. The destination is a rustic Alpine chalet which can be reached eit-
her by hiking, biking, Nordic walking or via the tractor taxi. After stopping 
for a filling snack, the participants’ team spirit, self-control, creativity, fitness 
and skill will be challenged. The evening highlights available include rustic 
chalet fun or an exclusive summit dinner. 

Duration:  5 days 

Cities visited:  Klagenfurt, Metznitztal Valley, Wernberg, Landskron

Warm, clear water, the golden rays of the sun and a dash of 
southern light-heartedness – these are the ingredients for a 
perfect stay in Klagenfurt, located directly on the beautiful 
Lake Woerthersee. 

 DAY 1 Arrival in Klagenfurt 

 Afternoon  Arrival at Klagenfurt airport and transfer to the city centre.  
Explore some of the most beautiful corners of the city when you take 
part in a walking tour through the old town of Klagenfurt, the Renais-

AUSTRIA

KlagenfurtLandskron / Wernberg

Metznitztal

Discovering the all-year-round lake experience     

Klagenfurt and the  
Carinthian Lake Paradise  

sance jewel on Lake Wörthersee. You will see unique monuments and 
places of interest and get an insight into the story of the city that will 
entice you into a mythical world of legend and glorious history.  
Then check-in at your hotel in Klagenfurt. 

 Evening  Welcome dinner at your hotel. Overnight stay in Klagenfurt.

 DAY 2 Hochosterwitz Castle and Metznitztal Valley 

 Morning  After breakfast, transfer to Friesach, the starting point of the E-Bike 
Metnitztal Tour (approx. 4:15 hours). The tour will lead you from Medie-
val Castle Town Friesach through scenic valleys with fantastic mountain 
views and to pilgrimage churches. The tour will take you to Metnitz, 
through the mainly rural Metnitztal valley, and back again to the star-
ting point in Friesach. Enjoy refreshments during the tour. 

 Afternoon  Transfer to Castle Hochosterwitz, which is an outstanding example of a 
medieval fortress and stronghold in a well suited position. Take a guided 
tour through this famous landmark of Carinthia. 
Transfer back to your hotel in Klagenfurt. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay at your hotel. 

 DAY 3 Wernberg, Landskron and Klagenfurt 

 Morning  After breakfast, transfer to convent Wernberg. You will be guided 
through the convent and the church and can take a walk through the 
rose garden or the herbs and vegetable garden. Learn about the life in 
the community of over 60 Missionary Sisters, the foundation of the 
order (in South Africa at 1885) and about the 80 years history of the 
sisters in the convent at Wernberg.  
Then continue to Landskron Castle and enjoy an eagle show and/or a visit 
to the so-called “monkey mountain” where you are not just an outsider 
watching the animals – you are right in there in the midst of it all.  
Lunch at Castle Landskron. 

 Afternoon   Transfer to the Pyramidenkogel viewpoint at Lake Wörthersee, from 
where you can enjoy unique views over the Lake and the surrounding 
region. The rest of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure at the Lake. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Klagenfurt. 

 DAY 5 Departure from Klagenfurt

 Morning   Start your homeward journey. 

© Karnten Werbung, 
 F. Gerdl

© Karnten Werbung, G. Steinthaler

Michaela Amort”
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Culture, cheese and countryside 
Places to see
Mount Pfänder, Alpine Coaster Golm, 
Silvretta reservoir, Rhinefall Schaffhausen, 
Flowerisland Mainau 

Famous for
Culinary art, culture, activities and sports 
(winter sports, water sports)

About Vorarlberg
Vorarlberg is the smallest province in 
Austria. Located in the western part of 
Austria, it shares a boarder with Germany, 
Switzerland and Liechtenstein. Handcrafts 
and traditions play a major role in Vorar-
lberg. Furthermore it has become one of 
Europe's leading regions for modern art 
and architecture. Stunning landscapes, 
amazing ski resorts and a large cultural of-
fer await the visitors. One of the highlights 
is the Bregenzerwald Cheese Trail where 
one can sample regional delicacies by 
farmers, alpine dairymen, cheese makers 
and restaurants while on the way. 

Our tipps
Bregenz Opera Festival
The festival at Lake Constance is a bit 
different than other opera festivals: A tra-
ditional opera house, home to less-known 
operas, and an open-air lakeside stage. 
For four weeks in summer audiences can 
experience monumental open-air opera 
productions in an unknown intensity. 

Skiing in Lech Zürs am Arlberg
Lech Zürs is one of the top 10 ski areas in 
the world. The Arlberg is known as “the cr-
adle of Alpine skiing” and combines tradi-
tion with modernity, identity and innovati-
on. With one skin pass Ski Arlberg provides 
an unparalleled skiing experience with a 
total of 97 cable cars and lifts, 350km of 
ski runs and 200km of high Alpine deep 
powder snow runs. Lech Zürs also stands 
for the best aprés ski entertainment in the 
west of Austria.  

PROVINCIAL CAPITAL
Bregenz

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Innsbruck Airport,  

Munich Airport  

ski tour © Österreich Werbung, Mallaun

mountainbiking at Wurzachalpe, Kanisfluh  
© Archiv Vorarlberg Tourismus, Florian Strige

Bregenz

Vorarlberg
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Duration: 5 days

Austria’s westernmost province Vorarlberg holds some true 
treasures. One of those, is the famous cheese road in the 
region of the Bregenzerwald. Explore the region and its close 
ties with cheese making and discover some local dairy farms 
and to learn about the cheese making process.  
If you are in love with cheese, this is for you!

 DAY 1 Arrival in Bregenz

 Afternoon   Arrival at your hotel in Bregenz.  
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Bregenz. 

 DAY 2  Bregenz

 Morning   After breakfast, enjoy a cable car ride up to the mount Pfänder. From the 
1,064 meter local mountain, you will have stunning views over Lake 
Constance, the city of Bregenz as well as the Bregenzerwald and other 
mountain ranges. 
Lunch on your own. 

 Afternoon   In the afternoon, discover the capital of Vorarlberg in the course of a city 
walk. Learn about the history of the cultural capital on the Lake 
Constance and enjoy walking past historic old houses and attractions 
such as the St. Martin’s Tower and the Bregenz Kunsthaus while liste-
ning to your guide’s anecdotes.  
Conclude your city walk with a wine and cheese tasting session.

 Evening   Dinner at a local restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Bregenz. 

 DAY 3  Bregenz: Excursion to Bruggan 

 Morning   After breakfast, enjoy an excursion to Bruggan located along the famous 
cheese road. Spend the morning at a local cheese and whey factory – 
tastings included. 

 Afternoon   In the afternoon, explore the small town of Dornbirn in the course of a 
city walk.  
Then enjoy some time on your own to stroll around. 

 Evening   Dinner at a local restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Bregenz. 

 DAY 4 Bregenz: Excursion to Bezau 

 Morning   After breakfast, transfer to Bezau located in the beautiful Bregenzerwald 
along the famous cheese road. This morning is spent on a traditional 
alpine dairy – tastings included. 

 Afternoon   Afternoon at leisure in Bregenz. 

 Evening   Farewell dinner at a local restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Bregenz. 

 DAY 5 Departure from Bregenz

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey!  
Have a safe trip!

Austria  >  Vorarlberg  >  Tours

Cheese at its best

On the traces of the cheese road in Vorarlberg 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2

Cable Car Ride to Mount Pfänder
From the top of mount Pfänder, the local mountain 
of Bregenz, one can enjoy stunning views over Lake 
Constance, the city of Bregenz, the Bregenzerwald 
and other mountain ranges. The Pfänder is the 
ideal location to forget about the hustle and bustle 
of daily life. The Pfänder cable car takes visitors on 
top of the 1,064 meters.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3

Local cheese and whey factory 
Immerse yourself into the world of cheese and 
enjoy an unforgettable visit to a local cheese and 
whey factory where you will not only learn about 
the cheese- and whey manufacturing process, but 
also get the opportunity to dip into a farmer’s daily 
life on the farm. At the end of your visit, enjoy a 
delicious cheese specialty buffet. 

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 4

Traditional Alpine Dairy 
Visit a traditional alpine dairy with cheese selec-
tions of world class – their famous “Vorarlberger 
Bergkäse” has even been awarded with the “World 
Cheese Award”. Get to know the cheese-making 
process and enjoy a cheese-tasting session at the 
end of your tour. 

© Österreich Werbung, Nico Herzog

© Österreich Werbung,  
Wiesenhofer

© Christa Branz,  
Vorarlberg Tourismus

© michaelgunz.at,  
Vorarlberg Tourismus

© Christine Branz, Vorarlberg Tourismus
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The city on the Lake Constance  
Places to see
Mount Pfänder and the Pfänder Cabe 
Car, Kunsthaus Bregenz, Lake Constance, 
St. Martin's Tower, Cruise on the Lake 
Constance

Famous for
Culture, culinary art, activities and sports 
(skiing/snowboarding, hiking, biking, 
golfing)

About Bregenz 
Vorarlberg's capital is located at Lake 
Constance, Central Europe's third largest 
lake, offering a diverse cultural programme 
and a wide range of outdoor activities.  
Located in the very heart of the medieval 
town centre, the Baroque St. Martin's 

Tower forms the centre piece of Bregenz. 
Within the past few years, the cityscape 
has developed and with the Kunsthaus 
Bregenz, an architectural gem located 
opposite the marina, has emerged.   
Lake Constance also provides the setting 
for the famous Bregenzer Festspiele, a 
well-known music festival featuring a 
different opera every second year. Bregenz 
is not only a vibrant cultural town, but 
also a hot spot for sports-enthusiasts 
offering a variety of outdoor sports inclu-
ding cycling, mountain biking, walking, 
trekking, paragliding and all kinds of water 
sports. Not to forget mount Pfänder, from 
where fantastic views of the Swiss Alps, 
Lake Constance, the Allgäu Alp range and 
the peaks of the Bregenzerwald can be 
enjoyed.  

PROVINCE
Vorarlberg  

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Memmingen Airport (GER), 

Zurich Airport (CH)

Austria  >  Vorarlberg  >  Bregenz

Bathing House, Lake Constance © Österreich Werbung, Peter Burgstaller

© Österreich Werbung, Popp  Hackner

Bregenz VORARLBERG  
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Mercure Bregenz City ****
• located next to the Casino & the Bregenz Festival

• close to the Lake Constance

Location: The hotel is located next to the 
Festspielhaus theater and the casino. It 
has excellent access to public transport 
and the A14 motorway. The train station 
is easily reachable within a few minutes 
walk. The ship pier, the Kunsthaus Bregenz, 
Vorarlberg's Museum and the small but 
fine city center are within easy reach on 
the lakeside area on foot. The local moun-
tain “Pfänder” offers a beautiful view over 
the Lake Constance.

Facilities: Guests will enjoy the contem-

porary comfort, the location right in the 
festival area and the green surroundings 
of the hotel. The restaurant and café 
“Symphony” with beautiful garden terrace 
serves regional and international delica-
cies. 6 meeting rooms provide the perfect 
setting for events at Lake Constance. 

The 94 modern comfort rooms are equip-
ped with bath/WC, hairdryer, flatscreen 
Sat- & Pay-TV, minibar, safe, coffee/tea set 
and free Wi-Fi.

Duration: 4 days

Get to know the city on the border triangle that attracts 
culturally as well as in a scenic way. A diverse cultural and 
culinary offer awaits you! 

 DAY 1  Arrival in Bregenz

 Afternoon   Arrival at your hotel in Bregenz. 

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

Exploring Austria’s westernmost provincial capital

Your date with Bregenz

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Bregenz. 

 DAY 2  Bregenz

 Morning   After breakfast, discover the capital of Vorarlberg in the course of a city 
walk. Learn about the history of the cultural capital on the Lake 
Constance and enjoy walking past historic old houses and attractions 
such as the St. Martin’s Tower and the Bregenz Kunsthaus while liste-
ning to your guide’s anecdotes. 

   Conclude your city walk with a wine and cheese tasting session.

   Lunch at a local restaurant.

 Afternoon   In the afternoon, enjoy a cable car ride up to the mount Pfänder. From 
the 1,064 meter local mountain, you will have stunning views over Lake 
Constance, the city of Bregenz as well as the Bregenzerwald and other 
mountain ranges.

   The rest of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure. 

 Evening   Dinner at a local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Bregenz. 

 DAY 3 Bregenz

 Morning   After breakfast, visit to the Vorarlberg Museum. The rest of the morning 
is yours to spend at leisure. 

   Lunch at a local restaurant.  

 Afternoon   Embark your ship and enjoy a panoramic boat tour on Lake Constance.

 Evening   Farewell dinner at a traditional restaurant in Bregenz. 

   Overnight stay in Bregenz.  

 DAY 4 Departure Bregenz

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey! 

   Have a safe trip!

Bregenzer Festspiele Magic Flute 2013 © A. Ga·ner, Vorarlberg Tourismus

Bregenz harbour © 
Österreich Werbung, 
Popp Hackner
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Germany

The country of fairy-tale castles and  
scenic splendor 
With the most beautiful fairy-tale castles, the stunning Rhine River, the mythical Black  
Forest and its historic cities, Germany never fails to enchant.

Germany's capital Berlin attracts with 
various museums and monuments and is 
home to the largest open-air gallery in the 
world – the East Side Gallery. 

Leading from the town of Würzburg to 
Füssen in the Allgäu, the Romantic Road 
greatly rewards its visitors with treasures 
such as magnificent stately homes and 
romantic medieval timber-framed houses. 

Munich, the pride of Bavaria, is home to 
the Oktoberfest, the world’s largest and 
most famous folk festival. When in Munich 
it is therefore almost inevitable to visit 
one of the numerous beer halls or beer 
gardens. And the German cuisine is just as 
diverse as the regions in which it is made. 
From old-fashioned taverns serving the 
real German Pretzel or a delicious “Sau-
erbraten” (marinated roast), to star-rated 
restaurants focusing on international 
cuisine.  

Today, life in Germany is subject to a great 
diversity of cultural influences. It can 
generally be described as modern and 
cosmopolitan with a people that is always 
up for festivities. 

 

Neuschwanstein © Deutsche Zentrale für Tourismus e.V., Cowin Andrew

Germany
Berlin

Sylt © Tourismus-Agentur Schweswig-Hostein GmbH, Koenig

CAPITAL
Berlin

LANGUAGE
German

CURRENCY
EURO €
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Germany  >  Tours

Duration:  7 days

Cities visited:  Potsdam, Dresden, Nuremberg, Munich 

As the name suggests, your journey takes you across Germany 
– a unique combination of five cities, with many historical, 
cultural as well as culinary highlights.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Berlin   

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Berlin.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 2 Berlin 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a panoramic city tour including some of the most 
interesting sights.

   Following the tour, you visit the Mauermuseum at the former Check-
point Charlie.

   Lunch at local restaurant in Berlin.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 3 Berlin-(Potsdam)-Dresden    

 Morning  After breakfast check out and transfer to Potsdam to visit the Sanssouci 
Palace, the former residence of Prussian monarchs. Afterwards, you will 
have the opportunity to explore Potsdam city – the capital of Branden-
burg; here you will be able to admire the Dutch Quarter, the Russian 
Colony (Alexandrowka) as well as the City Palace.

   Lunch on your own in Potsdam.

 Afternoon  Onward journey to Dresden. The remainder of the day is yours to spend 
at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Dresden.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2

Panoramic City Tour
You will see the historical Berlin with Kurfür-
stendamm, Memorial Church, Europe Centre, 
Victory Column, Reichstag, Brandenburg Gate, 
Boulevard Unter den Linden, the Alte Wache (Old 
Gate House), the Princes & Princesses Palace, the 
Schlossbrücke (Palace Bridge), the Old Museum, the 
Nikolai quarter (cradle of Berlin), Friedrichstraße 
with Gendarmenmarkt and the new Berlin.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 3

Sanssouci Palace 
Sanssouci Palace, the former residence of Prussian 
monarchs will impress you with its magnificent 
interiors, as well as its beautiful park. Very worth 
seeing is the originally preserved interior decorati-
on from the 18th century.

GERMANY
Dresden

Nuremberg

Munich

Potsdam

Berlin

Right Across Germany

From Berlin via Dresden and Nuremberg to Munich 

© visitBerlin, P. KoschelKoenig

© Deutsche Zentrale  
für Tourismus e.V., Scherf

Berlin skyline © visitBerlin, Philip Koschel
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 DAY 4 Dresden-Nuremberg 

 Morning  After breakfast, walking tour of the beautiful historical city centre of 
Dresden. This tour will take you past some of the most important attrac-
tions of Dresden such as the Semper opera, Zwinger, Dresden Church of 
Our Lady, the Procession of princes, the Brühlsche Terrace, and many more.

   Lunch on your own in Dresden.

 Afternoon  Transfer to Nuremberg. The remainder of the afternoon is yours to 
spend at leisure.

 Evening   Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Nuremberg.

 DAY 5 Nuremberg-Munich

 Morning   After breakfast you can enjoy the medieval history of the old town of 
Nuremberg, taking you back to the year 980. 

   Among others, you will see the Market place with its beautiful fountain, 
the Sebaldus Church place and the Imperial Castle. 

   Afterwards you will jump into the 1930ies by visiting the NAZI Rally 
Grounds and Parade Street, the Documentation Centre Museum and the 
Nuremberg Trials Court House.

   Lunch on your own in Nuremberg. 

 Afternoon   Transfer to Munich. The remainder of the afternoon is yours to spend at 
leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Munich.

 DAY 6 Munich 

 Morning   After breakfast you will see the major sightseeing hotspots of Munich in 
the course of a walking tour. If there is still time left you will also visit 
the English Gardens. There is so much to see in this endless park, such as 
the boating lake, four beer gardens, a Chinese Pagoda and a Greek 
Temple. 

   Lunch on your own in the centre of Munich.

 Afternoon   The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening   Farewell dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Munich.

 DAY 7 Departure from Munich 

 Morning   After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

Berlin © Maridav-Fotolia.com 

© congress & Tourismus Zentrale Nürnberg

© Deutsche Zentrale für Tourismus e.V, A. Cowin
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Germany  >  Munich 

Metropolis and green oasis  
Places to see
Brandenburg Gate, Reichstag, East Side 
Gallery, Museums Insel (Museum Island), 
TV Tower, Potsdam Square, Victory Co-
lumn, Holocaust Memorial, Checkpoint 
Charlie, Mauermuseum, Gendarmen-
markt, Berlin Zoo, Berlin Dome, Charlotten-
burg Palace, Memorial and Documentation 
Centre Berlin Wall

Famous for
Culture, culinary art, activities and sports 
(skiing/snowboarding, hiking, biking, 
golfing)

About Munich
The Cathedral of Our Lady, the so-called 
“Frauenkirche” is the landmark of Munich- 
and only one of the numerous historical 
and contemporary attractions of the 
Bavarian capital.  

Culturally very interesting are the so-called 
Pinakotheken with one of the world's 
largest museums of fine arts. In Munich's 
pedestrian area one can find top designers 
and department stores next to traditio-
nal small shops and the popular Munich 
Viktualienmarket – one of Europe's most 
beautiful markets. “A Mass and half a 
White Veal Sausage” – the typical Munich 
lifestyle can be encounterwed away from 
the big city, in the English Garden, Europe's 
largest city park, in the green pastures of 
the Isar, and of course in the everywhere 
famous beer gardens: those maintain a 
long tradition and are an essential part 
of Munich's gastronomic culture. For no 
other reason the Hofbräuhaus is probably 
the world's most famous beer house and 
one of the most popular institutions of 
Munich – equally the annually Oktober-
fest, the largest (beer) festival in the world.

© Arnd Drifte, fotolia.com

   © Jürgen Effner, Fotolia.com 

Berlin

Munich

Munich  
GERMANY

PROVINCE
Bavaria  

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Munich Airport 
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Duration: 4 days

Discover Munich on the traces of the barley juice, immerse 
yourself into the world of cosy brewery houses and beer 
gardens and try exceptional types of beer.

 DAY 1  Arrival in Munich  

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Munich.  
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Munich.

 DAY 2 Innsbruck 

 Morning  After breakfast you stroll through the city centre of Munich and get to 
know the places that were famous for their art of brewing in the 15th 
century already. Learn more about the special relationship of the Bava-
rian citizens to beer and try one or the other glass of barley juice.  
Enjoy a lusty lunch at one of the traditional restaurants or brewery houses.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you visit the Beer- and Oktoberfest Museum. Following 
enjoy some time on your own.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Munich.

 DAY 3 Munich 

 Morning  The morning is yours to spend at leisure.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you visit the Hofbräu Munich and enjoy a tour through 
the brewery.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional brewery house. 
Overnight stay in Munich.

 DAY 4 Departure from Munich 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 
Have a safe trip!

Hops and Malt: The Art of Brewing in Munich Your Date with Munich 

The Bavarian Capital and its long 
tradition of brewing 

Discovering Bavaria’s cosy capital

Duration:  3 days

The Bavarian capital offers a variety of facets. Be it 
the most famous attractions such as the Marienplatz, 
Viktualienmarket, Hofbräuhaus, Nymphenburg Palace, the 
Church of Our Lady, the modern Munich with the soccer 
temple Allianz Arena, the New Pinakothek or the cosy, 
traditional Munich with its Bier gardens and breweries – 
Munich serves everyone's wants and needs!

 DAY 1 Arrival in Munich  

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Munich.  
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Munich.

 DAY 2 Munich 

 Morning  After breakfast you enjoy a panoramic city tour with following walking 
tour through the old town of Munich.  
Lunch on your own at one of the various cafes and restaurants in the city 
centre.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon enjoy a visit to the old and new Pinakothek.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Munich.

 DAY 3 Munich 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 
Have a safe trip!

Meeting and Event Location Tipp: 
KEMPINSKI HOTEL BERCHTESGADEN  

Kempinski Hotel Berchtesgaden is loca-
ted in the surroundings the Berchtesga-
dener Land, a region of natural beauty 
featuring majestic mountains such as 
the Watzmann massif and crystal clear 
lakes. Some 250 acres of land offer 
space for exciting incentives, classy ga-
las or concerts. Also, the 43,000 sqf 
open-air event area, located only two 
hundred yards from the hotel entrance, 
is available for exclusive functions.

Susanne Elser”

© A Kupka
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Bayerischer Hof ***** 
• Luxury at the highest level in the heart of Munich  

Location: The hotel is located in the heart 
of the city on Promenadenplatz square, 
just a short walk from the opera house, 
the Cathedral Church of Our Lady and 
various museums. Subway: Marienplatz or 
Odeonsplatz 600m.

Rooms: Bayerischer Hof features 340 
rooms and suites, all individually designed 
in various styles with luxury appoint-
ments. 
Our various and individual styles Laura 
Ashley, Colonial Style, Cosmopolitan Style 
and Pilati Style are available in all room 
categories and give us the chance to find a 
suitable room for every guest. All spacious 
rooms are equipped with a Samsung flat-
screen TV with wireless keyboard and WiFi.

Facilities: This centrally located, historic 
5-star hotel offers 5 gourmet restaurants, 

6 bars and an exclusive spa with rooftop 
pool.  
Dining facilities include the Michelin-star 
“Atelier” Restaurant, the “Palais Cellar” 
offering Bavarian specialties as well as the 
“Polynesian-style Trader Vic's” restaurant 
and the “Garden”, luring with classics and 
brasserie dishes. Those seeking health 
and beauty retreats are invited to enjoy 
the 1,300sq-m large Wellness area “Blue 
Spa” with a unique view over the rooftops 
of Munich. The “Blue Spa” features a pool 
with sliding glass roof, a steam bath, 
saunas, a solarium, a sun terrace, as well 
as a gym. There is also a beauty centre and 
hairdressing salon in house. 

For various events and meetings the hotel 
offers 40 air-conditioned banquet and 
function rooms. 

BMW WELT 

Explore the BMW Welt in the North of 
Munich in close vicinity to Group Head-
quarters – world of experience, 
 production processes at the BMW 
Group Plant and a new display of both 
tradition and future trends at the BMW 
Museum. Take a trip from the past into 
the future: experience the fascination 
of BMW company, brand and product 
history going back 90 years.

ENGLISH GARDEN 

The English Garden, one of the largest 
urban parks in the world, was given 
the name English Garden due to its 
layout in the typical style of an English 
country park. Today the English Gar-
den is one of Munich’s most important 
local recreation areas. On the southern 
end of the park on an artificial island, 
the Japanese teahouse attracts visitors 
from all around the world. 

Andrea  
Wipplinger
”Julia Kulikova”

Harry's Home Munich
• shopping, entertainment, business & hotel – a one stop shop 

• perfect connection to public transport

Location: The hotel in the district Moosach 
is located just at the city train to the 
airport and on the subway U3, which takes 
guests in about 15 minutes to the city 
center. The hotel is also accessible from 
the A9, A8 and A96 motorways. Directly at 
the hotel there is a shopping center with 
numerous shops and restaurants.

Facilities: Harry's Home Munich offers 
a light decor hotel lobby with reception. 

Meeting point for Harry's breakfast is the 
“living room” with library, large TV, internet 
station and regulars' table.

The 125 spacious and stylish studios are 
tastefully equipped with bath or shower/
toilet, hairdryer, air conditioning, flat-
screen satellite TV, minibar, safe, and free 
Wi-Fi as well as a walk-in closet and a large 
desk. The business Studios (27sqm) also 
feature a fully equipped kitchenette.
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Germany  >  Berlin 

City of unlimited possibilities  
Places to see
Brandenburg Gate, TV Tower, Reichstag, 
Museumsinsel (Museum Island), East 
Side Gallery, Gendarmenmarkt, Potsdam 
Square, Berlin Zoo, Checkpoint Charlie, Ber-
lin Dome, Charlottenburg Palace, Victory 
Column, DDR Museum, Currywurst Muse-
um, Holocaust Memorial, Topography of 
Terror, Trabi Museum, Sans Souci Palace, 
Hackesche Höfe, Jewish Museum

Famous for
Art and culture, culinary art

As one of the most visited cities in Europe, 
Berlin is very popular with tourists from 
around the world, both for its historic 
landmarks, as well as for its versatile 
artistic and cultural life. 

This city has more museums than rainy 
days. Berlin offers a variety of cabarets, 
festivals and cultural events, which have 
the rear houses and farms around the Ha-
ckescher Markt as a scene. The city is pure 
history and yet the past and present are as 
close as never. Berlin enjoys the reputation 
of a political and cultural centre and very 
intensely reflects German history – the 
Brandenburg Gate and Checkpoint Charlie 
are such impressive reminders. 
Wonderful views over the whole metropo-
lis can be enjoyed from both the TV tower 
as well as from the observation deck of 
the Victory Column. The longest open-air 
gallery in the world, the East Side Gallery, 
as well as Europe's largest department 
store and Germany's tallest building can 
be found in Berlin.

Brandenburg Gate © visitBerlin, Foto Wolfgang Scholvien

© visitBerlin, Grothaus

Berlin 
GERMANY

PROVINCE
Berlin   

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Berlin Tegel Airport,  

Berlin Schönefeld Airport 
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Duration:  4 days

A way of visiting Berlin! Discover the culinary Berlin and 
immerse yourself into the Berlin, as it really is: honest, 
authentic, exciting and above all lovable. Besides the most 
important attractions, you will also be shown those places, 
where you stumble upon the true, authentic Berlin – the 
Berlin of “Currybuden”, & Co. 

 DAY 1 Arrival in Berlin 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Berlin. 
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 2 Berlin 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a culinary city tour through Berlin. Besides the 
most important attractions (from the outside) such as Alexanderplatz, 
TV Tower, Brandenburg Gate, Friedrichstraße, Kurfürstendamm, Bundes-
tag and Reichstagskuppel, etc. you will be shown little cosy Cafés, shops 
and factories in Berlins courtyards. At selected locations you will have 
the opportunity to taste regional specialties and learn about the traditi-
onal Berlin cuisine. 
Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you learn more about the famous Currywurst and enjoy 
a visit to the Currywurst Museum.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional Berlin-type restaurant. 
Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 3 Berlin 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a culinary walk through Berlin-Kreuzberg. During a 
tour through the borough of Kreuzberg you visit the Markthalle Neun 
(Markethall Nine), which especially offers bio-products, try yourself! 
Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon   The relationship between sausage and beer? The meaning behind “a 
Weiße mit Strippe”? In the course of a brewery tour through a private 
brewery in Berlin you will get answers to all these questions – tasting 
sessions included.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional tavern. 
Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 4 Departure from Berlin 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 
Have a safe trip!

Duration:  4 days

The traces of Berlin's moving history are visible on many 
pinches and scrapes of the city. Explore Berlin on the traces 
of the GDR and experience more about life as it used to be 
during the GDR: discover the famous buildings made with 
precast concrete slabs on Avenue Karl-Marx, take a seat in a 
Trabi and pass Berlin's most famous checkpoint, Checkpoint 
Charlie.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Berlin 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Berlin. 
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 2 Berlin 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a panoramic city tour that provides you with an 
introduction to the structure of the German capital. It takes you past 
attractions such as the Brandenburger Gate, the Victory Column, Reichs-
tag, Alexanderplatz with the TV tower, etc. The tour leads you along the 
GDR-buildings made with precast concrete slabs on Avenue Karl-Marx 
towards Berlin-Mitte where you will visit the GDR Museum.  
Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is dedicated to a walking tour along the former Berlin 
Wall. During the tour along the former course of the Berlin Wall you will 
discover some leftovers of the Wall, Memorials and former watchtowers. 
The tour leads you from the East Side Gallery via Friedrichshain to 
Checkpoint Charlie. 
Visit to the Berlin Wall Museum at Checkpoint Charlie.  

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional Berlin-type restaurant. 
Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 3 Berlin 

 Morning  After breakfast visit to the Trabi Museum. The rest of the day is yours to 
spend at leisure.

 Afternoon   The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Before dinner you visit the view point at the TV tower on Alexanderplatz. 
Then enjoy your dinner at a local restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 4 Departure from Berlin 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 
Have a safe trip!

A trip to the former “divided” city Berlin as it could not be more authentic 

Berlin on the Traces of the GDR Currywurst, Boulette and Berliner Weiße

EAST SIDE GALLERY 

The monument East Side Gallery is a 
permanent open-air gallery along the 
longest remaining section of the Berlin 
Wall. The 1316 meter long wall was 
designed by 118 artists from 21 coun-
tries and shines in the brightest colours. 
The East Side Gallery is a lasting expres-
sion of freedom and reconciliation and 
for those interested on discovering Ber-
lin on the traces of the GDR, a must-
see. 

Clara Driussi”

© Currywurst  
Museum
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MONKEY BAR AT THE 25HOURS BIKINI 

The name says it all. With an incredible 
view over the Berlin Zoo and its monkey 
compound, the top floor Monkey Bar is 
the hot spot after dusk. A selection of 
international drinks and fine wines as 
well as bar snacks from the NENI kit-
chen are served. Live music events and 
DJ lines take care of the guests’ musical 
well-being. Looking for a unique Event-
location? Upon request, the bar can be 
booked exclusively and has direct access 
via elevator from street level. 

Mario Szankovich”

Duration:  5 days

Visit the German capital Berlin and the Prussian residence 
Potsdam, awaiting you with magnificent Baroque buildings, 
palaces and gardens.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Berlin 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Berlin.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 2 Berlin 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a panoramic city tour that provides you with an 

introduction to the structure of the German capital. It takes you past 
attractions such as the Brandenburger Gate, the Victory Column, Reichs-
tag, Alexanderplatz with the TV tower, etc.

   Then you discover Berlin on foot and stroll along the Kurfürstendamm 
passing by the Kaufhaus des Westens to the Potsdamer Platz and the 
Brandenburger Gate.

   Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional Berlin-type restaurant.

   Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 3 Berlin: Excursion to Potsdam 

 Morning  After breakfast, start your excurison to Potsdam with visit to the famous 
Sanssouci Palace and a walking tour through Potsdam.

   Lunch at local restaurant in the course of the excursion.

 Afternoon   Arrival back in Berlin in the late afternoon.

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 4 Berlin 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a visit to the famous Pergamonmuseum at the 
Museumisland.

   Following enjoy a stroll along Friedrichstraße to the most famous Check-
point – Checkpiont Charlie. 

   Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon   The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening   Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Berlin.

 DAY 5 Departure from Berlin 

 Morning   After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 

   Have a safe trip!

The German Capital and the Prussian Residence 

Berlin and Potsdam

25hours Bikini ****
• Rooftop terrace 
Location: The trendy hotel boasts views of 
Berlin's Kurfürstendamm shopping street 
area. Subway: Zoologischer Garten 450m.

Facilities: This stylish hotel is just as 
diverse as Berlin itself. The hotel features 
149 air-conditioned rooms, free MINI 
and bike rental and free Wi-Fi. Culinary 
delights are offered at Restaurant “Neni” 
in the 10th floor of the Hotel. The top 
floor “Monkey Bar” with panoramic view 
and sundowner terrace is the hot spot 
after dusk. Moreover 25hours Hotel Bikini 
disposes of meeting space for up to 100 
people, a bakery, free high-speed WIFI 
(even on the go) and a sauna with a view 
of the Berlin Zoo.  

Hotel Adlon Kempinski *****
• 900 square metre spa in the heart of Berlin 

Location: Located in the very heart of the 
vibrant city of Berlin, right next to the 
famous Brandenburg Gate. Many sights 
are easily accessible on foot or by public 
transport. Subway: Brandenburger Tor 
100m.

Rooms: Enjoy pure luxury in one of the 
385 elegantly designed rooms and suites 
equipped with bath or shower/WC, hair-
dryer air-condition, telephone, flat-screen 
TV, laptop-size safe, entertainment cen-
tre, free iPad usage, working desk, Wi-Fi, 
minibar.    

Facilities: With state-of-the-art facilities 
such as a double Michelin-star restaurant 
and a 900sq-m spa spread over three 
levels, Hotel Adlon Kempinski forms the 
quintessence of luxury lodging in Berlin. 
“The Adlon Spa by Resense” invites with 
pleasant Ayurveda treatments as well as a 
neoclassical indoor pool, sauna and an 800 
sq-m gym. Further amenities at the Adlon 
Kempinski include 15 multifunctional 
meeting rooms with natural daylight, free 
Wi-Fi and High-speed internet access. 

Jungle-Room zoo view

© www.vista-berlin.de, 
Claus Boeckh
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KREUZBERG AND NEUKÖLLN

The districts of Kreuzberg and Neu-
kölln are best known for their night-
life, but recently, several stylish bars 
have notably elevated the ‘liquid art’ 
scene. Even the fanciest bars are de-
lightfully open to all. Also, when in 
the Kreuzberg area, a visit to one of 
Berlin’s oldest “Currywurst” stands is 
a must – Curry 36 at Mehringdamm 
36, corner of Yorckstraße. 

TRABI SAFARI 

There is nothing about a scenic drive 
through Berlin in the cult car of the 
former GDR. Start your panoramic 
city drive after a short introduction 
of the four-gear manual transmissi-
on revolver. After the tour, every dri-
ver receives their own personal “Tra-
bi-driving license”. Those who want 
to know more about the Trabi a visit 
to the Trabi Museum is inevitable. 

Doris  
Sequeira Seidl
”Karin Reinberger”

Kempinski Hotel 
Bristol Berlin *****
• Bristol Spa with 18m pool
Location: In the city center of Berlin on the 
famous shopping boulevard Kurfürsten-
damm. Subway: Uhlandstraße 300m.

Facilities: The traditional luxury hotel with 
301 air-conditioned rooms and suites 
offers culinary delights at the gourmet 
restaurant “Kempinski Grill”, one of the 
oldest and most famous restaurants of the 
city, the restaurant “Reinhard's am Kurfür-
stendamm” with a splendid terrace and the 
stylish Bristol Bar. Further amenities at the 
hotel include a spa with pool and sauna, 10 
conference rooms for up to 500 people and 
a quiet summer garden. Free Wi-Fi 

ARCOTEL John F ****
• 900sqm spa
Location: The hotel is located right next to 
the Foreign Office and is therefore a few 
minutes away from the famous Friedrich-
straße, Museum Island and the Unter den 
Linden Boulevard. Subway: Hausvogteip-
latz 300m.

Facilities: The stylish ambiance of the 
“Foreign Affairs” restaurant invites to linger 
and enjoy. Beers, wines, cocktails and a ran-
ge of non-alcoholic drinks can be enjoyed 
at the stylish Town Bar. ARCOTEL John F 
offers 190 rooms, a spa and gym overloo-
king the green courtyard and featuring a 
Finnish sauna, steam room and relaxation 
area. Further amenities include a 242sqm 
conference area and a business centre.

Estrel Hotel Berlin **** Superior
• Las Vegas feeling in the adjacent Festival Center

Location: Located in Berlin-Neukölln 
directly on the waterway canal. The center 
of Berlin can be easily reached by public 
transportation. Subay: Sonnenallee 130m.

Facilities: The privately-run hotel is the 
largest hotel in Germany and pays special 
attention to personal service. Guests of 
the Estrel Hotel can choose from 1,125 
rooms and suites appointed with distin-
guished taste. The timeless, contemporary 
design of the rooms provides holidayma-
kers and experienced travelers alike with 
the comfort features they expect. The 
vibrant heart of the hotel, the light-filled 
lobby, provides four international restau-
rants and three bars. In addition, the Estrel 
has a summer garden with its own landing 

pier, from where sight-seeing and boat 
tours are on offer. 
The hotel is adjoined to the Estrel Congress 
Center, which covers a space of 25,000 
sqm and houses more than 75 conference 
rooms providing the ideal conditions for 
events of any kind and size. 
Above all, the Estrel is also renowned for 
its first-class entertainment program 
“Stars in Concert”. Six impersonators like 
Elvis Presley, Amy Winehouse, Whitney 
Houston or Robbie Williams, perform live 
on stage. Show specials such as the ABBA 
story “Thank You for the Music”, “Elvis – 
The Musical”, “All You Need Is Love!” – The 
Beatles Musical and many more, supple-
ment the entertainment program.

Superior Room
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Czech Republic

Land of Stories
From the medieval cobbles of Ceský Krumlov in Southern Bohemia or the history-charged 
Kutná Hora to the architectural splendour of Prague – the Czech Republic offers a multitude of 
stunning sights and cultural and natural encounters. 

In the countryside, castles and palaces 
abound, and lush, green pastures emerge. 
Czech heritage and history can be found 
at every turn – be it in the laidback historic 
towns, the castles, churches or monaste-
ries.

Famous brewery regions such as Plzen 
or Cesky Budejovice produces some of 
the world's best beers and are not to be 
missed. 

The UNESCO listed Prague offers an intact 
medieval old town transporting visitors 
500 years back. Prague Castle enjoys im-
perious views over the city of Franz Kafka. 
One of Prague's most beautiful sights is 
the 14th-century Charles Bridge, connec-
ting the old town with the lesser town. 

Located in the North-West of the country, 
the town of Marienbad is a true historic 
jewel with aristocratic houses, churches, 
spas and green parks.  

Sapphire Stream © 2016 CzechTourism, Jan Strakos

Prague Czech Republic 

Prague © 2016 CzechTourism, D. Veselkov

CAPITAL
Prague

LANGUAGE
Czech

CURRENCY
Czech Koruna (CZK) Kč
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY 2

Prague Castle (Hrad,schin) 
Situated on mount Hradschin, Prague Castle for 
over 1000 years, has been forming the political and 
cultural center not only of the city but also of the 
whole country. With its three castle-courtyards Pra-
gue Castle is said to be the largest enclosed castle 
area. Prague castle complex counts several sights 
such as the famous St. Vitus Cathedral, the Nati-
onal gallery or the golden lane. Definitely, Prague 
castle is a must for every Prague-visitor.

HIGHLIGHTS DAY 4

Kutná Hora and Hrádek 
The historic city centre with the late-gothic St. 
Barbara's Church and the baroque gothic Cathedral 
of Our Lady, with the Czech Museum of Silver and 
the Medieval Silver Mine. A tour through the Me-
dieval Silver Mine will introduce the whole process 
through which the silver ore had passed until a 
silver coin was struck. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF DAY 5

Cesky Budejovice and Cesky Krumlov 
Elegant bourgeois houses edge one of Europe's 
biggest market places, an excellent brewery – Ces-
ky Budejovice is a city that has preserved its historic 
character though the centuries. After a leisurely st-
roll through the city centre you will enjoy a guided 
tour through the brewery. The tour then continues 
to the picturesque town of Cesky Krumlov with its 
impressive castle and then back to Prague.

Duration:  7 days 

Cities visited: Prague, Kutná Hora, Krumau, Karlstejn  

Among the numerous art- and cultural treasures of the Czech 
Republic are twelve cultural and natural monuments that are 
recognized by the UNESCO as World Heritage Sites. 

 DAY 1 Arrival in Prague 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Prague.  
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 2 Prague 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy an extensive walking tour through the old town. 
Enjoy lunch at a traditional restaurant in the old town.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon, visit to the Prague Castle District and Strahov  
Monastery.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 3 Prague 

 Morning  After breakfast discover the Jewish heritage of Prague and enjoy a 
walking tour through the Jewish quarter. 
Lunch at a restaurant in the old town of Prague.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 4 Excursion to Kutná Hora and Hrádek 

 Morning  After breakfast start your excursion to the UNESCO city Kutná Hora and 
to Hrádek. Lunch at a traditional restaurant in the course of the tour.

 Afternoon  Arrival back in Prague in the late afternoon. Balance afternoon at leisure.

 Evening   Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 5 Prague: Excursion to Ceske Budejovice and Ceske Krumlov 

 Morning  After breakfast start your excursion to Budweis and to the UNESCO city 
Cesky Krumlov. Lunch at a traditional restaurant in the course of the tour.

 Afternoon   In the late afternoon you start the journey back to Prague.

 Evening   Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 6 Prague: Excursion to Karlstejn 

 Morning   After breakfast enjoy an excursion to Karlstejn with visit to the UNESCO 
World Heritage Site Karlstejn Castle. 
Lunch at local restaurant in the course of the excursion.

 Afternoon   In the afternoon, arrival back in Prague. 
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening   Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 7 Departure from Prague 

 Morning  After breakfast, start your homeward journey.  

CZECH REPUBLIC

Krumau

Karlstejn Kutná Hora

Prague

Bohemian World Cultural Heritage   

Prague UNESCO Tour 

Charles Bridge © CzechTourism, Libor Svacek

© Prague City Tourism

© CzechTourism, L. Svacek

© 2016 CzechTourism, Marvan
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The golden city   
Places to see
Charles Bridge, Prague Castle, Golden Lane 
at Prague Castle, Jewish Quarter Josefov, 
Jindrisska Tower, Old Town Square, Old 
Town Hall Tower and Astronomical Clock, 
Lobkowicz Palace at Prague Castle, Loreta, 
Powder Tower, Prague State Opera, St. 
Vitus Cathedral at Prague Castle, Strahov 
Monastery, River Vltava, Wenceslas Square, 
Tyn Church, Jewish Museum, Dancing 
House 

Famous for
Culture and art, culinary art

About Prague
They all have influenced the “Golden 
City” or the “City of one hundred towers” 
in their respective way. Prague's history 
dates back over 1,000 years and, unlike 

other European cities, the always preser-
ved ancient cityscape of this metropolis 
conveys a sense of life, that one usually 
keeps searching for in other European 
cities – always accompanied by a little bit 
of melancholy. 
The breathtaking view of the glistening 
water of the river Vltava with the famous 
Charles Bridge and Prague Castle high 
 above the city, speak for themselves. 
The centre of Prague is characterized by a 
wide range of buildings of all architectural 
styles – Romanesque, Gothic, Baroque, 
Renaissance, Art Nouveau, Classicist and 
modern buildings. This exactly makes 
Prague a Mecca for painters and photo-
graphers. 
Winding medieval alleys like the Golden 
Lane invite to take a stroll through cen-
turies and a boat ride on the river Vltava 
makes a stay in Prague unforgettable.

© Prague City Tourism

© Prague City Tourism

Prague 
CZECH REPUBLIC 

PROVINCE
Hlavní mesto Praha     

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Prague Airport
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Duration:  4 days 

Hardly any other city combines so harmoniously a rich past 
with sophisticated modernity. Besides the cultural highlights, 
you will also enjoy culinary delights, the authentic czech 
cuisine and the world famous beer.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Prague 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Prague.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 2 Prague 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy an extensive walking tour through the old town of 
Prague.

   Enjoy lunch at a traditional restaurant in the old town.

 Afternoon  Transfer to Pilsen with following visit to the Pilsen Urquell Brewery.

 Evening  Dinner in Prague or at a traditional restaurant in Pilsen.

   Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 3 Prague

 Morning  After breakfast visit to the Prague Castle District. 

   Lunch on your own in the old town of Prague.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon enjoy a culinary city walk through the old town of 
Prague. Discover and taste the Czech cuisine. 

   Tastings included!

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 4 Departure from Prague  

 Morning  After breakfast, start your homeward journey. 

   Have a safe trip!

Duration:  4 days

The historic and beautiful city of Prague, also known as 
the Golden City, attracts with churches, historic bridges, a 
charming old town and picturesque alleys. Immerse yourself 
into the thousand-year-old history of Prague and discover the 
highlights of the Czech capital.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Prague 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Prague. 

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 2 Prague 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a walking tour of the old town of Prague. You pass 
by attractions such as the Old Town Square, Old Town Hall with the 
Astronomic Clock, the Powdertower, Charlesbridge and many more. 
Afterwards discover the Prague Castle District.

   Lunch on your own in one of the numerous restaurants and cafes in the 
old town of Prague.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure. 

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel with following perfor-
mance of the Blacklight Theatre.

   Overnight stay in Prague.

 DAY 3 Prague: Excursion to Karlstejn 

 Morning  After breakfast you explore the Jewish Quarter Josefov. Afterwards enjoy 
lunch on your own in the old town.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you take an excursion to Karlstejn where you visit 
Karlstejn Castle.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Innsbruck.

 DAY 4 Departure from Prague  

 Morning  After breakfast, start your homeward journey. 

   Have a safe trip!

Discovering the culinary delicacies of Prague 

Prague: Culture and Culinary Art 

The must-sees of the Golden City 

Prague Highlights
© Prague City Tourism

© Prague  
City Tourism
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Ambassador – 
Zlata Husa *****
• pure luxury
Location: Located on the pedestrian zone 
in the center of Prague on the famous 
Wenceslas Square directly in the cultural 
and commercial heart of the city. Subway: 
Mustek 50m.

Facilities: The hotel provides 162 air-
conditioned, tastefully furnished luxury 
rooms and suites, equipped with spacious 
marble bathrooms. The restaurant serves 
traditional Czech cuisine and the lobby 
bar with summer terrace overlooking the 
Wenceslas Square offers excellent interna-
tional cuisine with an extensive choice of 
unique wines. 

JEWISH QUARTER JOSEFOV 

The Prague Jewish-town developed in 
the 13th century and with the old 
Jewish cemetery, six Synagogues and 
a Jewish Town Hall it is one of the 
most valuable memorials of the Je-
wish Europe. The Jewish quarter Jose-
fov is a place one should certainly not 
leave out when strolling through the 
“Golden City”. 

Eleanora Barajev”

Falkensteiner Hotel Maria Prag ****
• tradition & modernity close to Wenceslas Square

• Acquapura City Spa with sauna

Location: The hotel is situated opposite 
the central station. It is perfectly located 
in the very heart of the Prague city center, 
within a short walking distance of Prague's 
premiere sightseeing locations, such as the 
Powder Tower, the Old Town Square with 
its Astronomical Clock, the Charles Bridge 
and Wenceslas Square. Supermarket: 
100m. Subway: Hlavní Nádrazí 200m.

Facilities: The hotel offers a classical 
splendor facade and a modern and inno-
vative interior design. It features a foyer 

with a 24-hour front desk, a stylish bar, a 
business lounge with Internet access, an à 
la carte restaurant with excellent food, 2 
multifunctional conference rooms and the 
Acquapura City Spa – a small spa with sau-
na, steam room and fitness area. Lift and 
free Wi-Fi available. The 109 non-smoking 
rooms are tastefully and functionally de-
corated and feature wooden floors as well 
as shower/WC, hairdryer, air conditioning, 
satellite TV with radio, safe and Nespresso 
coffee machine.

Four Seasons Hotel Prague ****
• One-of-a-kind building concept in the heart of Prague Old Town 

Location: Four Seasons Hotel Prague is 
perfectly located in the very heart of the 
Old Town of Prague offering views of the 
Prague Castle and Charles Bridge.  
Subway: Staromestska 300m.

Facilities: The hotel perfectly interweaves 
centuries of remarkable history and archi-
tecture with all the conveniences of mo-
dern interior design and technology. 

It features a foyer with a 24-hour front 

desk, a stylish bar, a business lounge with 
Internet access, an à la carte restaurant 
with excellent food, 2 multifunctional con-
ference rooms and the Acquapura City Spa 
– a small spa with sauna, steam room and 
fitness area. Lift and free Wi-Fi available.  
The 157 Old Town luxury hotel rooms are 
non-smoking rooms featuring shower/
WC, hairdryer, make-up mirror, 24-hour in-
room dining, Plasma/LCD screen televisi-
on, DVD player, clock radio, telephone, safe 
as well as a refrigerated private bar.   

Falkensteiner Hotel Grand MedSpa **** 
Mariánské Lázne

• only hotel with outdoor pool in the city

Location: The hotel is just a few footsteps 
away from the famous colonnade and old 
center of Mariánské Lázne. The casino and 
the skiing region are about 20 walking 
minutes away. 6 golf courses are located in 
the immediate vicinity. 

Facilities: The hotel is impresses with a 
stylish architecture. It perfectly combines 
tradition and modernity and features a 
tasteful lobby area with 24h reception 
and bar with live music, a restaurant with 
international and bohemian cuisine, vari-
ous terraces, a library, free Wi-Fi and 164 

comfortable rooms and suites.

Spa: On 2,500sqm the Acquapura SPA and 
wellness area with its own mineral spring 
offers a pool area with heated indoor and 
outdoor pool, active pool and saltwater 
pool as well as separate therapy pools, a 
sauna area with Finnish sauna, bio sauna, 
steam bath and infrared cabin. Against 
payment: Medical treatments, beauty 
department, hairdresser, cardio fitness 
room and gym.

Meals: Rich buffet breakfast. 
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Hungary

Country of diversity 
Located in the very heart of Europe, it has a wealth of culture and history, complemented by a 
language so completely different from its neighbours, that hardly any shared words exist. 

The river Danube dominates the cityscape 
of Budapest, and with its unique pano-
rama of impressive buildings along the 
riverbank contributes to the beauty of 
Hungary's capital.

Sweeping open spaces punctuated with 
storks' nests and old farm houses is what 
to expect when travelling through the 
beautiful Hungarian countryside. The 
natural paradise of Lake Balaton, affection-
ately called as the “Hungarian Sea”, is one 
of Europe's largest freshwater lakes. 

The artists' hotspot of Szentendre with its 
attractive baroque cityscape, or the city 
of Esztergom that played a significantly 
important role in the establishment of the 
Hungarian state, should not be missed 
when in Hungary.

Not to forget the Hungarian cuisine, that 
can be considered a melting pot of the 
continent, with its own original cuisine 
from the Magyar people. Hungarian cui-

sine lures with delights including hearty 
soups such as the Gulyás or Fisherman's 
soup, or stews or luscious cakes and 
pastries such as the Dobos cake or Somlói 
Galuska. 

© Ungarisches Tourismusamt

Hungary Budapest

© Ungarisches Tourismusamt

CAPITAL
Budapest

LANGUAGE
Hungarian

CURRENCY
Hungarian Forint (HUF) Ft
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Duration:  5 days 

Besides the capital Budapest you discover one of the most 
beautiful landscapes in Hungary – the Danubebend. Not 
only the Danubebend offers a breathtaking panorama, but 
also in Budapest, where the river Danube separates the city 
into the mountainous Buda and the flat Pest, one will enjoy 
picturesque landscapes and views. Gaze at natural unique 
that will await you with corresponding flora and fauna, 
Hungarian culture and majestic green woods.   

 DAY 1  Arrival in Budapest 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Budapest. 
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 2 Budapest 

 Morning  After breakfast you discover the classical side of Budapest in the course of 
a panoramic city tour. During the tour you will pass by the characteristic 
attractions such as the Parliament, Heroe's Square, Citadel, Gellért Bath, 
Chainbridge, etc. Following, you visit the Castle District with interior visits 
to Fishermen's Bastion and Matthias Church. Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 3 Budapest: Excursion to the Danube Bend region 

 Morning   After breakfast start your excursion to the picturesque Danube Bend 
region 
Lunch at local restaurant in the course of the tour.

 Afternoon   In the afternoon you return back to Budapest.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 
Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 4 Budapest 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your excursion to Gödöllö where you visit the 
former residence of the Austrian Empress and Hungarian Queen Elizabe-
th Sissi, Gödöllö Palace. 
After your visit to the palace you take a stroll through the park with 
following coffee break.

 Afternoon   Before returning back to Budapest you admire a performance of the 
famous horse herder. 
Balance afternoon at leisure in Budapest.

 Evening  Dinner at a local restaurant. 
Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 5 Departure from Budapest

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey. 
Have a safe trip!

Duration:  5 days 

Let yourself be enchanted by the Hungarian hospitality and 
get to know Hungary from its most beautiful side: Discover 
the charming metropolis Budapest and beautiful landscapes 
and the unspoiled nature of the Puszta. Another highlight of 
your trip is the Balaton, affectionately known as the sea of 
Hungary.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Budapest 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Budapest. 
The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.  
Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 2 Budapest 

 Morning  After breakfast you discover the classical side of Budapest in the course 
of a panoramic city tour. During the tour you will pass by the characteri-
stic attractions such as the Parliament, Heroe's Square, Citadel, Gellért 
Bath, Chainbridge, etc. Following, you visit the Castle District with 
interior visits to Fishermen's Bastion and Matthias Church. Lunch at 
local restaurant.

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant with following Hungarian Folk show.
Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 3 Budapest: Excursion to the Balaton Region 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy an excursion to Europe's largest lake – Lake Balaton.

   Enjoy lunch at local restaurant in the course of the excursion.

 Afternoon   Arrival back in Budapest in the early evening.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 4 Budapest: Excursion to the Danubebend region 

 Morning   After breakfast start your excursion to the picturesque Danubebend 
region.

   Lunch at local restaurant in the course of the tour.

 Afternoon   In the afternoon you return back to Budapest.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 5 Departure from Budapest 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

Urban flair and breath-taking landscapes

Budapest and the Danube Bend 

Budapest, Puszta und CO

Hungary’s Pearls 
puszta show © Mondial

© Ungarisches  
Tourismusamt
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Paris of the East   
Places to see
Parliament, Castle District, Fishermen's 
Bastion, Matthias Church, Heroes' Square, 
Jewish Quarter, Hungarian State Opera, 
House of Terror, Great Synagogue at 
Dohány Street, Chain Bridge, Royal Palace, 
Central Market Hall, Gellért Hill, Andrássy 
Avenue, St. Stephen's Basilica, Shoes on 
the Danube Memorial, Margaret Island, 
Gellért Spa

Famous for
Culture and art, culinary art

About Budapest
Budapest has succeeded in preserving its 
soul, even though the city has been rapidly 
modernised in the recent years. The river 

Danube dominates Budapest's cityscape 
and with its unique panorama of impres-
sive buildings along the riverbank, contri-
butes to the beauty of Hungary's capital. 
Budapest is the outcome of two merging 
city parts – “Buda”, the right mountainous 
riverside and “Pest”, the plane left side. 
Once belonging to the Dual-Monarchy 
Austria-Hungary, Budapest acquired a lot 
from the former capital Vienna – both in 
terms of lifestyle as well as in terms of ar-
chitecture. The historic castle district, Bou-
levard Andássy út – the “Pest Broadway” or 
the fifth district with its vibrant nightlife 
give the city its extraordinary charm. 
Experience a city full of culture, music and 
sightseeing and treat yourself with a rela-
xing day at one of Budapest's numerous 
Thermal baths, 120 in total – another 
feature of the pearl on the Danube!

© rudi1976, Fotolia.com

© Mikko Hyvärinen, Fotolia.com

Budapest  
HUNGARY

PROVINCE
Central Hungary      

CLOSEST AIRPORT
Budapest Airport 
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Duration:  4 days 

From gourmet restaurants to cozy cafes and characteristic 
wine bars – Budapest's culinary scene gets more and more 
interesting. One thing is certain: the Hungarians love 
hearty dishes and feast what their heart desires. Cream and 
shortening are an integral part in the dishes. Taste for yourself 
and get to know Budapest and its culinary specialties.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Budapest 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Budapest.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 2 Budapest 

 Morning  After breakfast you discover the classical side of Budapest in the course 
of a panoramic city tour. During the tour you will pass by the characteri-
stic attractions such as the Parliament, Heroe's Square, Citadel, Gellért 
Bath, Chainbridge, etc. Following, you visit the Castle District with 
interior visits to Fishermen's Bastion and Matthias Church. 

   Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon a culinary walking tour leads you to the Market Hall as 
well as to other hand-picked gourmet venues. Tastings included!

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant.

   Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 3 Budapest

 Morning   The morning is yours to spend at leisure.

 Afternoon   The afternoon is dedicated to a leisurely walk during which you learn 
about Budapest's coffeehouse tradition.

   Following, you visit a traditional coffeehouse and enjoy a coffee break 
with traditional Hungarian pastries.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 4 Departure from Budapest

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

Duration:  4 days 

Budapest was once home to the largest Jewish community 
in Europe and has strongly influenced the city. After centuries 
of turbulent history with the adoration of the Holocaust as a 
low, Budapest even today is a vibrant centre of Jewish culture. 
Discover Budapest in the footsteps of Jewish heritage and 
learn more about Jewish life during past and present, visit 
the most important memorials, synagogues and places of 
Jewish life.

 DAY 1 Arrival in Budapest 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Budapest.

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Welcome dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 2 Budapest 

 Morning  After breakfast you discover the Jewish quarter of Budapest and visit the 
Great Synagogue as well as the Jewish Museum. Furthermore, you take 
a leisurly walk past the Rumbach Synagogue, the Kazinczy Synagogue as 
well as kosher grocery stores and restaurants and you learn more about 
Jewish life in past and present.

   Lunch at local restaurant.

 Afternoon  In the afternoon you take a walk along the Danubebank to the Holo-
caust Memorial, shoes on the Danube.

   The remainder of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 3 Budapest

 Morning   After breakfast you explore the most important sights of Budapest in 
the course of a panoramic city tour.

   Following, you visit the House of Terror Museum.

   Lunch at a traditional restaurant.

 Afternoon   The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Dinner at a traditional restaurant or at your hotel.

   Overnight stay in Budapest.

 DAY 4 Departure from Budapest

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

…more than “only” Paprika, Salami and CO  

Budapest’s Culinary Delicacies

Jewish life – then and now 

Budapest on the traces of Jewry 

© Ungarisches  
Tourismusamt

© Tomo Jesenicnik, 
fotolia.com
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Mercure Korona ****
• the best located hotel
Location: Situated in the heart of the 
city with beautiful surroundings, at the 
entrance of the popular pedestrian area: 
Vaci and Raday street. Thanks to its great 
location, the hotel is a perfect starting 
point to explore the city.

Facilities: The hotel is characterized by 
its excellent location, the high quality 
service and its friendly staff and offers 
420 sound-proof rooms with tea & coffee 
making facilities, a spacious lobby with 
a modern MyBar, MyBridge Loung with a 
unique view, breakfast area, free Wi-Fi, free 
sauna and indoor pool. The hotel is 100% 
smoke free.

Radisson Blu Béke 
Hotel, Budapest ****
• elegant Art Noveau hotel 
Location: The hotel is located in the city 
center, close to the famous Andrassy Street 
and the Opera House. Subway: Railway 
Station 200m. Supermarket: 150m.

Facilities: The hotel features 247 comforta-
ble rooms with individual a/c, laptop safe 
and 24h room service, a gourmet restau-
rant, The Zsolnay Café and Bar – the hotel's 
pearl – with a range of world-famous cake 
creations, a lobby with 24h reception, a 
gift shop, a spa with pool, sauna and gym, 
free Wi-Fi and over 973sqm of event space. 

Kempinski Hotel 
Corvinus *****
• luxurious lifestyle
Location: The hotel is located in the very 
heart of the city, near the major attrac-
tions and the financial district. Subway: 
Deak Ferenc tér 20m.

Facilities: The hotel is the new lifestyle 
and gastronomy destination in Budapest's 
center. It offers among others a Japanese re-
staurant, the stylish NOBU Bar and a unique 
Budapest coffeehouse. The Spa includes 
a heated swimming pool, various saunas, 
fitness center and (at extra charge) a variety 
of massages. The hotel is the right choice 
for any kind of event. 10 meeting rooms are 
ideal for events for up to 450 participants.

NH Budapest City 
****
• close to the Danube
Location: The hotel is centrally but quietly 
located between the Parliament and the 
famous West Train Station, in the imme-
diate vicinity of the West End Shopping 
Centre and the Margaret Island. Subway: 
Nyugati tér 500m. 

Facilities: The hotel features a restaurant, 
a cocktail and wine bar, a cafe bar, 5 multi-
purpose rooms, a business center, a spa 
with sauna and fitness center and free Wi-
Fi. The restaurant impresses with its wide 
selection of traditional Hungarian dishes 
and Mediterranean-international delights. 

ibis Styles Center ***
• design economy hotel 
Location: The hotel is located in the heart 
of Budapest, close to the most crucial tou-
rist attractions and only a few steps away 
from the nearest underground station 
Blaha Lujza tér. In the nearby surroundings 
there are ruin pubs, shopping centers and 
the Keleti railway station. 

Facilities: The hotel offers unique interior 
decorations where the guests enter a 
world of games and feel like in their youth. 
130 non-smoking rooms, free Wi-Fi, a 
snack bar, a breakfast area, meeting rooms 
for up to 150 persons, a kids’ corner and a 
hospitality corner complete the offer. 

ibis Styles City 
Hotel ***
• modern, fresh & young
Location: The hotel is located at the bank 
of the Danube River. It is the perfect loca-
tion with the most comfortable access to 
both the financial and historical parts of 
the city. From here guests can also admire 
a picturesque view over the castle. Tram: 
Boráros tér 120 m. Supermarket: 200m.

Facilities: The 130 air-conditioned and 
unique designed rooms have recently been 
refurbished. The hotel offers free Wi-Fi, 
Kid's and hospitality corner, a friendly 
breakfast area where the day starts with 
a rich buffet breakfast. The hotel is 100% 
smoke free.

Novotel Centrum 
****
• Art Noveau hotel from 1911
Location: The 4*-hotel is located centrally, 
near the business district on the Pest side. 
The Jewish Museum is nearby. Supermar-
ket: 150m. Subway: Blaha Lujza tér 200m.

Facilities: The hotel is one of the most 
beautiful buildings in the city. The former 
name “Palace Hotel” can still be seen on 
the facade. The café-restaurant Palace 
serves Hungarian dishes and international 
specialties and selected wines. In addition 
the hotel offers 227 air-conditioned rooms, 
7 meeting rooms, a bar, a gym, a sauna, 
a Jacuzzi and for an extra fee a massage 
salon.

GREAT MARKET HALL 

Built in 1897 the Great Market Hall 
is considered the most beautiful of 
all Budapest market halls. From 
fruits, vegetables, dairy products, 
tasty Hungarian salamis, pickles, 
fresh fish, Hungarian paprika, wines 
and souvenirs – the Great Market 
hall is not only great in its size but 
also great in the variety of products 
offered. 

Andrea Schmied”

superior room
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Slovakia

Melting pot of unique castles, caves and 
natural beauty  
Take breathtaking sceneries and unique places in nature, mix it with history and legends and 
garnish it with refreshment and relaxation – the treasures of this central European country 
are waiting to be discovered. 

A vast wealth of national parks, magical 
underground caves such as the Ochtinská 
Aragonite Cave, or historic castles like Spis 
Castle, Orava Castle, or Bratislava Castle 
remain relatively undiscovered.

Behind Slovakia's natural jewels is far more 
than just the majestic Tatra Mountains. 
With beautiful gorges, canyons and water-
falls, the Jánošíkove diery in the Little Fatra 
Mountains are considered a true gem – 
especially for adventure-seekers.

The cultural offer of the Slovak capital Bra-
tislava is immense. From a wealth of diffe-
rent museums, opulent Baroque palaces, 
and old churches to the picturesque streets 
and cosy cafés of the old-town. Despite of 
Bratislava's exciting history, it is one of the 
youngest capitals of the world, also being 
home to a very young population.  

statue in Bratislava © Stanislav Halcin, fotolia.com

Slovakia 

Bratislava

CAPITAL
Bratislava

LANGUAGE
Slovak

CURRENCY
EURO 

© Slovak Tourist Board© Lotharingia, fotolia.com
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Duration:  4 days  

Cities visited: Bratislava  

Bratislava is the youthful, dynamic and bustling capital 
of Slovakia. At the same time it is a historic town full of 
traditions, nostalgia and music, and proud of its rich past. 
During your date with Bratislava you get to know the most 
important sights of the city and enjoy cultural as well as 
culinary delights. 

 DAY 1 Arrival in Bratislava 

 Afternoon  Arrival at your hotel in Bratislava. 

   The remainder of the day is yours to spend at leisure.

 Evening  Get a first overview of the city on the Danube and enjoy breath-taking 
views from the UFO viewpoint. Following, enjoy a welcome dinner at a 
local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Bratislava. 

 DAY 2 Bratislava 

 Morning  After breakfast enjoy a walking tour through the historical city centre of 
Bratislava. The tour will show you the main sights of the beautiful city 
on the Danube such as the Old Town Hall, The Slovak National Theatre 
and Opera House, St. Michael’s Street and St. Michael’s Gate. Then enjoy 
some time on your own strolling through the picturesque streets lined 
with Viennese coffee houses and inviting restaurants.  

   Lunch on your own.

 Afternoon  On a hill above the old town it dominates the city – Bratislava Castle. 
The afternoon is dedicated to a visit of Bratislava’s most famous land-
mark. 

   The rest of the afternoon is yours to spend at leisure. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Bratislava.

 DAY 3 Excursion to Devín Castle   

 Morning  After breakfast, an unforgettable excursion to the Castle of Devín awaits 
you. The well-preserved ruin is noted for a marvellous geographical 
position, offering terrific views over the confluence of the river Danube 
and the river Morava. The castle, standing on a 212 meters cliff, serves as 
a museum with several exhibitions. 

   Lunch at local restaurant in Bratislava. 

 Afternoon  The afternoon is yours to spend at leisure in Bratislava. 

 Evening  Dinner at local restaurant or at your hotel. 

   Overnight stay in Bratislava. 

 DAY 4 Departure from Bratislava 

 Morning  After breakfast you start your homeward journey.

   Have a safe trip!

AUSTRIA

Vienna

Schlosshof

Getting acquainted with Slovakia’s beautiful capital 

Your date with Bratislava 

Falkensteiner Hotel 
Bratislava ****
• over 600sqm meeting area 
Location: The hotel is located in the city 
center. The most important places such 
as the Presidential Palace or the Castle are 
within walking distance. Public transport: 
150m.

Facilities: The stylish hotel offers a 24-hour 
reception, a restaurant, an after-work 
rooftop bar, the Acquapura City Spa on 
300sqm with sauna and fitness area and 
5 conference rooms with state-of-the-art 
conference equipment. The 162 modern 
rooms and suites are comfortably furnis-
hed and offer free Wi-Fi.

TWIN-CITY LINER 

Thanks to the their link via the river 
Danube Bratislava and Vienna are 
closer to each other than any other 
two capitals in Europe. In a little bit 
more than one hour Vienna or Bra-
tislava can be reached several times 
a day. The Twin-City Liner is an ideal 
opportunity for combining a visit to 
Vienna with a visit to Bratislava or 
the other way around. 

Andreea Luca”

Austria Trend Hotel Bratislava ****
• exclusive style & comfort

• onsite wellness area

Location: Situated at the lively pedestrian 
street, the hotel is the ideal base for a stay 
in Bratislava. It is located only a few steps 
from the historic center. The landing stage 
of the Twin City Liner, which brings your 
guests easily to Vienna, is located about a 
15 minutes' walk away. Public transport: 
200m. Supermarket: 100m.

Facilities: Even from a distance one can see 
the modern design hotel with its window 
frames glowing in the dark. 
The trendy hotel offers a spacious lobby 

with 24-hour reception and concierge ser-
vices, a lobby bar and a snack bar, a restau-
rant serving regional specialties, a business 
center, 5 modern seminar rooms and a 
wellness area on the 5th floor with sauna, 
fitness facility and massage (against fee). 
The 199 rooms are equipped with every 
imaginable comfort and offer the perfect 
place to relax. The rooms are decorated 
in fresh, bright design and offer modern 
amenities with bath or shower/toilet, 
hairdryer, air conditioning, satellite & Pay 
TV, minibar, laptop safe and free Wi-Fi.

© Dusi Puffi, fotolia.com
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Slovenia

Living in harmony with nature
Where the Alps meet the Mediterranean and the Pannonian Plain meets the Karst lies  
Slovenia – a small green country located in the centre of Europe.

Slovenia boasts a sunny Mediterranean 
climate, a stunning Adriatic coastline and 
natural wonders such as the Julian Alps or 
the Kamnik-Savinja Alps. 

Not only Slovenia's surface is very invi-
gorating, also the country's underground 
wonders – 9,000 karstic caves – are 
amongst the most beautiful in the world. 
Postojna Cave – an underground labyrinth 
of stalagmites and stalactites – is only one 
such example. 

Since its establishment in 1580, Lipica 
is the origin of the noble Lipizzan horses 
that can be admired during a visit to the 
stud farm.  

Its capital Ljubljana is a charming mix of 
old and new. Almost every architectural 
style, from Renaissance and Baroque to Art 
Nouveau periods are represented in the 

doorways, romantic bridges and columns. 
With numerous theatres, museums and 
galleries and one of the oldest philharmo-
nic orchestras in the world, Ljubljana offers 
a broad cultural program.

Piran with Alps in behind © Grand Hotel Bernardin

Slovenia
Ljubljana

Portorož

Istrrian dish © Grand Hotel Bernardin

€
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Ljubljana
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Grand Hotel Bernardin ***** Portorož

• private beach & VIP beach at the Slovenian Riviera

• exclusive Paradise Spa

• largest convention center in Slovenia

Airport: Pula/52km 
Beach: 50m

Location: The luxurious Grand Hotel Ber-
nardin, Slovenia's largest convention hotel, 
is set in a prominent location right on the 
promenade between Portorož and Piran. A 
private beach (mid-June to mid-September, 
depending on weather) with beach towels, 
sun loungers and parasols is located in 
front of the hotel. The VIP beach (for a fee) 
with limited places offers comfortable sun 
loungers with cushions, exclusive service 
and a daily exercise program.

Rooms: The 241 comfortably furnished 
rooms are equipped with bath/toilet, 
hairdryer, bathrobe, air conditioning, 
telephone, radio, satellite and pay TV, safe, 
Wi-Fi, minibar and balcony with wonderful 
sea views. 

Facilities: The 12-storey luxury hotel built 
on a cliff side has an impressive architec-
ture and offers stunning views over the 
sea. Lobby and reception are in the top 
floor. Located on the 10th floor, the exclusi-
ve restaurants “Pecina” and “Sunset” are fa-
mous for their innovative approach to the 
Mediterranean cuisine, exciting range of 
tasty meals and vines. The Grand Café, the 
Piano bar, the roofed Grand Garden and 
the neighbouring “Barka” fish restaurant 
offer a breathtaking view of the Piran bay. 
On sunny summer days the tropic bar of-
fers refreshments in a relaxed atmosphere. 
Wi-Fi is for free throughout the hotel. 

Laguna Bernardin: The seawater park (ca. 
150m away) is the perfect alternation to 
the beach. It offers 1,000sqm of water 
surface and consists of two parts, affili-
ated with each other. The quiet western 
part offers a swimming pool (20x10m) 
with massage waterfalls, a recreational 

pool and five whirlpools. The eastern part 
of the water park is intended for more 
dynamic water activities. It is ideal for 
families with children and for people who 
like water games.

Spa: Panoramic indoor pool (closed in July 
& August) and modern fitness center. 
Against payment: The Paradise Spa Well-
ness Center takes your guests into a realm 
of well-being, comfort and relaxation. 
They can choose between Finish, infrared 
and bio sauna. The massage offerings 
include the Swedish, Indian and traditional 
massage, Hot Stone, Lomi Lomi Nui and a 
wide range of care methods according to 
the traditional way of Thailand with herbs, 
essential oils and therapeutic massage. 
Rasul, thalasso therapy, facials and body 
treatments with quality products, wraps 
and scrubs, anti-cellulite treatments, spe-
cial care programs for men and couples as 
well as saunas, tepidarium and laconium 
will improve well-being and vitality.  
The VIP suite offers sauna, Jacuzzi and is 
ideal for honeymoons. 

Meetings & Incentives: The Congress Cen-
ter Bernardin is the first and the largest 
Congress Centre in Slovenia. It houses 19 
multi-purpose halls, offices, rooms for 
project work, exhibition spaces and spaces 
for promotional activities, registration 
terminals, storage facilities and external 
“Green Halls” for the implementation of a 
wide range of events. 

Meals: Rich breakfast. In case of half-board 
dinner buffet.

Activities: Evening animation in July and 
August. Against payment: 6 illuminated 
tennis outdoor courts, water sports center 
with Jet Ski and water ski, diving school 
and diving courses in the hotel.
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MICE Services 
The planning and organisation of meetings, conferences and incentive programs 
tends to be very time-consuming. We do not only take care of the location and 
supplier scouting, but also coordinate the handling and guarantee a seamless 
procedure of your event. 

Benefit from a comprehensive offer – individually tailored to your customers’ requirements and all from one 
source.  With great destination know-how and a constantly expanding network of professional suppliers in 
Central Europe, we make your event, meeting or incentive a memorable one.

OUR SERVICES: 
• Location scouting 

• Preparation of tailor-made incentive programs including budgeting and conception 

• Onsite coordination of suppliers 

• Hotel and restaurant reservations 

• Transfer services

• Meet and greet services

• Guide and sightseeing arrangements

• Entertainment and supporting program 

Schönbrunn Conference Center © Österreich Werbung, Peter Burgstaller

privat guide in Linz © Österreich Werbung, Peter Burgstaller© Bristol Vienna
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Location: Located within walking distance 
to St. Stephan’s Cathedral in the middle of 
one of Vienna’s most spectacular shopping 
streets, the Wollzeile. 

Description: With a total exhibition space 
of more than 2,000sqm, the Aula der 
Wissenschaften – a stylish and elegant 

location – offers suitable rooms for eve-
ry occasion – be it seminars, meetings, 
cocktail receptions or any other event. 
Spacious glass surfaces not only provide 
daylight but also the kind of transparency 
that is also inherent in the state-of-the-art 
science. 

Location: Unique location in the historic 
city centre of Graz, a UNESCO listed World 
Cultural Heritage site. 

Description: With venues such as Congress 
Graz it is not surprising that the city is 
such a popular choice for staging national 

and international symposiums, meetings, 
conferences and congresses. Congress 
Graz offers 19 rooms that are frequently 
occupied with brainwork. Besides state-
of-the-art technical infrastructure and 
equipment, Congress Graz also offers an 
exclusive premium catering service. 

Location: Located in the middle of Zell am 
See. Everything – from the hotel to the ski 
lift – can be reached on foot. 

Description: The Ferry Porsche Congress 
Centre offers a multifunctional room 

concept which allows adapting the rooms 
to the number of participants (8 rooms 
for max. 1,000 persons, all one level) with 
state-of-the-art congress technology, as 
well as 800sqm of open space directly next 
to the building.  

Location: Situated in downtown on the 
banks of the river Danube. 

Description: Eleven beautiful function 
rooms are complemented by a centre. The 
conference floor of the Grand Hotel River-
park offers a range of sizes throughout its 
11 function rooms, the largest of which 

can accommodate up to 600 attendees. 
Each venue can be illuminated by natural 
daylight and features the latest audio-
visual equipment, including translation 
booths. The hotel’s stunning plaza is ideal 
for outdoor events, especially during 
warmer months. 

Ideal for congresses and meetings 

Unique venue in a likewise unique location 

First-class service and high flexibility 

Located in walking distance to St. Sephans Cathedral

A location with an exclusive rooftop heliport  

Imperial Palace | Vienna

Aula der Wissenschaften | Vienna

Congress Graz | Graz 

Ferry Porsche Congress Centre Zell am See | Salzburg 

Grand Hotel Riverpark | Bratislava 

Meeting and Conference Location Ideas 

© WienTourismus, MAXUM

Location: Located in the very heart of 
Vienna, numerous hotels, restaurants 
and shops can be found within walking 
distance. 

Description: Europe’s first imperial con-
gress and events centre is offering an 
unmistakeable melange of contemporary 

art and historic flair. A total floor space of 
17,000sqm is available for events for up 
to 4,900 persons for a high-class setting 
for meetings, conferences, seminars, press 
events and banquets. State-of-the art 
technology including projection and sound 
systems are also a matter of course. 
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Incentive & Teambuilding Suggestions 

RADICAL HEIGHTS

Imagine standing on the top of a building. You can feel the wind in your 
hair, and the view is simply breath-taking. And then you make your way 
down! As you go, your heart starts beating faster, and the adrenaline kicks 
in. Once you’re back on solid ground, celebrate your achievement! If 
walking isn’t quite fast enough, put on your inline skates first. Vertical 
running is a great activity for company or housewarming parties, and 
most buildings are suited for it.

A ZOO WITH A PAST

From A as in antilope to Z as in zebra: a visit to Schönbrunn Zoo, the 
world‘s oldest, is like a tour of the continents. Explore this “zoological 
garden” and listen to the nightly sounds of the animals. More than 500 
species – some of them threatened – have found a home here. Animal-
watching and anecdotes from the zoo‘s 250-year past make for an 
entertaining stay before cocktails are offered and dinner is served at one 
of the historic zoo buildings.

AN AUDIENCE WITH THE EMPEROR

Schönbrunn Palace ranks among Austria‘s most important cultural and 
historical monuments. Instead of reporting facts and figures, we will take 
you on a fairytale tour of the palace. Experience first-hand baroque 
splendour and imperial elegance: have an audience with Emperor Franz 
Joseph II, meet Empress Sisi and her court, or dance a minuet with Marie 
Antoinette. After dinner, listen as W.A. Mozart plays the piano.

A BALL IN VIENNA

Travel back in time 300 years with us while experiencing the 17th 
century‘s baroque elegance and the imperial court‘s sophisticated lifestyle 
at the impressive estate rooms of one of Vienna‘s most beautiful 
locations. Your host will introduce you to Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and 
his celebrity friends, who will not only perform but also share stories of 
their daily life. Learn how to dance the minuet, join in historic games and 
enjoy special authentic dishes served at the grand banquet.

KNIGHT FOR A DAY

Get a taste of the Middle Ages – a period of European history which 
roughly lasted from the 5th to the 15th century – and experience life in a 
castle. As you arrive, musicians, dancers and soldiers welcome you before 
you change into traditional garb. You then get to prove your strength and 
skills during various medieval games. Learn how to use bow and arrow 
correctly, so you can defend the castle from approaching intruders. Upon 
request, the day ends on a festive note with a spectacular knights‘ feast.

© Österreich Werbung, Peter Burgstaller

© Österreich Werbung, Wiesenhofer

© Tiergarten Schönbrunn, Norbert Potensky

© Javier Pierini, Getty Images

© Graz Tourismus, Harry Schiffer
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HOW TO STAY AFLOAT

Is building a raft and sailing away into the sunset a dream of yours? 
Today, it will come true! All items necessary to build a raft are available. 
You just need the skills and creativity to get it ready. Our water guides will 
lend a hand, so it carries everyone safely on the water. Finally, all rafts are 
put to the test, so make sure you don‘t leave your paddle on the shore! 
Teams eager for a competition can engage in a rafting race or slalom 
competition.

FUN IN THE SNOW – DOWN THE HILL YOU GO!

Horn-sled racing developed from the habit of transporting hay from the 
alpine pastures down to the valley for the winter on sledges. After 
learning the technique, you will be taken up to the mountain top. There, 
put your new skills to the test: teams are formed – and then off you all 
go! Racing down the mountain is great fun. Our top priority is security, so 
the route will be wide and not too steep. If requested, dinner will be 
served at a mountain lodge, or hot beverages at a snow bar.

A HUNGARIAN ADVENTURE

A day for experiencing Hungarian culture and tradition at its best. Take in 
the beauty of the Puszta landscape, the sounds of Gypsy violins and 
accordions, and the wisdom of soothsayers before tasting typical dishes 
such as Goulash (served by Hussars carrying the kettle on two lances), 
Lecso or pancakes. After dinner, equipped with torches, take a stroll 
through the nearby national park. At the big stone pit, gypsies will share 
their people‘s story in music. With them, celebrate a feast under the stars.

GET COZY AT A MOUNTAIN LODGE

Guided by lit torches, horse-drawn coaches and sleighs take you through 
the still winter landscape to a mountain lodge somewhere in the Alps. 
Settle into the evening with some Austrian schnapps or mulled wine 
before alphorn blowers welcome you at the “snow bar”. Later, a 
traditional three-course dinner is served, offering you a taste of Alpine 
cooking, while musicians entertain you. Traditional games such as 
“Stump” or a beer-mug lifting competition may be followed by a sledge-
ride down the  mountain.

LET’S HAVE A BEER!

Since 1837, “Ottakringer” has ranked among Austria‘s favourite beers. Still 
in use today, the brewery in Vienna‘s 16th district Ottakring – hence the 
name – has retained its nostalgic charm. At the former “barley storage” 
room, expect games, tastings, and performances by an Austrian band as 
well as a “Schuhplattler” troupe. A typical Austrian buffet goes well with 
a fresh “Ottakringer” from the tap.

© Österreich Werbung, Florian Sonntag

Puszta Show © Anita Huszti, fotolia.com

© Tirol Werbung, Mallaun

© Niceshot, Fotolia.com

© AREA 47
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Event location ideas for exclusive gala dinners

Location: Located close to the Vienna 
International Centre with a very good 
infrastructure and traffic connections. 

Description: The Wolke is located in the 
21st floor of the 100m-high Saturn Tower. 
With a rooftop terrace of 160sqm and an 

exclusive Sky Lobby, the Wolke presents 
itself as the ideal location for exclusive 
events such as gala dinners. Guests may 
not only enjoy the amazing panoramic 
view over Vienna, but also the culinary 
delicacies from one of the outstanding 
catering partners. 

Location: Located in the very heart of 
Salzburg with a spectacular view over the 
festival city. 

Description: From private events, gala 
dinners, press conferences to company 
parties or weddings: the LOFT in the 
middle of Salzburg offers almost infinite 
possibilities. A fully glazed top floor with 

two panoramic terraces and breath-taking 
views and modern equipped rooms, which 
can be individually combined for up to 
400 guests. 
The perfect contrast program for the 
modern architecture of the upper floors: 
the conscious originally unspoilt cavern, 
which finishes the offer with its special 
atmosphere.

Location: Located in the enchanting Ziller-
tal Valley in Tyrol. Good infrastructure. 

Description: Through its exemplary ef-
ficiency, the FeuerWerk is a metaphor 
that has become reality, thus making it 
the ideal location for events revolving 
around the topic areas of sustainability, 

energy and ecology. Conference halls are 
equipped with state-of-the-art seminar 
technology and do justice to even the very 
highest acoustical demands. With pano-
ramic views out over their 'Garden of the 
Airs' and the Zillertal mountains, this is, 
without doubt, an incredibly special place 
to conference.

Location: The Forchtenstein Castle is 
looming up among the foothills of the 
Rosaliengebirge mountain range in the 
heart of Austria’s easternmost province, 
the Burgenland. 

Description: The special charisma of this 
historic building and its inhabitants has 

survived through the centuries. Thus, the 
rooms exude the magic of bygone days. 
The castle provides an exceptional setting 
for gala events or fairy-tale weddings in a 
historic venue with a stylish atmosphere 
making it an unparalleled setting. 

Luxury in an historic building

Stylish location above the roofs of Vienna 

Diverse location with stunning views over Salzburg 

A historical atmosphere with modern comforts

A world of wood in the heart of the enchanting Zillertal Valley 

Palais Daun-Kinsky | Vienna

Wolke 21 | Vienna

LOFT | Salzburg  

Feuerwerk | Fügen (Tyrol)  

Forchtenstein Castle | Forchtenstein (Burgenland)  

© Palais Daun-Kinsky, Wien

© FeuerWerk-Binderholz

© Andreas Hafenscher, MQ

Location: Palais Daun-Kinsky is located 
directly in the city centre on the Freyung 
square in Vienna. 

Description: Built between 1713 and 1719, 
this Palais is one of the most impressive 
examples of historical architecture in the 
city. With its magnificent stucco deco-
ration, painted ceilings and sculptures, 

this Palais offers an exclusive setting for 
banquets, cocktail receptions, conferences, 
seminars, press events and private ce-
lebrations from 20 to 180 persons. The 
impressive oval ballroom forms the heart 
of the Palais. Various salons can be boo-
ked as part of an individual or combined 
reservation.
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www.best-treatment.com

Getting you access to Europe‘s  
leading health care providers

Ваш путь к лучшей  
европейской медицине
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BEST 
TREATMENT 
BY 
MONDIAL 
Whether one is in search of a clinic, a medical centre, a hotel/
spa or specialists, Best Treatment makes high-standard medical 
care available to you in

• Austria
• Germany
• Hungary and 
• The Czech Republic 

As a part of the largest privately owned travel company in Austria, with branch offices in 
Germany, Czech Republic and Hungary, Best Treatment can offer the full range of tailor-
made travel services. This combination makes Best Treatment unique and enables custo-
mers to be fully concentrated on what matters most – their health and well-being. 

for more information, please check www.best-treatment.com

OUR  
CLIENTS' ADVANTAGES:
• all-in-one support 
• time saving through outsourcing 
• excellent contacts to the most 

renowned medical facilities 
• almost 50 years of tourism 

industry experience
• multilingual staff 

SPECTRUM OF  
MEDICAL TREATMENTS: 
• Preventive medicine &  

health checks
• Surgery & treatment of acute 

and chronic disease 
• Dental surgery
• Plastic surgery
• Rehabilitation & post-surgery 

care
• Nutritional science
• Fertility treatments & childbirth
• Medical wellness 

MAIN  
MEDICAL SERVICES: 
• pre-selection of a medical facility 
• provision of a preliminary offer
• coordination of all necessary 

appointments
• coordination of interpreters
• organisation of a second opinion 

(also at a distance) 
• provision of a considerable 

number of packages incl. 
accommodation, meals, and 
medical treatments with 
different focus 

TRAVEL SERVICES: 
• accommodation 
• transportation 
• social programs for 

accompanying persons
• assistant services
• visa support 
• etc. 
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A NEW ERA OF 
WONDER

OPEN DAily FROm 8:30 tO 19:30 
lAst ENtRy 18:30

July AND August DAily FROm 8:30 tO 22:00
lAst ENtRy 21:00 

Kristallweltenstraße 1, 6112 Wattens, Austria 
swarovski.com/kristallwelten


